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FOREWORD

Working With Evaluators represents. a significant advance in the development of scientifically tested
prevention programs that meet the nee& of parents, schools; youth and communities. This volume has beerL
written to assist prevention prograin stkif to work cooperatively and effeetiVely With evaluatore and

, researchers to apply their skills; knowledge and sensitivities in the design and implementation of.noteworthy
evaluations. .

.
4i.s...,,,... , , _ ____

The prevention field.has takes signifi&iiit strides forward_ releVant to evaluation by breaking through the
resistance and fear oVevaluative- findings that have ptovon to be so typical of social programing; In contrast
the field of prevention Olearly, recognizes and accepts the tenet that if the field is to continue to develop
and to emerge in- 1980's as a scientific disciplinei this evolution will be based in part on the knowledge
gained from evaluative research and program evalliation. . 4 ,

. f
-

. .'
The development of this %%game and more importantly the '_National Prevention Evaluation Resource
Network (NPERN), cogently illustrate the many pOSitiVe benefits to be-derived from joint State-Federal
projects. As a result of the consortium -of States (Wisconsin; New Jersey; Pennsylvania) involved in that
effert, a system for evaluation had been created that is sensitive and responsive to the unique e0aluation
needs of State and local prevention programs Without imposing constraints or inapplicable standards; Just as
sound evaluation results from the partnerShip7Of h well trained evaluator and a skilled program staff; so too
will effective prevention programs result froth the partnership of States; communities* families, parents and
the Federal Government; ,

, \ , i
4

William J. Bukoski,- Ph.D.
Research Psychologist
Prevention Research Branch
Division or Clinical Research
National Institute on Drug Abuse



PREFACE

The lal east' in (disease) pr;;;M on--
/is in" ate ing nothing happen.

.-,...

Donald Millar, M.D.
Centers for Disease Control
(New Yoffc Times, -Jan. 20, 1980)

The real pleasure in evaluation is in watching p
thus helping learn to make - it happen.

Anonymous

And the real pleasure in creating this monograph op prevention evaluation was iq working with and
'through a stimulating network of pebple. In addition to the authors and eciltors, many people contributed
significantly to help shape the monograph.

Early outlines of the monograph were reviewed in depth by David Twain, Rutgers. University Graduate
School of Criminal Justice, hnd Nancy Kaufmann, Wisconsin Bureau of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse. A
final. outline was _prepared in a two-day intensive work group attended by most. of the contributing authors,
and editorial staff.

Following SubmiSSion of several chapter-driffts by each contributor,,a five-member national consumer
review group of prevention and evaluation practitioners was convened, seleCted _with. assistance from the
National Institute on 'Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, the National Institute on Drug Abitie, the National
Council on Aleoolism, the Center for Multicultural Awareness, and many individual prevention specialists.

The review gr up included Barbara Beli_of the New Jersey DiviSion of Narcotic and Drug Abuse Control;
Barbara Kline of e Rock Island (Illinois) County Council on Alcoholism; Patrick Ogawa of the Japanese-
American Cultur and Community-Center-in Los Angeles; Carol Steitiof the National Federation of Parents
for Drug Free uth; and Richard Stephens, Cleveland (Ohio) State University.

The consumer review members each independently read and critiqued the' first full draft of the
mon/graph, then met with the editors as a group to consolidate suggested changes, and reviewed a second
draft incorporating their suggestions. Hugh Cline of the Educational Testing Service provided an
independent technical reviewF

4.

John F. French Court C. Fisher

t;

ftmuel J. Costa, Jr.

New Jersey Department of Health
Alcohol Narcotic and Drug Abuse Unit
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Evaluation is about

O

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

(What It's Mostly All About)

participation
empowerment

leatning
survival.

it
°These are not words we normally associate with evaluation, but they are elements of the basic purpose and

message _of this mongraph: to foster participatibn, empowerment, learning, and survival in alcohol and drug
abuse preventiOn programs. .. _

.

This is a monograph aWut evaluation for managers (and other decisionmakers) of prevention programs.
It is a product of the National Prevention'Evaluation Resource Network (NPERN).

NPERN is a program of the Federal Departmek of Health and Human Service% National Institutd on
Drug Abuse (NIDA). In 1978 the Prevention Branch of NIDA started NPERN to _improve the number and
quality of evaluations c ducted_by and about 'drug' abuse prevention provams. The National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alco lism (NIAAA) later added its support to encourage greatezliceess by alcoholism
prevention programs to aluation resources.

____

NPERN WOrks pri by bringing experienced .evaluators together with alcohol and drug prevention
w.ivrams to help the programs meet evaluation needs. This direct on-site technical assistance was provided
first in a 1978 pilot project in six States. A larger scale national technical assistance phase operated
through 1981.

As part ,of NPEFtN's program several publications were also written and .publishedo' A Handbook -fir
,Prevention- Evaluation_ is 6 summary of evaluation knowledge and technique'applied to the prevention field
and is Written primarily for evaluator& This monograph; Working with Evaluators, is a companion to the
HandboOkloidls designed primarily for prevention program managers.

with
_ 4, 1.. -is

Although \it istvrillttlit with the titsumition that youas _a program manageir-r-will have direct access to
evaluation consultahts through the NPERN network, the monograph will aLso be useful to managers in
working: with evaluators generally. Indeed, it can help you tO understandsIdesign, and conduct your own
program evaluations even if you have no outside assistance ari&expertipe to help accomplish this

(_ .

As a user of the monograph, you are . encouraged to reador skimit through at, least once from
beginning to end. Itch previntion program manager valli bring_ different sets of experience, interest

eeed to this monograph; and you will each fi*l differefil chapters or sections- to meet your interest. e
. r dundancy,fs'built in from chaptei 'to ohipter to maintain continuity, but the monograph as a whole is .

Shaped by, Vie following Itructure: ,

. 4- ... . .
'z--

I __Chapter 2, A Model for Program Change, introduces Eitonceptual framework for evaluation as part ofa
nine-step. continual process Of program _pkuming,,feedback, and change; EvaluatiOn of program- process,
outcome; and impact is introduced, along with ways to, categorize information and target areas. cbatitee 2
lays,- the groundwork for more detailed- discUssion of the process -and content of eftluatiori in later chapters.
R fishOtild be reviewed by every monograph. user and is must reading. for program managers. with little
evaluation backgrotmck '.

:



Chapter 3, Program',IsSUeLin Prevention Evaluation 'shifts focus to highlight some characteristics of
alcohol and drug abuse prevention and its programs in relation to the evaluation model of chapter 2. It
presents four major questions that preventiOn program managers must ask to partidipate effectively in
evaluift. ion.'

Chapter 4, Evaluation Issues in Prevention Programs, puts the program manager inside the evaluator's
,hqad, to understand basic design and methodology questions that must be considered in condupting_ any
evaluation. EN constructing and critiquing one case study of a poor evaluation, chapter 4.hithlightt
technical issues hat managers and evaluators must examine together to assure useful evaluation. Chapter 4
also describes and comments' extensively :on basic quantitative and qualitative methods and provides an
introduction to cost-benefit analysis.,;. Chapter 4's focus is on the content more than the process of
evaluation and may be useful as a continual reference for prevention program managers.

Chapter 5, Preparing for the Evaluation, elaborates the 9-step model introduced in chapter 2. It takes
program managers through each step in detail; emphasizing their responsibility and participation with the
evaluator. chapter 5 can be read and used as a checklist for good evaluation process;

Chapter 6; 'Case Studies in Prevention Evaluation, ties the earlier, more didactic, discussion of
evaluation content and process into three case studies; Emphasizing real-life process; the case studies focus
on _communication Between program de-cisionmakers and evaluators, and the relationships .among these

jotterliersonal communications, progra reakities, and evaluation needs that.,encourage or hinder useful
evalu tion. ,

.

hapter,7, Politics and Science in Prevention Programing, also uses case material but focuses on the,
ante of the prograM's external political context for the success or failure of both the program and its

evaluation:

Overall, this monograph discusses evaluation as participation; empowerment; learning; and survival;
these themes flow from the experience and undefstanding of evaluation shared by the authors.

Participation is fundamental. Starting in chapter 2 which describes evaluationas part of a proceaS of
continual program c nge,7the need for program managers and evaluators to collaborate is emphasized. This
is not simply a Matter of good personal relations but follows from the nature of evaluation itself.

Fundamentally, evaluation is a way_te describe Selectively and tha to jildge the value of something in
this case your prevention 'program. Thepolitical and organizational history of evaluation reinforces an
ideologyand a realitythat this process of description and judgment is "scientific," carried out by experts
on less expertpeople and programs. 4

V . -t This monograph affirms that science and =expertise are indeenvolved in the evaluation of prevention
-Z ;programs. But it affirms something morethai evaluation is not simply "objective" science coinposed?of

facts outside your Own interest and influence. (ood (and bad)_ evaluation, like good (and bad) science, is
mentally a human _activity shaped by the intentions, kpowledge, and Values of the _people who- do it.

t includes you :as a prevention program decisfonmaker! As manager; your primary responsibility is
"wally to define, and te.carry out the ends and means; goals and methods, of your program. Eve-ligation

extension of this same responsibility at.a second level. To the extent that you contribute to defining
. life goals and methods of; an evaiion; you will infItteneei if not control; its pridcess and outcome:

POrticipate! .

' This oriograph is alto about empowerment yours: One intention is to provide you as a prevention
-program manager with enough of the "stuff" of evaluation,its values, image, and technique; that you Can

participate intelligently. and effectively with evaluators and other -Zecisionmars in the conduct of
evaluation. _The monograph won't turn you ink, a full-time evaluator. It can help you become a better

/ contributor to and user of your own program evaluation, and thereby an even better' manager.

AlthoUgh techrtical aspects of evalaation are discussed throughout the monograph; chapter 4 contains
the most con entrated discussion., As,,,You delve into this, remember another fundamental characteristic:
evaluation is aboutthe certainty and uncertainty of what people know and can knew about the wcild,
including prevention programs; Evaluation,ls abopt reducing the uncertainty of what we know. All the more
technical aspects of evaluatien, including the molt abstract, complex; and specialized scientific or

.,-mathematical issues, are fundamentally trbeut; identifying different kinds of uncertainty and reducing_ it.
Evaluation is also about 'understanding that any approach to reducing uncertainty in the real world has
accompanying.costs. Keep this principle in mind as you. use. the monograph to increase your own knowledge

- and power. - . 1.1/ 2
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Empowerment comes not, only from learning the content of evaluation, but from participatink in the
evaluation process. In chapter 5; the authors take you stepA,y-step through the .cess of preparing for an
evaluation_ and working with an evaluator. Both this chapter and the chapter e studies try to capture
the feel tor attertive, tntelligent give-and-take between program manager, and evaluator that is the
hallmark of good evaluation process.

_ Participation and empOWerment ee twin aspects of your process as a manager_ in prograni _evaluation.
Learning and survival are likewise twinsbut they-are the goals. EvalUation contains a natural tension
between acting in the world based on current belief aid knowledge and remaining open to new experience
and knO`wiedge that may change belief,and action in tbe futUre; This is-the tension between growth and
change; cpntintlity and status quo; It is a tension and balance that affects each program, the field of- alcohol
and drug abuse prevention in general* the larger society* and the political economy;

Chapter 3 explores some of the prevention program issues* including,changes in the prevention field
itself; that contribute to the change/survival dynamic. Chapter 7 likewise focuses explicitly on the survival
value of program evaluation, emphasizing -how recent political and economic changes have shifted the human
service emphagia from learning* changei and growth to a more survival orientation. .

_ .

How does your prevention prograrn fare in the midst of th e changes? What criteria are your funding
deeisionmakerS Using tci divide a probably shrinking pie? Assn ng you're still in 'the pie,._What criteria and
informalion are you using for your own program and budget de isions? Thisr too* is the stuff of evaluation.
You may even find that asking these question-s-=- challenging your own and your program's actions and beliefs-
77can become, as interesting as the actions and beliefs Ahemselves. To incorporate the oestioning
"eValuator" perspective may contribute to your becoming more committed doer-and manager;

Read the monOgraph through, pick and choose what interests you most, read and use again; We hope
you find the monograph as useful Si we found it fun.to create. Try it!

12
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CHAPTER 2: A MODEL FOR PROGRAM CHANGE

(It Goes Round and Round and Never Stops)

impact process outcome . feedback
target group goals objectives

cost effectiveness utilization
a red herring program development .

indicators research design
validity reliability random sampling

The above terms, among others,-appear numerous times throughout thir-monOgraph. Such is the
language of the prevention evaluation field. If evaluation is used not simply as pruning shears for funding
agencies, but as a means of aidingprwram development and renewal then most of the terminology can
become part a the everyday program vernacular, It would be best for program decisionmakers and
evaluators to speak the same language.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe an evaluation. model based on constant feedback about various
aspects of a program to promote conthmal,program development But first, we must discuss the heed for a
model, and following the model description, how to tie the model to ,various phases in a program's
development;

NEED FOR AN EVALUATION MODEL

Funding for healthand human services is always tight but has become more s- in the recent past. Drug
and alcohol abuse prevention, as a new _kid on_tii e. block of human services, especially needs to prove its
worth to various sources of pressure and funds. Taxpayers, Government agencies, foundations, and others all
seek more effective evaluation of programs in the human services field. "More effective" implies that past
evaluations have been lacking h: effectiveness. This is a justifiableAmplication, but the need, today is to
build from past problems rather than to tear down past evaluations. The potential for evaluation research is
-enormous. The field itself has contributors coming from the many scientific disciplines involved in the
evaluation, of human servicespsychology, sociology, anthropology, political science, statistics, operations
research, systems analysis, economics, and computer science. The evaluation of any one human serviccs
program (for example, a substance abuse prevention program) can draw on the growing literature from all
these fields.

,

One of the most often criticized aspects of evatuations is the underutilization of the results. One of
the reasons that the questions of the decisionmakers who could best use the results are not alw
considered during the early phases of the evaluation. If decisionmakers are not asked what information they
need, the evaluation may not even address the appropriate issues; The audience of deeisionmakers we iefer
to could range from funding sources or key program administrators to program staff or qom_munity activists.
For example, if a tunding_agency wants a strict cost-efficiendy analysis', the program manager's interest in
which aspects of the program actually help the participants the mostregardless of costcan go unnoticed
and unexamined. 'Conversely, if an evaluation is liptted to an internal ;investigation of the .success of

4 13



different approaches to prevention with no interest in economic realities, the prejectts administrators may
have difficulty in providing the type of information (for example; bottom-line costs) that some funders
demand;

Because the importance of using evaluation results cannot be overemphasized, it is repeatedly stressed
throughout this monograph. If the results of an evaluation are ignored; or never reach the critical
decisionmakers; the evaluation plan was not well thdught out or implemented. In the case of the evaluation
model presented here, utilization of results will be seen as a. basis for both program survival and
improvement. r j

A program manager is not expected to keep abreast of developments and techniques in the evaluation
field, of course. This is why there are evaluation consultants. That a good evaluator will be aware of the
appropriate techniques and applications for various methodologies should be taken for _granted, but ()neje
the problems in the past has been methodological deficiencies. An evaluator has to be flexible, willing, 11W,
able to divorce himself from his favorite methdd if it does not fit the situation' at hand; But hdiv does a
manager know 'whether or not the evaluator is suggesting an appropriate method? By being a critic*
consumer of evaluation services'. A good manager will demand to be informed of the potential uses and
limitations of alternative designs for thy_ program evaluation. A goo:A manager needs to know the costs
(financial arid informational) of one method compared to another; Even if the manager has no control over
the conduct °r an evaluationas in the case of a funding agency hiring an outside evaluator with carte
blanche to find out y what the agency wants to knowthe manager has the right to know what is being
looked at and how it is being done; Ideally; a good evaluator-manager team will develop; 'pooling their
knowledge of the theoretical; the applied, the ideal, and the practical_aspeets of_both prevention programs
e,nd their evaluations. This monograph and the previously pubYrahed
(French and Kaufman 1981) encourage team effort.

-; * e s

e-,

To build cooperation, a consiStent frame of reference and language is needed for decisionmakers and
evaluators. The evaluation research model developed several years ago under the auspices_of the National
Institute on Drug Abuses (NIDA's) Prevention Branch (Bukoski 1979; French and Kaufman 1981), building on
work by Waller and Scanlon (1973) and others, provides the context for the evaluation issues, strategies, and
methodologies presented here.

No rigid, standard form of evalu ating prevention programs is propos Rather, a flexible model is
presented to encourage the incorporation of new developments in both preve ion programing and evaluation
methods; This framework provides a rational approach to program evaluation and shows how evaluation
methods can be incorporated into a program in a manner most helpful to the prevention program itself.

THE EVALUATION MODEL

This model can be used with any alcohol or drug abuse prevention approach. It features three levels of
evaluation:

process, outcome, and impact

categorizes information into three types:

desdriptive, comparative; and explanatory
- .

and can focus on one or more of four major target areas:

individual, progrard, service system, and societal.

These three evaluation parameterslevel, information type, and target areaare discussed below.

Level

Each level of evaluation (process, outcome, impact) has its own set of indicators and methodologies.
Ways to measure what is'going on methodologies -- differ among the three levels, as do the things that are
measuredindicators. The three levels are discussed below, with a brief overview of all three followed by a
more thorouh discussion of each.

5
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Process evaluation is thorough- description of the- various aspects, of a prevention program.-A _It
attempts to present a mplete picture7the dynamies and characteristics. of an *rational,: ongoing
prevention program. Process evaluation examines the target population; the; personnel operating the,
program,. the services delivered, and the utilization ot resources, for program ,component§. These and other
aspects of the program all provide indicators at this level of evaluation.,

Outcome evaluation is what most peop e think of when evaluation is mentioned. It is concerned with
measuring the effect of a program on the people participating in it. Outcome evaluation attempts to answer
the question: "Has the program had a significant effect on _participants and is that effect in the desired
direction?" In essence; this level of evaluation is an attempt to determine if the program has met its
objectives in produe g changes in perceptions, itudes, behaviors, or other effectiveness indicators among
its targeted client k 0. -

Impact evaluation examines the total effect of prevention programs on the community as a whole.' The
key word here is community, which. may be defined as k scboOl, heighbOrhoo& tOwn, city, Stat4 etc.
Community-wide indicators such as .incidence and prevalence of substance abuse; related criminaractivity;
and institutional/societal policy and change are measured through methods such-as epidemiologic studies or
community surveys. The attempt is made to gauge the impact of a prOgrani operating over an extended
period of time or of several programs operating within a specified geographic area. '

_

The three levels of evaluation are not mutually exciusiVe. Rather, -they can be viewed as successive _

phases in the development of information in a comprehensive evaluation effort.

Process evaluation.The information gathered during this evaluative phase reflects all of the inputs
into a program, the patterns in which these inputs interact, and the various transactions and interactions
that take place within a program. Important process information includes the theory on which the program
operates, needs assessment, policy development, program design, and the characterittics of program clients,
staff, physical plant, decisionmaking structure, and financial resources. These types of data can provide,
continuous feedback to use for internal monitoring which can help guide and direct resource allocation,
organizational decisions, and ongoing program development.,

Process information can also contribute' to accountability and replicability outside of; or external to,
irthe program; How can process information from different programs be compared? One cannot simply
compare programs without considering their operating contexts. These contexts are, themselves, part of the
process information. By categorizing this information into four general areashuman resources; physical
resource variables; contextual variables, and program specific variablesit becomes easier to identify
variations between or among programs.

Human resources inchide all client and staff variables affecting the program. The number and
description of clients served, staffing patterns, qualifications of staff, and attitudes and behaviors of both
clients and staff are all considered human resources of a program;

Physical resource variables include descriptions of the physical plant, equipment, and materials and the
program functions and activities which utilize these resources; Financial resources and expenditures are
impoitant program inputs which also provide a basis for cost analysis.

Contextual variables describe the community and institutional environments in which a prevention-V
program operates. These directly affect the workings and effectiveness of the program. The demographic
and socioeconomic makeup of the community are important factors, as are community attitudes and rates of
various social probleps (e.g., arrests sand substance abuse related medical episodes).

Program-specific variables cap( be roughly diVided into organizational structure, program service
delivery, and participant/staff/pro anrAnteractions.

Organizational Structure.An analysis of an organization can yield important information regarding
lines of authority, communication, and decisionmaking as well as the history of the program; For instance;
there may be important differences between a freestanding prevention program and one that is part of a
larger organization. Over time, most facets of an organization can be expected to change,,and a description
of the evolution of the current structureand plans, if any, for future changeis very important;

Program Service Delivery.Information regarding program service delivery includes the needs being
addressed, the aSatiniptionSitheorieS undetlyihg the particular prevention strategy; and actual program
practices; The last involves the structure of delivery as well as content; Is it a sequence of presentation&or
sessions or is it a one-time delivery? Are the sessions schedulliSi advance or given on demand? Are the s
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timing and structure of delivery the same 'as that originally planned? Th- e services_actualry delivered, need
to be looked at in relation to the program's theoretical base in two ways: first; does the program acially
carry out the planned prevention strategy; and second; do the services respond-to the assessed needs? AS
discussed later in this chapter; the,actual program delivery may deviate from the intended delivery at
several phases in a program's.development.

p

Participant/staff/program Interactions.Participant/program interactions include referral or selection
procedures; client expectations, and the time, and quality of participation. Regardless of modality and
program, some identification or referral of clients is 'needed; It could be a formal referral network or
Simply membership in agroup identified "at risk"for example, junior high school students in a particular
school district. SimilarISr; all' participants have expectations regarding the program and its potential effects
on them. These expectation§ inflhence,thedegree or quality of participation in the program. Someone with
less motivation would not be expected to invest as much energy as someone who wants to gain as much as
possible from the program.

Participant/staff relationships involve both the frequency and duration of interactions as well as the
quality of contact between clients and staff members. Counts can be obtained and examined relatively
easily; qualitative assessments are more difficult. Client and staff perceptions of the "what; where; ,how;
and why" of the interactions are important; as is the comparison between these perceptions.

Staff-staff and staff-program relation§hipS can be examined to see how staff get along; work together;
and share common goalS. AbSenteeiSin and turnover rates can highlight problems; Also of importance is the
congruence between intended and actual staff roles as well as the staff's expectations for both the overall
program and individual roles within it.

Tb sum marize:
process evaluation is a fancy way of

answering the question
"What's going on?"

in a new program, process evaluation
is the only way to know what's going on;

and in any program, process evaluation
tells you if wh t's going on is

what you w ted to go on.

Outcorhe eValUaticiii.InfOrmatiOn, gathered d ring this phase usually addresses specific program
objectives concerned with changing pliaicipants' b havior, attitudes, values, or knowledge., The ultimate
goal of all prevention programs is the reduction o drug andfor alcohol abuse. However; depending on the
theory underlying the program, a more immediat objective may be something like "increase self-value" or
"improve social skills." These objectives are theorized to be associated with decreased substance abuse. In
other words; the program attempts to reduce t e risk inherent in some state such as low self-esteem; poor
school performance, or maybe simply ignor ce about drugs and alcohol; thereby decreasing future
substance abuse.

To assess Whether program objectives h ve been met; they must first be identified. This is not always
as easy as it sounds. Using process evaluation, both intermediate and ultimate Objectives can be identified
by examining the development of the pro :4 am. Even if a full-scale process evaluation is not being done;
some process information must be edlleete to identify the program's objectives; What was the problem or
need leading to the program's initiation? ow does the program purport to alleviate the problem and meet
the need? What effect does thel3rogra hope to htive on its participants? Will it change attitudes or
change behavior in a more immediate -ay? Does it attempt to clarify values or increase knOwledge of
riSkS? How long must clients partidipa e in order to benefit from the program? How long are program
effects expected to be sustained?

Many program managers may fin, such questions simple and the answers clear. These managers will
also have a good understanding and cl ar statement of program objectives. However, some managers will
not know their programs' objectives immediately. And the- objectives of some programs are not easily
SPecified. Thua one benefit of an = ablation may be the learning process undertaken to articulate the
objectives of the program;

MOSt programs have multiple bjectives; all of which need to be identified. Different interested
parties; whether staff; participantsi, unding sources; or others, may emphasize; certain objectives more than

7
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Allothers." A these factors need to be considered'ifhen objectives are listed. If some important objective
omitted, an outcome evaluation may fail to detect a significant contribution of the program.

is

Depending on the program; the intermediate objectives may be to produce changes in one or more of
the following areas:

Attitudes Intended fhture use
Personal adjUstment Interactions-with family and peers
Knowledge about drugs/alcohol School performance
Criminal activity Social-recreational 'activities;

This list is not. exhaustive, and some managers nay immediately identify other areas where their program
seeks change. The program manager needs to make sure that all relevant objectives are identified before an
outcome,evaluation is actually. conducted. ,

To- summarize:

outcome evaluation tells y whether
what's going on

changes the participants.

Impact evaluation. (formation produced at this level of evaluation is broader in scope than process or
outcome information. There are, however, parallels between outcome and 'impact evaluation. An outcome
evaluation measures changes in_program participants, whereas an impact evaluation Measures changes in the
entire population for whom generalized effects are expected; The identification and estimation of impact
are particularly important in evaluating prevention activities._. For example, the results of an impact
evaluation can be used in cteeilions about program expansion. The results of an impact study on an entire
high school population where only some students participated in a prevention program could aid in expanding
the program to reach even more students, perhaps in other schools;

Generalized effects of a program occur throughout the communityhowever definedand across
prevention programs within a community. Tints these effects are often measured in aggregate -or cumulative
form such as incidence /prevalence levels, rates of drug or alcohpI arrests,and hospitalizations. A decrease
in substance abuse in the community mem have many other 1.esults._ For instance, -an- improved _school
environment and lower maintenance costs may result from reduced substance abuse. Of course, one task of
the impact evaluation is to determine how much of the overall improvement is attributable to the
prevention activities operating within the community.

Before program impact can actually be assessed, some-important barriers that limit the extension of
program outcome must be carefully considered; For exampl if a program is aimed at a very limited
subgroup (by age, race, ethnicity, geography, etc.) of 'a high r population, then the magnitude of any
measured impact on the entire population might be quite small. Other factors to be considered for an
impact evaluation include a' definition of community related to a program's size and impact, intended and
unintended effects, and delay and durability of effect;

Definftion_otearninunity;The probability of a prevention program Ching members of a target group
is obviously related to the size of both the program and' the group. Th definition of community should
relate to the scope and objectives of a program and be limited to an area which detectable impacts may
result; Take the vase of a program limited to one class within one school; e impact of the program will
probably be limited to families of the students involved; some 13 f their peer nd perhaps their neighbors.
The definitiOn of community_ should be so litnited. Compare that to the case o a television show where the
potential impact, and thus the community, are limited only by the scope of the broadcast (local, regional, or
national broadcast). ,_

By definition, intended effects of a program are always positive.
They are, after all, based on program objectives. Unintended effects may be either positive or negative.
For instance,_ a program aimed at decreasing one type of substance abuSealcohOlmay increase a different
type -- cigarette smoking. Though these effects are not expected, knowledge of them may help in modifying
the programfor example, adding a lung cancer film to the film on alcohol related brain damage!

Delay-and-durabillty-of-eflett.If an impact evaluation is implemented too soon after a program is
initiated, no impact may be found; Obviously there may be a delay before any generalized effects are
measurable. To assess the durability of the impact of a program, timing is again important; If possible, a
followup study would indicate the lengtli,of time that the overall impact of a program can be sustained;

; ; ; g
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The issues of intended and unintended effects, as well as of delay and durabity of effeet are as
important for outcome evaluation as they are for impact evaluation. Or, evaluations must consider

what happened, expected or not,
how long it took'to happen,

how long it did (or would) last.

All of these factors need to be taken into account by the program manager and evaluator. Developing a
rational plan at the impact level may be more involved and more costly, but the knowledge gained' can be
significant.

To summarize-
.-

* what's going on changes the larger community.

Finally, looking at evaluation as a whole:
\ '

, each evaluatict level can lead you
through feedback loops

to program improvement, or
to put it graphically,

impact evaluation shows whether

Process -111FP-OUtCome Dm-Impact

Figure 2-1 illustrates list developed by NIDA of major indicators an<apPretiehea for the three levels
of evaluation. Note that rocess and outcome evalua 'on focus on effects within the program; whereas
impact evaluation focuses on effects at the community le el. BeleVant to this model; various methodologies
are discussed in chapter 4 of -this volume and in the Hand ok.

Inform-atiOn-Type

A second parameter of evaluation is the type of iriforma ion that can be generated. Thfee types can be
identified: descriptive, comparative, and explanatory. De riptive information is the easiest and -least
expensive to obtain., As the name implies, this type of infor ation describes the program; the clients, the
staff, the environment, and so forth. Much of the process level information obtained in describing _a
program is necessarily descriptive; Hence; it is important that the program records from which the
information is drawn are adequate. A straightforward management information system for recording
descriptive information Can be started early in a program's development or can be the first step in an
evaluation process.

Comparative information involves Variables thought to significantly affect program functioning, but
does not assign 'eausality. For example; staff attitudes concerning preventionlcan be compared to the
program participants' attitudes toward prevention. Both sets of attitudes may affect program functioning;
but determining which set caused the other is-the old chicken and egg problemwhich did come first?__The
Coat of comparative information will be higher than that of descriptive information in, terms of time, effort,
money; and design; but more complex issues can be examined.

Explanatory information is used to try to answer even more complex questions such as, why dolp the
program work? If two groups of 12th grade students show different levels of substance abuse; can the
difference be attributed to the prevention activities of one group? More important y; what program
components are responsible for the effects? Obviously, gathering and analyzing this t of information
requires even more sophistication in terms of design and theory testing, as well as tilcittii atieilil and other
resources. But if the purpose and goals of the evaluation require it, ther4ffort expended isfw rthwhile.

In general; the type of information sought is a function of data availability (what data are already
gathered and what can be obtained), evaluation design (within the constraints of availability, what does the
manager want to know) and analytic technique (in what form does the evaluator want the data). 'A fuller
explication of the process of choosing information type(s) is found in chapter 4.



LEVEL OF EVALUATION

Figure 2-1. Drug abuse prevention evaluative research model (Bukoski 1979)
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Target Area
i--, ,i.
A third facet of the evaluation process, is 'the target or focus of the program and hence the foeui of the

evaluation. For example; are changes in individuals over time being sought? Are community (however
defined) or societal Change§ in attitu,des/behaviors Of interest? Depending on where the center of interest
lies, different questions can be asked of different people. The evaluative focus is usually_o e of the
following targetsindividual;_ program, service system (comprising, several programs); or socie' I. The

a choice will depend. on the needs and resources of the decisionmakers involved in the evaluationproo . For
example, a school board in an urban area may want to evaluate various prevention projects thro_ughout the
school distrift as a whole; or one principal may want to find out if a specific group activity is succeeding in
its prevention activities. These two situations will result in different types of evaluation activity, with
more emphasis placed on community-wide impact evaluation in the first case than in the second. However,
an evaluation focused on one target area can still have an effect_ on others. For instance; an 'evaluation
concerning a group of SttidentS in one prevention project could contribute to a better understanding of the_
overall service system of which that program is a part;

, .0

The three parameterslevel,. infor-mation type, and target areaand their relationships are Graphically
. displayed in figure 2=2.

0 ,,
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Figure 2-2. Evaluaon Considerations (French and Kaufman 1981)ti_ r
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN EVALUABtE PROGRAM'

Every program is evaluable=some information is always available to indicate What'S going dn. A major
objective of program evalUation is to use this information base for decisionmaking. Continual program
improvement is contingent on feedback to the Manager and other staff regarding program development and
implementation. With this in mind, 'evaluation should become an integral part, of ongoing program
develOpment, supplying appropriate feedback to decisionmakers. Certain issues of program releVande,
program quality; etc., can be examined at different phases of program development and operation; The
information obfained can provide a foundation from which criteria for further deveroPMent and 'management
decisions can be established.

* =

The greatest power of evaluation will be realized if evaluation htia a role from 'the first stages of Iproiram,development. For example, a process evaluation documenting the earliest phateS of program
,development an provide information that would otherwise be unavailable. However, regardless of when the

evaluation takes place; feedback can enhance the -Chances of further growth and improved program effects:,
.

"
Five major phases of program devefopment were delineated in the-Handbook for_Prevention-EvalnatiOh:

e distinctions arepresented tIeTeTemphasizing the information needs of the manager and questionspropri to for each phase. The phases are:
1

4
needs assessment
policy development
program design

o "program initiation
o program operation.

The discussion below looks at the first three stages as planning phases and the last two as
implementation phases;

Planning Phases

Needs assessment. The initial phase of program development is establishing' Whether and to what
extent a certain problem exists within a given subgroup in the community, For example, is there a growing
substance abuse problem among a high school's student body? Once thiS informatidn is obtained, a specific
cause of the problem is postuthtedleading to the definition of a need for a specific process to overcome the
problem; For example, if the problem, is _causect by a lack of organized activities involving high school
students, then an alternatives progra% for high school youth would be proposed as a Means of ameliorating .the situation. If the problem is inaccurately measured, or the causal assumption is Wrong, then the program

) may eventually be found ineffective; The manager,needs to have accurate information to confirm that the
program is based upon the correct assumptions concerning the problem while the prevention program is still
in the planning stage rather than when the program is in full operation;

The idealproblem. assessment leads to the-definition of need;
The frequent reality.th problem assessment is used to justify what

somebody already be ves.

Policy (kvelopment.During the second phase, the goals and specific objectives of the prOgram are
defined, baSed on the thebrysibstulated in the previous phase. Many different factors, not all of which are
internal to "the program, need to be taken into account at this point. Financial resdurces, values, attitudes,and concerns of various individualsipolicymakers at the levels of ?program; local government, State and'
Federal government, program staff, and potential program partickants) need to be identified and their,
impact on program policy assessed; Depending on the specific probleth, goals and objectives may have to be:'
limited in a realistic sense to fit the sociopolitical environment; Given the context orthese variables, the
manager will want an accurate_translation_of the theory into policy. A clear understanding of. the factors
involvedwhether they would support or impede the program's development is heeded to ensure_a_rational
porWsTdeVelOprilent.

The idealgoals and objectives flow from pr ously formulated theory.
The frequent reality=programs can operate fo years without

formulating anything but the most obvious oals.



Program design.The final planning stage transforms the program, policy into significant program
haraeteristies: Specific program components and activities must be developed in relation to overall policy.

is is the operationalization of the policy; where the program decisionmaker needs to know what has been'
done previously to meet similar objectives. How can the mile thing be accomplished now; given existing
resources, program_ capacity; staff size; facility limitations; staff background and qualifications, and
community characteristics? Ali of these factors need to be taken into account in order to produce a fully
detailed program design.

The idea17-program compcinents and activities are rationally justified by goalS and Objectives;
The frequent realitytrial and error. .

The introduction of an evaluation at any of these planning stages can increase the amount and quality of '
feedback; To bring_ the reality closei to the ideal, the evaluation Should .do more than just assess the
attainment of specific objectives. iif stated objectives are not reached; information concerning stages of
development before program operation becomes Critical. At earlier stages an evaluator can ask questions .
that .would also be of interest to the program manager. For instance, at the needs assessment stage; the
assessment of tbe problem can be examined. if the Objec.tives of the program are met; but the problem does
not really exist should the program be labeled a success? Or maybe the assumptions regarding the cauSeof
the problem or the definition of the need are erroneous. In that casei.the objectives may not be met in even
a smoothly operating program because the policy developed and .implemented may have no bearing on the
problem.

The folindations of process-level information are found in all three of these planning phases; Evaluation
at this time can provide information on the flow from

problep need theory policy goals objectives design

Information needed for proCess evaluation may be available later while the program is n operation, but it
'would probably be of more immediate help to the manager if available during these planning stages.
Information would also tend to be available more efficiently with less cost in terms of time, effort, acrd
money before program implementation.

Program initiation.At this stage, the progra tm is established -end implemented; translation of_:theory
into action takes place; The manager can now see if the implemeritation matches the program design. .That
is; information on participants; resources, and constraints can be cdmpared with those in the program
design. This stage can alSo be viewed asji debugging phase where problems in implementation are corrected .
an the, program is set up for smooth operations; Is the program operating as designed? Are-staff
a ignments recognized; acceptedi and carried out? Are the participants receiving the types of services
planned?

The idealbugs are recognized and corrected.
The frequent realitythe bugs survive.

Pp:gram operations.Once the program is fully operational, it does not simply run by itself; Godd,
management and direction are needed to keep _the _program functioning and improving; In addition; a
program does not operate in a vacuum; Continual upgrading And development of the program must include
Mechanisms for adapting to changing needs and ,problems in the client populatfon and community; Some
changes may be the result of the prevention program, as measured by outcome and impact evaluation.
Others may be 'due to some external forces, such as local; State; or Federal political decisions, changing
levels of community involvement, or changing supports and constraints of furkding sourceS.

. The idealoperating programs continually increase their ability to meet objectives.
The frequent realitymaintenance of the status quo or irrational change.

.4

.
None of these _phases necessarily represent discreet; mutually . exclusive periods of time. 'Program

development is a dynamic process; with constant feedback and improvement. Different Aspects of a.
program can be in different stages of development ii-t_the same time. As needs of the community changei so'
too must the program evolve. Evaluation is one tool that can be used to aid in that development. The model
presented in this chapter is one method of ensuring a rational approach to both the evaluation and
development of the program. 41"

.
.
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CHAPTER 3: PROGRAM ISSUES IN PREVENTION EVALU ']ION

(What,Managers Need to Know or Remind Themselves u )

The scene it the direttOryt office_ of a local prevention program. Scattered across the desk, are all the
signs of a late-evening vigil; including several books cpened to dog-tared page4 The Midi tell most of the
story. An evaluation is being considered; and dusty volumes of college textboZliskon statistics and research
methods are being fratitidally reviewed for long-forgotten definitions: chi squares; t-tests; and Type II
errors; The director appears to be wondering what possible direction the can give to the evaluation when
she d n't even remember what a quasi-experimental design looks like.

The director's predicament is not uncommon: Most conscientious program deeitionmakers are aware
that they have a role to play in the eVeliiation process. Some have watchevi evaluation st es take place
within their own programs or have begun to explore the literature on prevention el/au/Molt. Unfortunately;
too little has been written on the specific role of the program manager. .

.

Some_program professionals, as in the example above; try to become conversant- enough with research
terminology to at least participate in-planning at some level; Others; who have little or no background in
evaluation research may fail, to see the importance of their involvement and turn the entire task over to an

_evaluation consultant. . .

. ,
Undoubtedlryi the manager needs to know enough about evaluation to askcritical qu stions concerning

the methods being used. Other sections Of thissmonogPaph address concerns evaluation models and
'measurement; The focus of this chapter; however; -is on program kite edge rather than el/ablation s
knowledge. Amid the work and anxiety of an evaluation project; the program decisioninaker frequently loses
sight of the faet.that:

The most significant contribution program managers make to development of tIni evaluation lies in what
they know abbtit the program rather than whit they know about the evaluation.process

appreciate the significance of this statement; it is "important to understand what makes an
evaluatiOn Weitt (1972; p. 6) makes an important distinction between research and "evaluation"
research by noting that; in the latter case; the questions to be considered are these Of the program ratter
than those of the researcher; Sooner or later the decisionmaker must consider these issues:

o What do I need to know about the program?
6: What decisions am I prepared to make?'
o How should the evaluation results be presented topelp make those decisions?

Many elaborate evaluations have failed to yield valid or useful results because the evaluator made
inaccurate asstnnptient aboUt the program itself or because the users of the evaluation findings had dot been'
clearly identified;

Program infOrmation from the perspective of the decisionmaker is crucial to the evaluation process; It
represents a view of the proven' the evaluator does not have and provides a context for evaluation
activities. Program considerations affect every aspect of- the evaluation process, from the selection of
questions to the ehoide Of instruments to the use of results. They influence _what kind.of evaluator should be #
consulted and what kind of staff adjustments- will be necessary to accommodate the evaluation.
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--In some ways it riligtit seem presUmptuous to devote a chapter to explaining prevention programs to
Program decisionmakersi After all, aren't most managers already familiar with the resources and services

of their organiZatiOn? . Yes and no. ' They usually; have information about the program, but need to
understatiV it from an evaluative point of view;

,

Decisionmalee'rs usually keep at their fingertips such program facts as the annual budged a description
of services, and an organizational chart. Howeveri at times _the manager needs tIter kinds of information.
For example, in long-range planning, questions must be asked about theprogram'smission, the consumers of-
its services, and its potential for changb. In the same way; certain aspects of theiprograrn need to be
considered in preparing, for arLe-Valuation. However, many program decisionmakers have not been shown

these connections Too often; evaluations are not geared to the needs and circumstances of the pr ram; .

rand thee program staff's questions are never incorporated into the design; There is always the risk that the
program will serve the evaluation rather than be serviced by it.

.

. Asking important proeram questimis at the beginning of the evaluation process helps to enske that the
results will be 'genuinely useful. False starts due /o misunderstandings or confusion are 'elirninated\ and a
true partnership. can &Veto between the evaluator and program personnel.

i

In this chapter, program issues relatirit-tio evaluation will be grouped. into four areas and discussei from-

a manager's perspective:

o What is the'program and wha S it meant t 9

.o

0

What are the evaluation qUes ns to be asked by thel_pr
What kind of evaluation will fit a particular program?
Will'the evaluationbe xorthwhile for the program?

m?

Reflecting on a prevention program from this perspective is !not one helpful for the program
decisianmaker, bus, as Patton (19783' points out, equally_ valuable fpr funding sourcesi line staff, and
consumers.. Perceptionslabotit program goalS and services are not alwAys shared ;among those involved at

; different levelS. 'An= evaluator may receive very different impressions of the sane program when ita
'described by an administrator, a staff member or a client. AS many program perspectives as possible ;-
be integrated for theevaluation to be Successf

ld
ul; -

The program manager should be volved_ throughout the evaluation process, programing issues
concerned with interpretation and titilitati of findings are equallf as significant' as those that take-place
in early phases of a study. - Most importintl

the dedisionmaker's knowledge
of the needs;'piirctoses, and goals of the program'

is essential to evaluation.

WHAT IS THE-PROGRAM AND WHAT IS IT MEANT.TO aft ?;.

.
This is the simplest orqufstions,

. and one- r, '.whieh every_ program manager has a ready response. All

programs have goals and objectives, even if ey are implicit and unwritten; Yet, there may not be an
4 identifiable program to evaluate oe eVen agree -nt about Ahe program's purpose. EValuators cannot work

with this anthill:WV.; Many note that 00nsultations with preventioli-programs frequently begin by baelcinikup
and reexamining program goals. I . . . ;

c
. .

,_
Evaluators encounter two common programwith progra objectives. The first has to do .with the

relationship between otajectives and the 6rotetini proCass and outcomes, A prevention program May have a
a

beautifully written action plan that tiO longer describes the services currently pro-vided. Perhapsjunding'
was cut. Perhapa there was staffiturnover, r a' particular project was Changed slightly.. 'Maybe the program
never did reflect the stated oblbc Ives, tit-have-beenwritten--originally-to-satisfy_an_axtemal____
audience. Without objectivei that accur tely describe the program's current intended outcomes, he

evaluation may proceedon a meaninglessyburse. . .; , .. ..
.-

The second _problem is more,cOmplex but no less common. -Many programa' stated_ objectives deseribe
only program effort or prOiceASI For example, a prevention program directed toward school children Mighi
include the following objective:-deliver eight teaCher-training sessions daring the school year. This

objective is clear and measurable bUt dectibes ojilydthe process, not the' outcome of that activity. Such

l 9A .



statements of program 'process are neceataiwy for the eValuator to understand the program's services, but
alone db kot71iuir -the-activitirtcudter_sattoome. The evaluator ay_be unsure what outcomes to-examine.
Even worse,'_ the program may include an impressiye array of prevention services without any clear
indicatio9 of the :specific results expec ed. 56th ilittetitrie a d_ impact evaluation rely heavily on well-
defined statements -of what condition s) should exist as a result 'of the program. In addition to a description
a program process, objectives settiqg forth Iheinterided progr m outcomes are esehtial;

Leaving asidetheevaluator's use .of-outcome Objectives their importance as a guide for the prwram
decisionattker is Unquestioned. Stated another way; "If you on't know where you're going, you may end up
someplace else." A _prograiti 014 StiOW all kinds, of resul s, but it is diffiCult to judge success or failure
without some objectives agaireit whidti to measure those Peg ltS.

. __

Goal setting is the firSt;.inajOr .task in pre i'or an evaluation, and one of the manager's
tesponsibilits. Do you,,have clear and concise goalsioid objectives- relating. to program effort as well as to
outcome? eatf ICir services be clearly identified:4nd defined? Is there agreement about the program's
intended results? Do you have a clear sense of, what represents success or failure? How much change is
satisfactory!,

.

'Programi with articulated, meaSurable outcome objectives make both daily management and evaluation
- design much easier; Valuable time and resources_ that would otherwise be spent on goal setting and program

Plantlinetan instead be used to discuss specific,iliciluation methods4

Ether aspects of the progratn may also help loAdenidentify its structure and purpose to both the manager
aria the ivaluatoi: In the prevention field; for exaikile, programs can be Categorized in a number of general
ways that 'help to describe their goals "as well as their strategies of service delivery. Although theseprogram dimensions may not be specifically written down, they are no less important to decisionmakers in
deS&ibing 'the program.

Prevention/Health Promotion

Prevention prolamS employ not only widely different strategies; but try to effect different goals. The
most notable distinction; perhaps; is between programs intended specifically to prevent alcohol and drug
problems and thoSe with more general goeilsi such as health courses with substance abuse modules. Within an
evaluation, recognizing these diatinetions is important; they help evaluators appreciate the kind of program
results acceptable or of importance to deciSionmakerS.

a

Indirect Service/Direct Service_

," Many prevention programs deal with intermediary groups to promote change in a target group. In such
cases; program goals may be stated in terms of the eVeritUat Change desired in the target group$N For
example, a .Sehool-base4 program may have as its goal the development of social competencies .among
elementary StUdentS. HOWeVer, the program activities may be directed toward the training of teachers and
school administrators; In this case (as in similar activities like information distribution; training, and
COnSultation), the program manager must distinguish ultimate consumers from those directly affected byprogram activity,

to

Et_ioloor_of-Abuse/Medel -of Prevention

Programs differ in their perspective op the causes and prevention of alcohol and drug abuse. Some base
their services on models of indikfidual attitude and tvnavior change: ':Others approach the problem from a
perspeetiVe of social standards or cultural norms. Implicit in every prevention program_ is a set ff_beliefs
about wiVit causes people to develop problems and what preventive strategies are likely to be effeetiVe.
Identifying these beliefs is extremely important'in defining the kinds of results sought; For-example, one
community adopted avrevention program designed to change norms regardih_g_publte intoxication. Although
the community_organiterS used familiar strategies of awareness and community education; evaluators would
have missed some of the program's substance had they looked only for measures of individual change. A
clearly articulated program philosophy is essential in creating an evaluation design; deciding what to
measure, and choosing measurement tools.
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The program purpose, written or unwritten, isthecornerstene ich all other evaluation questions:
reat. The eValuatt'S role is to determine actual effects of program s vices. However, the role of the
program decisionm4rs begins with a clear statement of what they intend to accompliSh.

- z .

.WHAT 2tRE. THE EVALUATION QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED BY THE PROGRAM?

Once the program decisionmaker has defined goals and objectives of the Tic Ograrn, is time to ask
similar .questIons about the evaluation. Evaluations must alSb have gals an objectives; Evaluators and
program administrators alike are often dismayed by how few evalua ion studies yield results useful for
program direction. To be sure; part of. the problem lies in condi ons outside the evaliiator'S control.
Nonetheless," more often than not the program decisionmaker finds hat the StUdy,' hes failed to address
essential lueations

' Except for the fundamental question regarding the prograin' - intended outcomes, no aspect of the
evaluation isl more important than deveropiikg the qyiestions that ,d to be answered. -'As with progra,

.
r goals /VObjectives, evaluation questions should be stated as spec icaLIY as possible: For example:

By the end of the project year, can an increase be she n in the number of schools using the'eritire
curriculum developed by the prOgram

o Can a' decrease in the number Of-arrests for driving whileantexicatedibe shoWh in Baker County
over the first 6 months of the Project? 4.

o Can test scores of program participants,show an inc ease in wledge regarding the risks of drug
use during pregnancy?

Obvicivaly, the type-of change the evaluation questions examine depInds on prOgram oliteOme object4da
set forth by the organization; These first two phases of preparing for the evaluation are interdependent;

BectiuSefunding sources and program managers some Imes wartdifferent things from an -evaluatibri,
the manager may, want to set some priorities; Certain quo ions may more important to the organize n

than others or may be more answerable given the time an reactirces of the study; Fbr examp a pr am
direetor May be interested in comparing two differen prevention strategies. However, t irid of
comparative Study may be less pressing for the organize on than havjng other information available to the

'county for the next funding cycle.

As in- the :goal-setting process; a number of .co_ siderations are helpful in developing evaluation
.questions; The manager Must why and for whom t e_eveliiatiati is needed; Program evaluations are
conducted for many different runs and audiences; for -xample:.

To provide feedback for internal management tb guide developribt of the organization; '
To assure accountability_ t some external 'source: With decreasing. availabilitx of financial
resources, programs are cane upon to use evaluation results ta justify new or Mintiliiied funding.
In some cases, the manager m y knOw exactl what criter;ia the funding source to judge a
program. At other times, th gh,i_the progra is forced to make assumptions about what kind of
evaluation results will be convincing to author ties.

o To market new and innovative program met ads. Other services provided by an organization may
be well accepted in the community, , and a manager may want to Ase the evaluation: to add
credibility to more recently developed servi es. In particular, evaluation firidinga-may be used to
support decisions about replicating pilot pro ams. f -

o To meet requirements 'of a grant or contr et; The manager should., of course, look, beyond the
program's mandate for evaluation to conside ways in which the research findings can be useful for
both the- aogram and the mandating agency ;
To aatiafrthe 6titriciaity of someone in the rganization (particularly in programs where innovative
Strategies are being used); Although sue questions may have little relationship to the stated
program objectives, some of the most ramatic program effects are' discovered through the
personal-ConViCtionandquettioning-appr ach of someone deeplyinvolved In the delivery _of_

services.,
, To respond to the needs of users. Eva uation is best formulated with participation by users
retarding the questions to be asked and the way f pings will be used. Don't forget anybody:
legislators; school board members or county commissio s, funding source representatives, boards
of directorg; program Administrators, line tart, and co mers The concerns and viewpoints of as
many user groups as possible should be incorporated int the evaluation questions.
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Program decisionmakers must also recognize whin an eve/talon might be inappropriate; For example:

o When you don't know what the program isthere may be no agreement on program goals and
objectiVesoir they may not yet be sufficiently defined.

o When you don't have the resources tb answer the questions you need to answer.
o When the answers won't make any differencewheii the potential tir of the evaluation results

are unable cfr unwilling to take action based on those,results.

These factors should be considered seriously by the manager before undertaking an evaluation.
Althbugh pressure is increasing for prevention programs to become involved in evaluation efforts,
decisionmakers should recognize when evaluation is incapable of yiel useful results.

WHAT-KIND OF EVALUATION -WILL FIT THE PROGRAM?

Even program decisionmakers who appreciate their role in deVeloping program objectives and,research
questions may believe their involvement ends when evaluation methods are discussec- Managers with little
or no background in research techniques may be inclined to withdraw and simply wait until results become '
available. In fact, the evaluation design and the selection of appropriate instruments should begin with yet
another set of programmatic questions best answered by the manager- In too any cases decisions regarding
evaluation design and 'methods are left entirely to the evaluator. This can lead to problems, including the
possibility that the resulting data cannot be used. Selecting appropriate evaluation methods begins at the
program level with the question

How can the information be collected awl presented
a way that will be convincing and useful?

-Program managers .can :ensure the usefulness of evaluation findings by. P :Ain active role in
detertnining methods.. Evaluatora are human too; They represent a number- of disciplines giving them a
variety .of perspectives and experiences. The maniger should elieese an appropriate evaluator to help
answer. the program's questions. The major consideration is the consultant's willingness to work in
partnerghip with the program. However, other factors-influence an evaluator's ability to respond to program
needs. -

o An evaluation may address, issues ranging from changes in individuals to effects on entire
corn munit Inevitably, evaluators have varying levels of .expetienae with different areas of
sbeial researdh. One constiltaht may be excellent for _measuring_ change in individual student
'.'attitudes bat have little bfiCkground in evaluating a community organization project. The skills
necessary to measure individual change or social change are not mutually_ exclusive but the
manager should look for an evaluator experienced with the kinds of questions being studied.

o The evaluator must be.sensitiie .to_the program's cultural and ethnic factors. Ethnographic studies,
for example, demand that the evaluator become intimately familiar with the cultural community
being studied. Even with more traditional techniques the importance of cultural sensitivity on the
part of the evaluator cannot be overemphasized; In multicultural or ethnic communities it cannot
be assumed that standardized instruments will yield valid results. Not only do issues such as
language and methods of data collection come into play, but also the community's norms 'for such
things as drig use, social interaction; and healthy lifestyles.

Evaluation Methods can generally :be -divided into two typeek-,-qualitative and quantitative.
Traditi6nally, only quantitative methods were acceptable 1n sound evaluation- practice. More
recently, a number of noted evaluatorsCampbell (1975) and Cronbach et el. (1980), for example
have moved away from insisting- on quantitative methods, and opened up the possibility of
Qualitative approaches: These include participant observation, program journals, and unstructured
interviews. Depending on the prevention 'program, quantitative or qualitativeor nothmethedt
may be- canes] for. Evaluators, however, may be more comfortable or stilled in one area, and the
manager must strive to match the evaluator's style with the needs of the program.

These approaches ,are 'not mutually exclusive. Many evaluations combine qualitative and quantitative
methods and attempt to , measure -change at both individual and group leVels; Based on training and
experience, evaluators may, approach .the project with a set of biases. Perhaps they have a favorite
instrument used successfully with other programs, or a conviction about good evalUations that does not allow



for a broad range of techniques. In any case, evaluators influence the design; and it is critical that -they tie-
able to respond sensitively to the kinds of evaluation questions being addressed.

Other program issues determine the kind of evaluation to be conducted; including the needs and
capabilities of the organization;

o Money! GoOd evaluation need not be expensive, but certain direct cost decisions must be
considered. Will clients be paid for their participation in the evaluation? Will other professionals
need to be hired?

o Program recordkeeping. Does the quality of existing records meet Iheinformation needs of the
planned evaluation?

o Data analysis resource. Do resources, including computer access, exist at the level necessary to
analyze the data collected?
Tirtie constraints. Will the results be available-when they are needed?
Program staff availability and expertise. How .much are program staff expected to contribute to
each phase of the evaluation? Will they be able and willing?

ó Money! = 7

The kind of evaluation that fits any single prevention program depends, in part, on all these variables:
finding an evaluator with appropriate experience, matching an evaluator to the cultural dimensions of the
program, deciding on the appropriateness of cjualitative and quantitative measures, and looking carefully at
the resources of the organization. There are also other factors outsidethe organization's influence, such as
the mandates of funding sources.. In each case, the program decisionthaker must play an integral' role in
designing the evaluation; The study itself involves . far more than simply choosing instruments and
interpreting printout& It is a process of deciding how to .ask appropriate questions and how to represent the
findings in a useful and convincing way.

WILL_THE EVALUATION BE WORTHWHILE FOR THE PROGRAM?

In even the best-planned evaluations, where program objectives have been artictilated, questions clearly
stated, and a study design developed, there is usually some sense of hesitation on the part of the program
decisionmaker. Will the evaluation process end up costing the program more than it Offers? For whatever
reasons the evaluation is conducted, will the findings warrant the amount of time and attention it involves?:

These are important questions for the manager to considen. In every case, the process can be better
managed if some of the potential costs and benefits of evaluation are first analyzed.

An evaluation project can cause disruption within an organization in countless ways. Evaluation studies
often bring with them7additional forms to fill out, new , assignments for staff, demands for clerical
assistance, and inatieased attention to program details. An evaluation proccvss frequently means that new
and unfamiliar faces will be injected into the program's daily operation; Staff may feel_ the pressure of
having their professional activities scrutinized, and awareness of outside accountability usuallycreates some
degree of anxiety.

Left unattended, these dynamics can result in serious resistance to the evaluation process. All other
preparatory steps are useless if the staff does not maintain program conditions necessary to complete the
study. It is essential therefore,- that the ,manager seriously, examine all possible ways in which the
evaluation might negatively affect day-to-day operation of the program.

To theiextent possible, persona affiliated with the program should be drawn into the evaluation planning
from its-inception. Eialuators should become familiar to staff, and the reasons for each component of an
evaluation design should be thoroughlY explained at each stage of the process.

In some cases, disruption cannot be avoided. The program might need to be modified to accommodate
an evaluation design. .For example, if the evaluation requires data on a program's parent-education
component, more emphasis may need to be placed in this area for a period of time to develop a large enough
sample for study; ale

Other, clashes may occur between the program philosophy and aspects of the evaluation design; (Many":
A* these issues can be avoided through the kind of design planning discussed earlier.) For example, some
?rogram professionals believe it is unethical to rando'mly serve some clients but not others, a feature of



some evaluation designs; Issues may also emerge regarding the use of confidential information or the
presence of an evaluator as an observer in group activities;

These kinds of situations cannot help but be disruptive to a program. However, to the extent that such
changes are well planned and thoroughly explained they need not have negative effects; Poteptial disruption
to both the program and the evaluation process, can be minimized if the manager anticipates and plans for
such possibilities.

Other aspects of the evaluation process may have unpleasant repercussions if they have not been
considered. For example, sometimes evaluation is initiated without planning for possible negative results.
Particularly where an evaluation may be used to justify the program's funding or continued existence, the
manager must carefully consider the potential effect of less-than-positive findings. In the same 'way that

*staff resistance or other internal effects of an evaluation process must be examined, the m nager must also
look at the ability-of- the-program- to-accommodate indicated -or-recoiimended chang .-- The evaluation--

, process can be partialarly costly to a program that is prepared to receive only e husiastic validation.
Even negative evaluation findings can be used constructively if the program is resilient enough to accept
criticism and consider change.

1.-...

Program disruptions caused by evaluation can be offset by potential benefits. In addition to providing
external accountability and support ) for prevention programs, evaluation can influence internal
decisionmaking and provide continuous feedback to staff, helping to modify or improve program practices;
For consumers of prevention services, who either` participate in the program or are concerned about its
effectiveness; evaluation assures some measure of quality control. Finally, whether the results are
anticipated or the findings are of any significance, evaluation can prevent what Weiss (1972, pp. 110-128)
refers to as "barnacle-encrusted" programs. In other words, just by incorporating the process and rigors of
evaluation, preventioti managers and staff can infuse their program with creativity and continue to grow and
change in ways that improve their serviceto people;

Successful evaluations are a marriage of _program knowledge, goirid management, and research skills.
For the manager; the importance of moving through the planning stages described here cannot be
overstated, each stage building on the, other. WithouNa clear sense of what the program intends to
accomplish, it is impossible to ask meaningful evaluation questions. Without specific questions-ropriate
methods cannot be chosen to conduct the study; Without measures that are sensitive to the needs of the
program, the evaluation threatens to harm more than help; Without adequate resources to analyze and
interpret. data, the best measures may come to naught. Without clear and relevant presentation of findings
to evaluation users, the whole effort may be fruitless;

These are program issues. The success of any evaluation is intricately tied to the manager's active
participation in reflection and planning. This chapter began with a director wondering what possible
direction she could give to an evaluation. when she couldn't even remember what a quasi - experimental design
looked like. The answer: a considerable amount. Old college textbooks on statistics and research methods
are useful, but the manager's primary contribution to the evaluation process is understanding the prograni
and what it needs to know;

4*,
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CHAPTER 4: EVALUATION ISSUES IN PREVENTION PROGRAMS

(The' Hedy StuffWhat Else?)

This chapter looks_ at evaluation from the evaluator's perspective and is designed to provide program
decisionmakers with technical information so that they can:

appreciate the difference between good and bad evaluation design,
better Understand what evaluators do,

become more active participants in th evaluation process, and
become wiser consumers o valuation.

Technical aspects of evaluation are -presented throughout the chapter. = Evaluation terminology is
emphasized so program decisionmakers can better understand and communicate with evaluators.

Evaluators, in designing an evaluation of a program's effectiveness, have an overriding responsibility to
set up the evaluation so the question of whether the program produces &aired-effects can be answered -as
accurately as possible. Accurate answers demand attention'to may issues in evaluation design. (Managers
must understand these issues for two reasons. First, in-using evaluation results to make decisions, program
managers need to be wise consumers, able to judge the qiiality of evaluations, rather than forced to take
results at face value with no understanding of how they were_generated. Second, managers in the process of
having evaluations designed for their programs will be better able to understand the evaluator's activities.
Evaluators often do, or ask program staff to do, certain tasks that may seem a waste of time a% beat or
costly and disruptive of program functioninl at worst. Well-informed program managers who understand
what is at stake with various aspects of the evaluation can contribute to the quality of their program

'''evaluation. A director may well ask, "What will it take to convince others that my program is valuablis?"
An adequately detigned evaluation that documentS the nature of the program and then shows its
effectiveness is at the root of answers to that question:

ISSUES Hi EVALUATION DESIGN

An easy way to consider design issues is to scrutinize an evaluation. First, we'll describe an evaluation
design; Then we'll backtrack and examine it to show haw, through faulty design, an evaluation can lead to
incorrect conclusions about the program. We will then consider issues of theoretical and technical
importance in the evaluation process.

Rsample-Program-and-EvalEvaluation
_ .

The following hypoth ti6eil example was created. to 'Rust' to poor evaluation and issues of evaluation
design.

Prevention program. The program was intended to improve sdf-concept amolg; Junior high actioel
adolescents in seventh and ekhthitrades. The pray:am% theory was that improved self-concept would cause
a decreaSed desire to Use drugs as an escape from the-difficulties of, adolescence, as well as an increased
resistance to peer Pressure to experiment with drugs. The program was designed specifically for children



who_ were struggling with their adolescent development- reflected by academic difficulties and problems in
relating to family and peers. The program consisted of groups of students meeting with program staff once
a week after school over the course of &semester.

Program staff.Two staff members each led one student group. The first was the school guidance
-counselor, who had substantial previous experience working with troubled adolescents and wanted to show

the school system the worth of such programs. The second was a foreign language teed', who was thinking
of going back to school and changing careers in the direction of working with adolescents in a counseling
setting. She wanted to try leading student grog. to see if she would enjoy intensive contact with
adolescents. The guidance counselor had been trained in the self-concept curriculum at a special workshop
and had run the program once 'at a local, community cenier. She introduced the program to.the school and
trained the foreign language teacher just before the semester began.

Participants. Program participation was voluntary. The program was advertised in the school throwl
a poster campaign. Each group leader also solicited students to insure adequate _participation; Finallyi all
teachers in the school were asked to encourage their homeroom students to participate, especially those
who seemed to have problems.

-Evaluation.The guidance counselor wanted data showing that the program was effective in improving
self-concept. She consulted .a school psychologist who suggested that she use a self-concept seale that he
was developing and had already tested on some high school freshman and sophomores. Because he was
interested in data from junior high students, he agreed to analyze the data in exchange for having the use of
the results for further development of the test. He suggested that the guidance counselor administer the
test at the beginning of the semester as a pretest and at the end of the semester as a, posttest. Since the
program was ultimately supposed to prevent or delay the use of drugs, the school psychologist' also
recommended, and the guidance counselor adopted, a well-known scale of self-reported drug use.

At the beginning of the semester, the 2 groups contained 35 partioipants, 16 with the guidance
counselor and 19 with the larquage teacher. Participation waned o that by the end of the semester only 18
participants remained, 13 with the guidance counselor and 5 with theTimguage teacher.

%cause the guidance counselor was concerned about data confidentiality, she instructed the students
not, to put any identifying information on their pretests or posttests. The only information she kept was
which were pretests and which posttests.

The school psychologist also strongly recommended gathering self-concept and drug use information on
students notparticipating in the program, taking these measurements at the same time as the pretests and
posttests. The language teacher asked nonparticipating students in her classes to voluntarily take the test
at the beginning and again at the end of the semester. She got the highest response rate from hei advanced
language class and ended up with 20 pretests and 17 posttests., She also did not require identifying
information on the tests, but merely kept pretests and posttests separate.

The school psYcholog* t analyzed the data using the t-test to assess whether average self-concept scare
was higher on the posttest than on .the pretest. He applied the t-test separately to group participants and
nonparticipants and found no statistically detectable self- concept change in either case. A similar analysis
showed nochange in the erage scores on the drug use testThe guidance counselor, clearly disappointed
in the results, concluded that her program had no beneficial effect on participants.

Developing the evaluation.As stated above, the guidance counselor wanted to show the school system
the worth of drug prevention programs by collecting data to confirm that this prograin was effeetive in
improving self-concept. The-school psychologist pointed out that it would also be helpful to obtain a
measure of change in self-reported drug use.

It must by recognized that the results of evaluations are used as a form of argumentation, as a means bf
persuasion. Unfortunately, not only did the counselor and the psychologist neglect to consider whether they
were asking the right questions, they aLso failed to identify the prime users of the evaluation findings and
the ways the data could be used to explain the program's effects. Beyond these problems, the study did not
adequately assess the theoretical bases of the program.

What is to be evaluated is at once a political and a theoretical question. Oftenprograms mounted as
drug prevention programs are not directed to drug use itself but rather- to improving life skills, with the
expectation that_ a number of self-destructive and antisocial behaviors will be affected. Thus a self-concept
program,! offered as a drug prevention program, might also be implemented by the juvenile justice system.
The underlying assumption would be that similar connections exist between poor self-concept and, criminal



behaviors-such-as-vandalism or delinquency. In bbth instances-self-concept- would-certainly be measured.,
But emphasis on the thorough measurement of drug use rather than criminal behavior would, in part, be
occasioned by the agency funding the program, the concerns of the audience for whom the evaluation is
Intended, and the theory on which the program is based. Each of these factors needs to be considered
carefully to sharpen the focus of the evaluation.

Suppose the gui nee cotinselor and her friend had sought a meeting with the school principal before
conducting the eval n. They might have found that the principal:

didn't be the worth of self-reports of such behaviors as drug use,
o didn't bell hat improving self-concept had anything to do with reducing drug use, or
o didn't have the final authority to decide whether the program should continue.

Such -a- meeting could have - raised manyissues_that_might_have_be_en resolved to increase the impac_t of
the evaluation. -first, the value of self-reports is a measurement issue. The worth of a measure, that is, its
reliability and validity, is an empirical questionone that can be answered by collecting and analyzing data
or by reference 'to past research.

Second, the link between changed self-concept and reduced drug use is an issue of the validation_ of a
theory, which also can be empirically tested. The questions to be asked in an evaluation are derived. from
the goals of the program and the theory behind them. Third, the question of who has the power to use the
information leads back to the motives for the evaluation.

Three questions which can lead a manager to a usable evaluation are worth repeating:

what do you want to know?
why do _you want to know it?

how will you use the information you get'

The firat, the one most often asked,-depends on thegoaLs of the program. The second dependson the'goals
of the individuals who seek the evaluation. And the third depends on the quality of the information as
perceived by those who will use it In some decisionmaking process.

Obvioysly,- these 'three questions Overlap. The motives for the evaluation will dictate in or part
what research questions will be asked and how the answers will be used. Suchman (196,7 p.143) named
several ways in which evaluations can be abused. Some of these are:

Eyewashevaluating only those program aspects which are expected to look gbbd.

Whitewashcovering .up program failure by deliberately choosing nonobjective, or biased
information, such as testimonials.

// Sutimarine seeking information on program weaknesses in order to- destroy rather than improve the
/ program.

Postureseeking an evaluationOnly as a gesture to display scientific objectivity.

Postponementusing evaluation as an excuse to delay decisionmaking.

Such abuses are sometimes based on the desire to support unfounded beliefs about the program or on the
esire to acquire or maintain power or status. These\ motives:are not reserved for the conscious abuse of

evaluatiop research. To some extent, they motivate all evaluation; Directors without faith in their
programs -are rare. The school guidance counselor wanted to show others that the program worked, and her
belief in the theory was the cornerstone of her motives both rel. , starting the program and evaluating it.

At a different conceptual level, evaluations can be motivated - by the desire to improve a developing
program_or by the desire to demonstrate that a fully developOd program it effective. Of course, nothing
prevents the evaluation from serving both purposes. In our example, the. guidance counselor was apparently
satisfied that the program was operating according to plan. For instance, she gave no indication that she
was interested in improving the program by identifying group leader characteristics that might guide the
selection or training of future leaders. Relevant to the second motive, program evaluation can be motivated
1,v a-variety of reasonsto meet fundipg requirements,.to enhance acceptance of the program, to test its
theory, to support expansion, or simply to satisfy a paturdi curiosity.



Clearly, there is -A relationship..between h pro. Etni'At'stage. of 4eVelopment. and the Purposes best
served by an evaluation. Even rePlicatiOns..of ,V.41,Stablisheiiprograms are,.appropriate for evaluation, if
onlyto increase effectiVeness, r4lattie.fa cast or monitor activities to ensure that they, ,accurately reflect
the intended program Enedit ln'stictkcalesthe.:.program administrator is typically_ the decisionmaker who-
will use evaluation findings:, EVaIuatitinsof.:more mature :programs_are more likely to be used by several
deeisiOnmakers, In either Case, there is Et:ned ta.uncleratandthe:inatives, of all key actors and information
users to dONlop a pertinent evalUaticindeAgn. :

,

Clarifying program goals. -The theory underlying :;tsibgram also stleierininei what should be
measured, A 'program begins with a set of goals; These;goalsget,tranileted into program activities which,
it is assumed, will affect. the behayioks encompassed ,by'the Orig. Until the goals of.a.program have beeh
clearly-defined, and the linkfrontgoalS to activities to outcomes has' been Made,' we 'have nb guidelines
for what to measure: In our sample evaluation- the guidance cotnselargave insufficient conaideratiOnto the

__Ktential_effectS:of_the _program: changing_selftconCeptik_anjrterniediate;oiteome,
The goal of . the program, apparently was, --by' improving -self,-concept, to produce'. a further. behaVioral,--
outcomepreventing or decreasing drug tae: :But improvedself7cono.epl.,might manifeSt. itself
areas, such 'as school performance or improved-relationShips. with family 'arid peers. Sueh.potentiaI-Outcomes;
have to be specified and incorporated into clear operational goarstatenients: These- statements guide the
choice of variables to be measured in the. evaluation..' dbod.evaluatioit IS preceded by careful artieultiticsa
of the goals of a program, In our sample evaluation no such activitieSaPparently preceded the ehoide of _.

measures, hence the paucity of dimensions of outcome considered. An evaluator can be- very Usefol:to
program staff in helping them define and articulate goals and 'Wm these into testable evaluationquestiona; v .;

.

The importance of clarifying every step in program development can be illustrated by returning tnthe.'
theory behind the sample program; which can be stated as a set of three ordered propositions; each building, 'I'
on the previous one:

.

o There is an association between self-concept and drug abuse. Those who view themselves
positively tend to abuse drugs less. - _

o A change in self concept will cause a change in drug abuse. As self-concept improves, drug Abuse
(or its potential) will decrease.

o The program, as designed and implemented, will improve selfconcept.

This thiory implies as its consequence that participants in the program will have reduced likelihood of
drug use; A theory is affirmed by testing its consequences; If the program has no effect on the drug abtrie
patterns of participants, then at least part of the theory is falSe. The association between self=eonaept and
drug abw has been documented in the literature, but, the evidence to support the claim that changes in
self-corPteause a reduction in drug abuse potential is not clear; The falsity could lie-here..7-in,,thg second --

proposition aboveor it could be found in the design and implementation of the pfogram. Improving self-
concept might reduce drug.abuse03ut the program as imPlemented might not improve self-concept. In any
event; when the implied consequence is false; then at least part of the theory behind it must be false.

However, when drug use is reduced, one cannot logically conclude that the theory true unless no' other
possible explanation exists for the change; In an infinite universe this is a practical impossibility. Logically,
the truth of any theory_cannot be proven; it can only be; inferred with degrees of certainty. At some point,
however, the weight of the evidence becomes great _enough so that- it is reasonable to act as if truth has
indeed been proven; The.: majority of people 4it the world ire probably not aware of Newton's Law, of
Gravity. Fewer are aware that this _Law does not explain-the phenomenon as well as Einsteis's much .

stronger, more inclusive theory. Even fewer would be willing to test.the truth of either theory by jumping
out of a tenth-floor window,

The strength of a theory can be increased in two ways. First, if one tests the consequence several
'times and, finds it true each time, the plausibility of the the:* is increased, _.,But this requires enb
information on program activities to repeat them accurately. The literature in the field of substance abuse
is filled with evaluations that describe progra so inadequately that their activities cannot be repeated;
Although these evaluations- can draw conclusi.? about program outcomes; they allow no opportunity to
repeat the study. It is claimed (Patton 1978 hat' one team of evaluators paid so little heed to program
activities_ that they actually evaluated a s al program that had never been implemented!. Lutkily for
science; the team found.the nonexistent pr : m to be ineffective; -Outcome studies are incomplete, unless
they clearly link program activities both to pr am goals andtheir underlying rationales.

A second way -to increase the plausibility of a theory is to test it against a .reasonable; -explicitly
forinulated alternative theory and its implied empirical consequence. The more competing theories
discounted, the more plausible the theory being tested. .
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To give an idea of the complexity of testing a theory, here are some of the competing explanations that
might have been considered in developing the sample evaluation design:

Students might simply outgrow the tendency to abuse drugs;
The charismatic influence of the group facilitator causes the change.

o Personal attention being paid to students causes the change.
o Students who choose to enter the prograM bring to it an intent for change that could have occurred

without the program.
O The availability of drugs might have been reduced during the time the program was in operation.

TO the extent that each proposition in any theory has ilready been demonstrated, then the -focus of
concern is changed. If the evidence that ranges in self-concept cause changes in drug use is sufficiently
strong, then emphasis should be placed on the program's translation of theory to goals; strategies; and
specific program activities.

The more competing theories we discount,
the better able we are to claim that our chosen theory is plausible.- 1

The most frequent complaint of evaluators, shortly after initial program contact., is that program
objectives are not clear, specific, and measurable and sometimes are not even articulated; Often the goal
statements written in funding.proposal§ reflect the politics of obtaining funds more than actualexpectations
for the .program._ objectives, derived from the goals, are concrete statements of measurable
actions or behaviors regarding the intended accomplishments of the program; Such statements are often,
referred to as operatioiial'ititements. Because of conflicts {ghat sometimes exist between various interest
groups, as well as often unconscious resistance to evaluation, the process of both identifying program goalt
and translating them into operational statements can be difficult and painful;

;Scrutiniaing the esaluationesignliodking back at the exaMple's negative results, ,we must 'ask
whether the program really had no effect or whether the evaluation-design might have allowed a real effect

c, to go undetected. The opposite is also true; an- evaluation that yields positive results may show effects that
do not exist or are attributed to the program when they are really'caused by something elte.

Intrie case of the exampleLevaluation, there are substantial reasons to expect negative results, even if
' the program were effective. These reasons span issues of both process and outcome evaluation. Keep in
smindi:that evaluation is about the identification of differences and their compariS0n, whether Stated or
implied. The evaluator's job into locate the sources "of differences, or variation. Any part of the variation
that .cannotbe explained is called Uncontrolled variability, and any source of uncontrolled Variability in the ,
design weakens it because it reduces the amount of variation that can be explained.

, Issues of-process evaluation.Process evaluatibn of the sample program was nonexistent. ,Many process
_evaluation questions could have been asked that could have reckieed uncontrolled variability. ,- First, what
about; the service delivery aspect of the program? What +d the guidance counselor and the language
teacher actually. do. in running their. groups? Perhaps the guidance counselor went beyond the curriculum,
whereas the language -teacher, who had no prior experience, had to struggle to present the material.
Technical competence is not the only possible source, of difference between the group leaders; The guidance .

cop nselor believed strongly in the .program, having introduced it in the school, but the language teacher
. sought the_ position to gain counseling experience, not because of personal' Commitment to the program...

Differences between the two grdup leaders were a first source of uncontrolled variability in the design;
_What about the nature of the participants? We have no information about them. Note that there were

a number of routes into the program; A student could volunteer without any,contact frqm the school staff
or could be drafted into the program. Possibly the students drafted by thegilidince counselor were a select
group with special prOblems, whereas those drafted by the language teacher were especially bright students
because they were taking foreign 'languages. early in their academic careers; Finally; all teachers were
asked to refer students. Thus another source of uncontrolled variation was the nature of the participants;
including the mechanisms by which they entered the program.

What about the extent of4articipation of the students? We don't know whether each participant
actually experienced the program to the same extent. Maybe some-students attended all sessions while
others' attended almost norm This expands -our :second source of uncontrolled variation to encompass not
only who the program is reaching, but to what extent as well.

What of the:quality of the relationship beteen the groUP leaders and participants? We have some



of the initial participants, whereas the language teacher retained only 26 percent. For a given level of
technical competencecsome staff will have better relationships with participants than others, producing yet
a third source of uncontrolled variation;

Note that while this differential attrition, or dropout of participants, might reflect the, quality' of
relationship; it might also result from' the different techniCal competence of the two leaders. Or there
might be some simpler explanation. For example, the language teacher had a.number of advanced students
in her grqup and the local high school started a special program for them that conflicted with the schedule
of the self- concept program;

The evaluation design has obviously failed to give any information about the nature of the program as
delivered, the nature of participants and their level of participation; or the quality of the relationship
between program staff and participants. The bottom line is, we don't know whether tteratigraca..its designed
was ever deliVered to the participants for whom It was intended. Without this information, questions of
whether the program worked seem either presumptuous or preposterous;

Dues of outcome evaluation.Let us assume that a program of known characteristics had been
delivered and that participants did receive the program as. planned. In that c,ase, issues of outcome
evaluation are at the heart of the judgment as to whether the program' had the desired effect on
participants. These issues encompass four phases of an outcome evaluation: . .

o; At the designphase, how participants and nonparticipants were selected.
o At the ,measurement phase, how the variables were chosen, and then how they were measured.

At' the .analysisphase, whether the appropriate. statistical tests were employed and Whetherth;"
evaluation cTit-rignwas sensitive enough to detect progra effeets if they existed.

o At The interpretation phaSe, to what extent one may gi e meaningto the data and generalize the
findings.

Design se.When we ask 'whether a program is effective, we arereally asking whether participation
in the program_ has changed individuttlt from the way theyvould have been had the program never existed.
It is not enough to simply measure changes within program participants. No how much change takes
place; we haVe no foundation to argue that the ehange is dile .-to the program Th t argument can only be
made by comparison. The ideal comparison would be created by turning time backby repeating history
with the one difference of interjecting the program'during two otherwise identical passages through time.

In-the example; we would then compare the individuals- with, themselves 'at the conclusion of the two time
periods. Any differences could then irrefutably be ascribed- ta,:the presence of the prograMwe could then
prove causality. --

;

Since time cannot be turned back, other, less than ideal comparisons must be found by playing a
scientific version of the game, ,

What would have happened if ... ?

We can approximate what Would have happened if the, program had not_ existed by comparing two groups as
Identical as Possible except that one group does not participate. The experimental or treatment group
participates in the_programc the comparison group does not. If 'the two?-groups are comparable at the outset
and differ only on the variables of interest after program intervention; program participation probably
produced the difference.

The comparability of the groups is critical. The sample evaluation included no systematic construction
of comparable groups; only extraordinary luck might have produced participant and nonparticipant groups
that were initially comparable. ad,

the best evaluatiorrrequires
comparable treatment and comparison groups;

Another,. less_ elegant -'way to approximate "what would have happened if" would be to conduct an
extended series of nwasures over time on the participants, both before and after the program; Then; if a
sharp discontinuity emerges in this time series once the program is introduced; the difference between
expectations based; On past m ...ewlTs and actual later findings is probably due to the program,. A major
problem with this approach is that we still cannot rule out the effects of history, of events .or conditions
that-in additionito the program mWit influence the measures; It is far easier to rule out such confounding_
effects; if they exist, using a comparison group.
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The major problem in making comparisons is in the 4Iection of subjects. Problems relating to subject

selection continue throughout the evaluation. Even when comparable Poups have been constructed, '
attrition of treatment or comparison subjects clueing_ the evaluation weakens comparison. At the design
phase, attempts should be made to estimate the amount otattrition and to devise ways to minimize it. In
the sample evaluation no consideration was given to this problem.

Matters of design go beyond subject selection. All matters of _process evaluation are ideally settled at
the design phase, before the evaluation begins, and not as an afterthought once the evaluation is started. It
is possible to have designs that are unable to detect program effects. Evaluators have the responsibility of
designing evaluations that can detect effects of programs; if they exist; The number of participants is a
critical part of this issue; In the sample evaluation, the number olparticipants was abysmally small, parti-
cularly at the posttest.

Confidentiality and informed consent are also design issues. The guidance counselor in the sample
evaluation weakened the already insensitive design by not providing the information necessary to match the
-pretest and posttest of individuals. Confidentiality does not require a complete lack of identifying informa-
, tion. One can ensure confidentiality and still be able to match pretests and posttests. Finally, ethical issues
of withholding potentially beneficial treatment, from participants assigned to comparison groups must be
thrashed out at the design phase.

Measurement phase.Issues at the measurement phase can be classified in two categories: what should
be measured (already discussed) and how program outcomes should be measured.

Measurement of outcomes is usually eqqated with the administration of paper-and-pencil tests, but
measurement goes beyond this. Behavioral observations at the one extreme and formal records at the other
extreme can I* used to measure the same variables. Regardless of the approach to measurement, a number
of standards must .be applied. Are the m asures suited to the population being measured? The guidance
counselor in the example evaluation did cons whether the students could understand the items on the
self-concept test, a test that had been trie o y with high school students. The content of the measure is
critical: for example, items about whethlr individuals feel confident of being accepted by a good college
are better suited to high school students tflkirdo younger students.

The reliability of a measure; its stability over repeated measurements, is also a critical matter. If the
same test measures somethinK twice, and the scores of individuals change unpredictably, then the measuring
instrument is unreliable. We would; for example, throw out a bathroom scale that showed our weight to vary
by 10 t0.20 pounds each time we got on the scale; Such measures with a lot of "wobble" introduce another
source of uncontrolled variability in the design. In the sample evaluation no attempt was made to establish
the reliability of the measures, that is; to find out whether the measures were stable.

An equal problem is whether the measures are valid. Just because the school psychologist thciught he
had created a test of self-concept doesn't mean, in fact, that the test measured self-concept at all; The
validity of a test, that it measures what it purports to measure, needs to be established. Just because a
measure is reliable; does not guarantee that it is valid. Howeveri'reliability is a necessary condition for
validity. It is pointless tb ask what we are measuring if we are unable to measure it in a stable way.

Thus evaluations may fail to show -program effects due to measurement failures in reliability and
validity. The school psychologist's self-concept test was of unichown reliability and validity; It is possible
that the participants' self-concept did change, but that the ,self-concept test, being unreliable, invalid; or
not suited to participants; failed to detect the change. In the same manner, the sample evaluation's druguse '

measure may have been inappropriate for this particular group, for example, by emphasizing drugs that
students were not trying, while failing to consider other drugs that were popular;

, .

In a good evaluation, great. effort is expended to develop sound measures. For example, the evaluator
could ask try out instruments on individuals oiniilar to the participants; and perhaps to test them more1.44,10

than once. e might ask staff members to participate in the process to study: the test administration
procedures; In validating .a self-concept instrument, the evaluator might ask staff members to identify some
students with good self-concepts anu some students with poor self-concepts and then see whether the test
scores concur with these judgmenis; Where school records-are used, the evaluator may want to check on
their accuracy before using them in an evaluation. The sample evaluation failed to deal with the issues of
measurement that are at the heart of goc evaluation.

Analysis phase.Some evaluation designs are unable to detect real effects of the program. When we
say "detect real effects" we mean that statistical test confirms a true change in some measure:
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The ability of a statistical test to detect real effects is c&lled tnefforw of th .test. Statistically
speaking, we call the change from pretest to posttest averages the pystematic effect. But in addition to
systematic effects, there are other, imcontLolled'sources of variability. Statistical tests work by comparing
the extent of systematic effects noted in thP data with the amount of uncontrolled variability in the data;

The sample evaluation reveals numerous sources of uncontrolled variabilitytwo vastly different group
leaders potentially selecting vastly different types of students into the program, with unknown levels of
participation using measures of unknown reliability and validity; To use nontechnical terms, all this noise or
slop in the design obscures whatever systematic change might have existed. As designed,. the evaluation was
almost doomed to show either no change or uninterpretable change before the data were ever collected;

Much could 'have been done to increase the power of the example desitii--. Ways to increase power
include increasing the number of participants, linking the pretests and posttests of individual participants,
loqking at the effects of each group leader,. and gathering other pretest measures that are related to self-
cohcept.

-

Interpretation phase. Let us pretend for a moment that the sample evaluation had been properly
designed with comparable treatment and comparison groups,, and that appropriate data analysis led tO the
conclusion that self - concept had improved by, virtue of program participation in the guidance counselor's
group but not in the language teacher's group. How may we generalize the findings jor future
implementation of the self-concept curriculum? First, we must ask to what population of Children the
results apply. Secondiask to what eittent the program effects would generalize to other group leaders and
to other ways of measuring the same outcome variables, such as self-concept.

The answepito the first question isbvious. The result _apply only to the population of individuals from
whom the participants were drawn. Does this Mean that if the _program ,worked for these students, it will
work for the student body at large? Not necemirily. These.participants, selected through volunteering; -or
being drafted, were not representative of the-school pOpulation. With more complete inforination on thg
participants we could generalize abbut the type of student who might respond to the program. The findings
cannot be generalized because' the evaluation failed to identify a clearly defined target population and draw
a sample representing this population.

.....,

Another problem appears if the Rrogram works with one 1g-coup leader but not the other. We must then
return to proctss questions about each leader and the quality, of her relationship with the participants. The
possibility exists that change_ was due to the. characterist* s of the group leader rather than of the
curriculum. Change can come from a variety, of sources. The ame sort of question can be raised about the
measurements: was any 'change or lack thereof peculiar to t particular tesremployed, or would the same
results have been found with other measures of self-concept? In all, we ask to what extent evaluation
findings are peculiar to our program and the measurement of iks outcomes.

I

. i
The validity of an evaluation.Every issue discussed so far speaks to whetherTevaluation results give a

valid picture of program effects. Four frequently discussed types of validity 'Provide a way of thinking about
the quality of an evaluation.

. Construct Validity-;.We can scrutinize a privram-braskingwhether we have done what was intended
when we translated-the original thebry to program goals and th'en operationalized the goals to the program--
activities. To begin with, we have a set of abitract notions, or consitiicts, about what we are trying to
transmit through the program. We altahave what we are trying to measure as outcomes of the programs,
for example, decreased drug abuse, improved self-confidence, 'increased acceptance of responsibility. The
extent to which, first; program theory relates to program practice and then to evaluation activities is
referred to as construct validity.

(V.

Internal validity.If a change has been noted in program participants, we-still need to ask Whether the
change is attributable to the prekirearti, or to some 'other faepr; For example; if participants' drug(bse-,
decreases after a big crackdown on drug dealers in the tOwot-we wouldn't be able to clearly_attributit, the
decrease to the program unless we had some data from an appropriate comparison group. The .ability to ,
attribute change'Ao :the prOgram as opposed to 'change from other sources is the internal validiV of the
evaluation. Whether an evaluation has internal validity is largely determined by the presence of comparable
nonparticipadt groups in the designs'

External_validity.All questions of to Whom; and to what situations; the results of an evaluation can be':
generalized are matters of external validity. A design may be internally valid but have poor external
validity due to the highly restricted sampling of the participants or' the unique conditions under which, the
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_ _ Statistical condilisionn validity _or_c_onclutikui-Valldity.--&everldrtimes 'we have questioned Whether the
design was powerful enoUgh to detect program 'effects bg. a statistical test. In fact, any set of data may be
analyzed in a number of ways, some more appropriatd than others, Issues of statistical power and appro-
priateness of analysis can be summarized by asking whether the statistical. manipulations of the data led to
an accurate_assessment_ of _ whether or _not_the_seores;of-program participants changed. These are issues of
statistical conclusion validity, or conclusion validity. '

In essehce,_; accurate evaluation findings thafiire scientifically sound. and programmatically useful are
diffidUlt to achieve. The review of the example revealed numerous thiefits to validity, or . failures of the
design to permit sound conelusions about program effectiveness. 'For example, the small sample sizes and
the unreliable, metsureSents 'are threats to ;statistical conclusion validity; the lack of Jan adequate
comparison4rOp i -a_threat to internal validity; the lack of documentation of program activities is a threat
to construct validity; the lack of documentation of the nature of participintsis a threat to external validity.

;

To sum rparize confusion can occur

at the beginning
inside

outside
and at the end.

ISSUES IN EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The previous discussion_ of evaluation issues - has- separated' them into those of .process and outcome
eialuation. We continue this distinction addressing first techniques and terminology in process evaluation,
then some important technical issues of outcome evaluation.

Process-Methodokcy

There is some disagreement in. the field:of evaluation research about the appropriateness of describing
the gathering of "information on program process as evaluation: Some puriatt would claim that since
evaluation by definition makes, judgments of worth, any infortnat km. which simply describes an Object or
phenomenon is notilin the true sense !of the:Word, evaluative. Others argue that Since; description is.'e
necessary prerequisite for: determining_ worth" it is entirely appropriate to consider it as an evaluative
activity, at least by implication. We take the latter position and claim that, d4oending on the stage of
prograpi development', it is reasonable to develop an evaluation design that consists solely of, process
infornialion. Obviously," outcome evaluation provides. more information, but even the best outcome
evaluation will include and build on process evaluation.

ProCess evaluation can be used to provide feedback for i rnal monitoridgi: to guide resource

sou_
_and _aidLongoing_prograin development._ _It_cati_be use _to provide_accountability _to_l_funding

sources and to illuininate the changing nature of a program as it evolves.' In thig sense process evaluation is
no more nor less . "than management information and can be an end unto itself.

Process evaluation isSLso necessary_forfinking outcomes' to key program components. A comprehensive
evaluition testa hypotheses about_ the influeOce of specific program characteristics and_a_ctivities on various
outcomes. A Careful process description,pf the program is necessary to understand the findings and to
repliCate both.the program and its evaluation.

A basic distinction in.process evaluation is between input and poetess Torsppreciate what happens in
program, it is necessary j o knoW what has been brought to it. These inputi include human and physical
resoUrces and-tile milieu in which the program operates. Each contributes directly to the actual operation
of the program.

Program inputs.Hum an resources include:mainly staff and participant characteristics brought to the
program. Important staff characteristics include qualificatioisss measured by educational level, training,
and experience... Formal education Slon&is not a sufficient measure to judge abilitie& Consideration must
also be given to training and exPerience specific_. to the field of: alcohol and drug abuse _prevention.
InV.olvement in workshops, conferences, work activities telated topreventiOn, and community involvement

-I t /At L f Lk! ..
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alternatives strategies- Such skills are Milo important for administrative staff, albiti with experience in
their expected roleS. One basic measure of Stall( effort is &pressed as full-time staff equivalents (FTEL
These can be calculated by type of staff ac.tivitt for botji paid and volunteer staff.

;",

Client characteristics ineltide a tange of demographics, dependent to some extent on the _typ of
prevention prOgram. Basic demographics . should be collected, '_atich as race/ethnicity; gender, age, grade
level; family structure, or socioeconomic-Status. This infOrmAtion can help to determine if the program is .

serving the intended target population. A major issue is theltxtent of cultural disparity between staff and
participants,_ and its effects; both. positive and negative, on the Progrqm process. These effects are a
question for both process and outcome evaluation.

Both staff and participant inputs should' be measured at ,program in eption and at key points during
detelopment and at the study's conclusion% This alloWa the choice stable period for analysis and
provides information on changes over.t tithe that could have a direct.bearing on,program outcome.

The beliefs, values, and attitudes brought to the program by staff And clients alike will have a major Itt`)

impact on program effects. Staff and participant attitudes toward alcohol and drug abuse4 and the extent
to which these views are similar, are important input considerations. Staff attitudes toward prevention will':

", greatly affect prOgram activities; it is a truism that events often coincide with our expectations of what
will happen: Staff attitukes toward..drUg abtiSer§ and beliefs about the etiology of abuse will greatly affect,
the- approach to program -tasks. Stated role expectations for both staff_ and participants will influence
performance; Organizational as well as individual expectations; and any discrepancies that -exist between
them; will greatly influence program process.

Basic demographic data should be collected for all participants and staff. Personnel folders should
detail fast and ongoing staff education, skills, and training._ Data on vattitudes and expectatiZns can be
gathered from interviews (ranging from structured to open-ended) and observations by trained observerS;

P hrtical resources include space, equipment, and supplies. Each type of resource can be disaggregated
for ftiture analysis in relation to ptogram functions and activities; Physical- resources are more amenable
than human resources to easy conversion to a common measure money. Money,_in and of itself, is not
viewed as a true resource; Rather, it is a means of obtaining comnodities and measuring their Value. If a
program has a cash balance of $50,000, this means littleiexcept as it is translated into the 4iumber of
counseling sestiOns dr the _eivipment it will purchase M etary conversion of resources, process; and
outcomes becomes a foundation for later standardized cost de arisons.

Environmental variables directly.. affect the workings sof the program.._ Descriptions of the socio-
economic structure of the community and,its population are necessary to develop a needs assessment that
clearly identifies the poteritial.:Partidipant pool; The incidence and, prevalence of social probleMS are
important, particularly those directly related to alcohol- and drug abuse. For school programs, measures of
variables web as disciplinary actions, school grades, and vandalism are needed.

Input data proVide a batit for determining if the program as implemented serves the intended target
population, and if this population adequately represents, those shown in need. Other relevant questions are

--,--whether--thestaft-meet--necessary standards and if _resources are sufficieq to accomplish program
objectives. Specific questions must arise out of the particular program situation.

Program process.--As with inputs, program process can be measured using' both qualitative and
quintitative indicators. Three basic aspects of a program's functioning should be_examined during a process
evaluation:

o organizational structure--
o patterns of interaction
o program service deliVery.

The field of organizational analysis is growing pidly, with increasing sophistication in methods; For
example, structural analysis compares formal pat err* as found in organizational, charts, with actual
patterns of authority, responsibility,_ and communications. Systems analysis *is 'more concerned With
measuring the dynamic aspects of the organization. One usefill way to deseiribe the organization is
presented by Cline and Sinnot (1$80), using five interdependent dimehsions.

- The _task_ dimension describes the organization as a set- of tasks interconnected by authority and
accountability relationships. Major tasks wind the activities undertaken to achieve specific objectives are



identified and described. For schooF based pre ention programs, two possible data sources are the course
curriculum and job descriptions.

The function dimension describes the-orga ization asa set Of operating units interconnected by the
ways in which they act a react to one anot er; _While the task_ dimension focuses on activities within.
units, this dimension emph sizes the interrelati n of units, in achieving orianizationagoals. A common data
source is the organizational chart, which is aken as # starting point for examining actual structural
relationships.

The information dimension is concerned with mapping the flow Of information and identifying' key
decision points. This dimension is closely re ted to the task and function dimensions; in that 'decision-
making is part of the formal functions of varus individuals and units. Thil dimension represents tbe first
step in-an analysis of the clecisionmaking activ ty.

The fiscal dimension describes the org nization as monetary resources connected 4:)3, budgetary and
accounting relationships. The major focus is .n the allocation of resources, which leads to measures of cost
effectiveness. Budget and expenditure stat ments are the. basic source of information in describing this
dimension: . .

The personnel dimension; which descri -s the organization as a. group of persons interacting on a daily
basis; is probably the most difficult to expre in quantifiable terms and is more likely to be deScribed based
on observations of interactions. This is a t meconsuming process; with the observer's major task being to
limit.observations to the most important in a ractions.

An alternative to Cline and Sinott's proach encompasses the three. basic a cts of function alfeady
mentioned-=structure, interaction, and se ovice delivery7-and develops a comprehe sive: description, of the
organization as it attempts to achieve its oals;

The major emphasis of process eval ation is the delivery of services. An e;lahiation of services should
describe intended ;content, the timing o delivery, and its integrity; that is whether what is delivered
matches what is intended; Quantitati if measures can include the number of meetings or, sessions; the
number of participantsi the ratio of s aff to .:participants, actual versus expected attendance, and the
physical surroundings of the service deli ery.

'Qualitative' and quantitative me --Only recently have. the arguments about the relative merits of
quantitative and qualitative approach s started to reach a resolution. Cronbach, et al; (1980;' p;223)
provides' the evaluator with a cautiona y note:

The.eyaluator will be wise,
sum mative methodology or
draw on Ooth styles at app
an evaluation' plan devoid
justifying such exclusion.

of to declare allegiance to either a quantitative-manipulative-
a qualitative-naturalistic-descriptive methodology. He can
priate times and in_ appropriate amounts. Those who advocate

of one kind of information or the other carry the burden of

Quantitative methods leadi
social system. These,methods
hypothesized of ccur. It
The program is seen s a manip

to.hypothesis testing view the program as a fixed stimulus applied to the
mploy experimental designs and statistical techniques to determine If
s in this sense that Cronbaclf uses the term, "manipulative" methodology;
tion of an existing reality.

Qualitative met ods ern log participant observation; open-ended interviews; and other so called
subjective approache to exa ine the program as a system into itself; and as apart of larger systems. The
emphasis is on what the pr am is and does as seen by _these inVolved. In the past, qualitative methods
were viewed by qu ntitativ research (number crunchers) only .as a way to develop and formulate

-hypotheses for futu e exam nation by objective quantitative methods. Now there is a growing recognition
1that -the information from the two paradigms complement each other and that the issue of subjectivity

versus objectivity should n t be drawn along methodological lines (Patton 1978);
I.

This issue is crucial o the evaldation of prevention programs; where the cultural mix of participants;
staff, and community is major factor in deterMining the structure, dynamics, and outcortie of the program.
The evaluator whol doe n't appreciate the enormity of cultural effects throughout the entire evaluation
process is likely to do disservice to the program:

=
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The information, both quantitative and qualitatiVe, that could be gathered in a process evaluation is
practically limitless; The major problem for the evaluator and the program manager is to decide what is
essential for the evaluation. ,Within resource constraints, limits should be set to allow enough freedom to
identify key elements related to goal attainment, without taking away from the full richness of the program.

Outcome Methodology
I -

In . this section, we present major technical matters that are critical to understanding outcome
evaluation design and analysis. First, we cover the construction of comparable experimental and comparison
groups for an evaluation design. Here, we consider threats to internal validity, which are either eliminated
or produced by the construction of the' experimental and comparison group& BeCond, we consider concepts
-of statistical inference. Finally,- we review some concepts of measurement, expanding upon definitions of
\ reliability and validity.

Threats to internal validity: - Attributing change in program participants to the program itself requires
= proof .that.participants are

not experienced the progra
construct comparable groups
time. Perhaps the most critiea

re different after experiencing a program than they would have been had they
The strategy used to make the participant-nonparticipant gomparison is to
at do and do not participate and compare the.groups at the same points in
issue in outcome evaluation is how these comparable groups are formed.

An obvious way to select comparable groups is to mitten two groups on important variables. However,
r. there's a trap in thiswhich variables to match. In a self-Concept program, for example, we would want to

match on variable's known to berelated to self-concept. While we may not be sure what those variables are;
we suspect the list is long. If we try to match but miss some critical variable related to self'- concept, then
we can't claim comparability; our evaluation is undermined before we begin. Our theory for prevention
needs to be carefully assessed togufae the variable selection process;

True experiments. Another approach might be to take all the individuals who could be participants at
any point .in time and?randomly divide therri into participants and nonparticipants; If this is dorie with
reasonably sized groups, (e.g., N =30), the result will be two groups theoretically comparable on all variables,
But how does sampling theory lead us to this statement?

Imagine splitting a group of 100 people randomly into two groups by flipping a coin to determine each
person's group Membership. These groups should be approximately equal in height, education level, need for
approval, anxiety; in fact, in every characteristic one might name; Why? Because the outcome of the coin
'toss is in no way related' to any other variable, and the laws of probability are permitted to operate fully.

. 'The coin cannot tell, how tall, how well eduCated, or how anxious anyone is. These variables (by chance) will
be distributed equally across groups. .

This method of constructing groups, referred to as random assignment, is the one method of
constructing groups theoretically comparable on all variables that might influence the outcome of an

_evaluation;. Experiments or evaluations using this method for constructing groups are called true
experirii,ents or randbmized experiments.

uasi-experiments.Although true experiments are the most desirable, sometimes they cannot be
constructed. For example, if the whole fifth grade of' a school is to receive a program, no fifth graders
remain to serve as controls. Ethical issues may also preclude withholding the program, even temporarily;
from some potential participants; These situations call for quasi-.experiments, a category in which the
experimental , and control groups are not constructed by random assignment. Unfortunately, in quasi7
experiments, some internal validity is lost. This means that if one does find a difference between treatment
and comparison groups at the end of the experiment, one cannot be certain that the difference was due to
the program's effect. It could be due in part to differences that already existed between the groups.

So profound is the difference between true' and quasi-experimental_ designs in yielding answers to
.evaluation questions that the groups jn the two types of designs are called by different names. In a true
experiment,_ the-nonparticipant group is called a control group. In a quasi-experiment, the nonparticipant
group is:called a comparison group.

Internal validity 'in true versus quasi -experiments. -The reason for :.having control or comparison groups
is"to mitigate threats to internal validity, that is, to eliminate confounding effects that prevent attributing
outcomes to the program. To illustrate, figure la shows one possible outcome of a true experiment
involving a school prevention program._ Both groups increase drug experimentation over the semester, but
the group that participated in the program showed less increase. The program apparently retarded the rate
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of increase in drug use. Now consider the same effect in a quasi-experiment in which volunteers were
participants and nonvolunteers were controls. In figure lb the comparison group also showed a greater
increase_ in experimentation than the participant group; Is this difference clearly attributable to the
program? No. The self-selected treatment group was less prone to use drugs than the comparison group,
before the program began. It is possible that the different initial levels of drug use, regardless of the
program; influenced the rate of increase in drug experimentation; The main threat then to internal validity
in quasi - experiments is the selection factor that brings the treatment and comparison groups into the
experiment. r

Amount
of drug
use

Pretest

Control
o

-o
Treatment

Posttest

True experiment

Amount
of drug
use

:,
Comparison
o .

_ -o
o Treatment

Pretest Posttest

b. Quasi-emeriment

Figure 1. Some outcomes of true and quasi-experiments

- - Randomly assigning individuals to receive or
riot receive potentially beneficial treatment, is contrary to the belief that treatment should be readily
svailable to all who wish it A way to achieve random assignment, and ultimately to have everyone
participate is to delay but riot to deny participation to some individuals. This useful technique tor achieving
random, assignment is illustrated in figure 2;

I
Im mediate
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names on
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Randomly
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Figure 2.
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Waiting list technique for achieving random assignment
:.-.

Suppose there were more applicants for program participation than program slots. One handles this by
eying eople wait until slots become available. ASsume there are 60 people on the waiting list and only 30
lots.- e-waiting list is used to construct true experimental and-control groups randomly assigning the 60
Idividtra to one of two groups. An immediate treatment group enters the program without delay and a
elayed treatment group enters the program after the immediate group leaves. The delayed treatment
roup serves as the control group, as shown in figure 2.

All individuals are pretested at the same time. Next, the immediate group receives treatment. When
le imntedlate group completes the program, both groups are tested again. Finally, individuals in the
elayedlreatment group receive their posttest at the completion of treatment.
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Attrition destroys the benefit of random assignment;!Groups constructed by random assignment at the
beginning of an eValuation should be equivalent at the end of the evaluation if membership in the groups
remains stable. Differential attrition, or mortality, of participants from the groups destroys the internal
validity of true exgeriments; In evaluations, every effort -buld be made to keep subjects in the groups
throughout the experiment.

al I .21 am corn* rientS.._=There are not alw Visiting lists. In some circum-
stances, even temporary nonpa ticipants cannot be designated.- The evaluation 'then May be'. a contrast
among variations in programing, rather than between program and no program. For example, if there is a
conventional program against which a novel program might be compared, then the random assignment might
be to the conventional versus the novel treatment.

_ Itegressiori effects. In statistical analysis there is a tendency with repeated measures to regress
toward similarity, or to the group mean. This is called a regression.effect, regression artifact, or statistical
regression. This problem is particularly acute when groups are selected on the basis of extreme scorese.g.,
high drug use versus low drug use. True experiments control. this problem to a large extent because groups
are randomly selected rather than preselected. -In: quaskexperirrients these effects, can be tEoublesome
becaUse Of the process. of forming, comparison groups'. Comparing volunteers in a prograrn_witli non-
volunteers in a comparison group is a very poor approach. The uncontrolled selection factors that determine
who will volunteer undermine attempts to attribute any posttest differences to the program itself.

This is-another dimension to the problem that arises when selecting subsets of individuals from two
different groups so they match on specific variables; For example, suppose a prevention program is mounted
in a school with substantial drug problernswhile the comparisbh.group for evaluation might be drawn from
another school with less drug use. An approach might be to test children of both schools on drug use and to
elect subsets of children from the two schools whose drug use levels matched. While this may appear to

solve the problem of noncomparable groups on drug use, it does not, due to regression effeetS.

Regression effects occur because measures are not perfectly reliable. If the drug use scale is given
twice, there will be different amounts of reported use. If the test were unreliable, a respondent with a very
low drug use score 'ore the first measurement would likely have a higher score on the second measurement;
Why? Tests do not have perfect reliability because respondents.change some answers between two test
administrations. If-skstudent gives a very_ low estimate of use the first time he took the test, the only way
he can change his answers is to report higher use levels. In contrast, if a respondent reports. very high-use
the first time, the only way his answers can change is to lower levels;

Regression effect has nothing to do with the true level of the behavior.
It has to dci with the unreliability of the measure;

For example, suppose the st asked, "How many times did you smoke marijusp last month?" and
alternative choices were 1-5; 6- 0; 11-15; 16-20; 21-or-more times; A frequent user may puzzle over the
choices 16-20 versus 21-or-more, but can't really decide, and arbitrarily picks 21-or=more. He's got a high
use score. The next time the subject encounters the item, he still can't decide and randomly chooses the
category 16-20; The subject's drug use hasn't changed; What's changed is his random choice of responses in
an uncertain situation. The same argument goes for the low end of the scale.

we's-OW respondents into two extreme groups based on the drug:- use score on the first test
administration and retest them; regression artifacts should cause the data to look like those in figure 3.

High

Drug
use

score

Low

High scoring on first testing

Low scoring on first testing

Test Retest, 4.
°

Figure 3.. Regression artifacts in a single group
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The extreme scorers on the first test administration have scores closer to the average (or middle) of the
drug use range of their group on the second administration. The amount of change is a statistical .function
of the reliability coefficient of the test being used; The less reliable a test; the greater the chanCe of a
regression artifact.? As shown in figure 3, one could not attribute any change in outcomes to program
effects; One could not conclude that the program lowered drtig use levels for high users or that the program
increased drug used behavior of those in the low-use category; Obviously; the process of selecting
treatment and control groups has serious implications for correct interpretation of evaluation data, given
the imperfect world of measurement. .

TA?

One way to attempt to achiee comparability is to match students on drug use from two schools, where
average drug use levels differ. This situation is illuStrated in figure 4.

High

is Drug use in
experimental
school

Average

b. Dgug use in
compyison
school

Average use in
experimental school

Average use in
comparisbn school

c. Possibilities for
matching on
drug use Scores

Figure 4. Pretest drug use from two schools

There are several major problems with this matching approach. The experimental school FAS a higher
iverage drug use than the comparison school. Students from the two schools are matched together by use
cores. Only those students in the shaded area in figure 4c can be matched because the schooLaverages are
lifferent. The greater the difference in average scores, the fewer matches can be found. Thus the firit'
Iroblem with this approach is that the sample size available for analysis is smaller; reducing the power of
he analysis.

Further,_ the students are being matched on only one factortheir drug use scores; The unstated an4
ndoubtedly faLle assumption is that students in the two schools are similar in all other respects which have
bearing on drug use; However, introducing.oth atching variables would further reduee the number of

ossible matches, leading to even smaller sample s eS.
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Experimental,
school

Comparison
school

retest osttest

Figure 5. Results of matching from nonequivalent groups
(Each group regresses to its own average.) 44



Finally, the matching approach can substantially increase regression effects. The lowest scorers in the
experimental school can be expected to have &higher average score on retesting. For the same reason, the
highest scorers in the comparison school will have lower scores on retesting. And these are the very
students we have chosen by matching scores. As figure 5 shows, it will appear that the program has ,catised
increased drug use, while comparison subjects (with no intervention) will appear to have decreased drug use.

Statistical regression, or regression effects, operate whenever extreme groups are used in designs.
They are subtle and treacherous and most likely to creep into evaluatiokdesigns when matching is used tom
achieve apparent pretest equivalence in quasi-experiments. a

To summarize:

true experiments are more desirable because
they overcome threats to internal validity.

0:incepts of statistical inference.When we do an evaluation our interest goes far beyond the particular
individuals who participated in the evaluation; We wish to generalize to other individuals who might
participate in the program. Put another way, concluding from an evaluation that a program worked and
ought to be continued or tried elsewhere, really predicts that the program will work in the same way for
other individuals in a comparable setting;

We base conclusions from our data on the rules of statistical inference, which constitute a logical
system for making such generalizations based on probability theory; We will review this logicaltsystem
defining many of the terms associated with it as we go.

II g I II The first necessary distinction is. between populations and samples. A
7" population, for our purposes, is a clearly delimited group of individuaLs, say, all the fifth graders in a

particular school system. A sample is just a subgroup from that population. Our evaluation on randomly
selected samples from a population allows generalizations about that population, and statistical inference is
the basis of the generalizations. If we, could study the whole population, we wouldn't need statistics.

POWer-and-Type-11-error.Although the purpose of statistical inference is to generalize from samples to
Poptilittions, it's easier to understand statistical inference if we work backwards. Assume two populations of
individuals who are identical. More specifically, they are identical on the variable of self-concept; Put in
the usual statistical terminology, the two populations have identical self-concept -arithmetic means.
Arithmetic means are what we commonlyldescribe as averages; they're usually referred to as means in the
context of statistics. Now suppose we assign one population to a self-concept program and the other
population serves as a control group. At the end of the program, the mean self-concept scorein the
population that participated in the program is five poidts higher than that of the control population. That is,
there is a true difference between the population means. We conclude, all other things being equal, that the
program produced the five-point advantage;

Given this true difference in population means, suppose we do the following exercise. Draw a random
sample of 25 people from each population and note the difference' in mean self-concept in the two samples.
Having recorded this difference, we return the people to the population and draw another pair of samples,
note the difference between their means, and return them to their populations. If we do this repeatedly, we
will observe that the difference between the means will usually be around fivepoints, in favor of the sample
from the participant (treated) population. Sometimes the difference will be grpater than five points, still in
favor of the sample from the treatment population, and at other times, the difference will be smaller than
five points. In a few cases, perhaps, the sample from the control population has a higher mean score.

That is, individual samples do not perfectly reproduce
the populations from which they were drawn.

To continue, suppose that instead of having repeated measures of the populations, we could only look at
one pair of samples. On the basis of the sample self-concept meansin the treated versus untreated
sampleswe would have to draw a conclusion as to whether the program worked. What sort of rule might be
used to reach a conclusion? We could use a rule that says, "if the treated sample is above the untreated
sample by any amount, decide that the program worked." Now, for most pairs of samples we drew, there
would be a difference in favor of the treated group, and we would correctly conclude that the treatment
caused again in self-concept. In statistics, a correctconclusion is one that fleets what is actually true of
the populations from which the samples were drawn. 4
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In most instances, we Would correctly .conclude that. the program' had loused an increase in self-
concept.- -But for some pairs of samples, those In- which there was no difference or perhaps a reversal; we
would incorrectly conclude that there was no effect. This sort of error is called a Type II errormore about
this later. Note that this problem of failing to detect a difference that really exists in the population is
precisely what we were concerned with when we discussed the statistical power of an evaluation clesigm
Power and Type II-errors are opposite sides of the same coin, that is, detecting versus failing to detect a
true effect of a program.

_ Or; in other words,

when you improve the power of a design,
you reduce the chances for a Type II error.

Type I error.; -Now consider another situation. Once again; begin with two identical populations, and
treat one population with the Self-concept program. This time, however; assume that the program has no
effect; that is; the two population self-Concept means are identical. Again,imagine taking pairs of sample's'
from these populations and calculating the difference between their means over repeated samplings. Most
differences will be about zero. But, from time to time, the-mean of. the sample from the treated population
will be somewhat higher than that of the control sample... In those instances we can make the error of
concluding that the-program worked; when; iri fadt; it did not really work in the pdpulation. This sort of
error is called a Type I error.

Keeping in mind equal poPulation means (the program had no effect) versus unequal population_ means
(the prOgram had an effect), we can differentiate the two situations in the form of a pair of hypotheses; ;
One hypothesis; the null hypotheSit, says that the group means are equal; the program had no effect.i, The
other hypothesis,the alternate hypothesis or research hypothesis, says that the program, worked, that if, the
group means are unequal. 4Toe that these two hypotheses exhaust the possibilities for, the 'outcome of an
evaluation; If we can amass evidence that one hypothesis, the null hypothesisof no effectis false; then
we are simultaneously amassing evidence that the alternate hypothesisthere is an effectis true.

Now, in the real world we have no knowledge of the population; we are trying to infer whit exists in our
population from looking at sample data;

Based on probability theory
we make conclusions about the population(s)

and then qualify those conclusions
by stating the odds that they are wrong.

Again, let's say we observe a five-point advantage in self-concept in our treated over our control
sample. We make the statistical decision to reject the-null hypothesis, t is, -we conclude that the
populations must be different because the samples are different, as in the st situation discussed, But
there's another possibility; the population means might really be the same, as in the second situation, but by
chance we've drawn samples that make it seem that the populations are different. Through probability
theory we are able to determine the chance that we will have made an error in rejecting the null hypothesis,
that is, a Type I error.

The probability of a Type I error is called the level of significance of the statistical decision to reject
the null hypothesis. In evaluation reports, you will see sentences like, "The treatment group had a
significantly higher self-concept mean than did the control group fp<:05)." "Significantly higher" says that
thmoull hypothesisthe group means are equalis being rejected. The (p< .05) in parentheses gives the
proability that this conclusion is wrong. This is another way of saying there is less than a 5 percent chance
(p<.05) that the decision to reject the null hypothesis is wrong. Note that we are worried only about Type I
error when we are rejecting the null hypothesis, that is, concluding that, the groups are different, or that the
program worked. A final point, the lower case Greek- letter alpha ( tx ) is sometimes used to indicate the
probability of Type I error. nen people ask what alpha level you're using, they're asking how much Type I
error is associated with your statistical decisions. It is only by'conventiOn that no more than 5 percent Type
I error is acceptable to reject the null hypothesis.

Power analySis.Historically, science is conservatives. Hence the emphasis has traditionally been
placed on Ipe 1 errors. Nobody wants to conclude ttu some intervention or treatment has an effect when
'it4oesn't. In the context of program evaluation, however, there also shoal be enormous concern for Type II
errors--of failing to conclude that an effecti_program is effective becau e the wiEof the design is very
low. The lower case Greek letter beta ( # ) is, used to note the probabilit ofa e Ti error.
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The power of a design depends on a number of facfors, Siieh.eS the magnitude of the program's effect;
the previous Satiation in which the treated population was five points higher than the control population*

samples from the two populations could Sometimes be expected. to have the same means and to lead to Type
II errors. If the difference between means in the populations had been larger, say a 20-point difference; the
chance of drawing samples that ShoWed no difference would have,been much smaller; thereby decreaSing.the.
.probability of a Type H error; or conversely increasing the power of the design.

,

Uncontrolled sources of variability 1r an evaluation design decrease the. power of the design. To
deterriiitie the power of a design, considerothe amount of difference betw_een_.theinpirlatititia relative to
uncontrolled variability. The term effect size is used to mean the amount of diffeyence, or the effect of the
program* relatiVe to a measure of uncontrolled variability. The amount of uncontrolled variability is always
considered restive to the number of subjects in the 'design:Increasing the sample size increases the power
of the design.

An arialySi- f ,the power of -a design is best performed while the evaluation Is being planned. -To
accomplish this; an estimate of the effect _siz (difference relative to uncontrolled variability) is required.
Evaluators will often ask if any pilot data for a Pr- am already exist or can be collected. before a`ft(11-scale
evalnation is mounted, to make an estimate of e feet size; With such an estimate* the number of subjects
required to detect those effects in a evaluatin design can be determined: SometiMes 'the effects are so
small that- enormous numbers .of, subjects would required to deteet them. In Such instances, using large
numbers of subjects, the eXeCution of a labor-intensive and costly evaluation may not be warranted:

. , ,

Power ;analysts May also be performed after, an evaluation. This is particularly crjtical when the
eValuation haS detected no 'effect of the program (the null hypothesis was not rejected). In this case the.
concern is whether the design was so weak ln: terms of statistical_power that an effect that really existed
could not have been detected in the design.: .

Some-common_statistical tests."Statistictil tests are calculations to determine what t e probabili of
a Type I error (false rejection) would be if the null hypothesis were rejected. If the probability of T I
error is low based on a statistical teat, say less than 5 percent; then we would typically reject the null
hypothesis. .

. ,
Many tests can be used, and the choice depends on the nature of the data; Here we mention only some

very common tests. The simplestis the t-rest* which tests`whether tWo_groups are different or not on some
measure; using the mean; If there are more than two groups in the design, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is
used for the same purpose, to test whether the several groups in the design differ;

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) is a statistical prneedure that does what ANOVA doe but also
adjusts for initial uncontrolled sources of variability, increasing the power of the statistical design. For
eXample, if participants vary widely among themselves in self-concept before the.p_rogram begins, then it
will be difficult to detect later changes. ANCOVA reduces this uncontrolled variability by linking various
pretest and pogttest measurements on each individual.

In quasi-experiments; where the treatment and comparison groups are not equivalent, such statistical
procedures must be employed to tease apart two potential sources of dift&ence between groups at the end
of the experiment: the effect of the treatment; and the initial differences between the groups.' Any .

state al adjustments are approximate at bestthey do not guarantee accurati,estimates of the, effect of
the 1111Kment.

Concepts 'Of measurernent.--When we scrutinized the sample eValuation, we identified two important
properties' of measures. ; First was reliability, or the stability of a *measure; Second was validity*,or the
extent' to' whiCh a test meastires what itpurports to measure;

_

Reliability.--The definition of reliability really encompasses two aspects of measurement; stability and
internal consistency. Stability means that if one takes a test twice and doesn't_change on the trait being
measured; then the test score also should not vary much over repeated testing. The usual way-in which this
type of reliability is established is by adMihigtering the same test twice to a group of people and computing
a measure of the extent of agreement between the two test results. The basic measure used is called a
correlation coefficient; The 'Coefficient will equal 1.0 if there is perfect agreement between the two
measurement points. It will equal zero if tneee is no' relationship between the scores at the two
measurement points. It will be negative; somewhere between 0.0 and -1.0, if scores get reversed over the
twg measurement points; that is; if the high scorers -at the first measurement point become the low scorers
at the measurement po nt and 'vice versa. The'cOrrelation coefficient is referred to as a reliability
coefficient in this context.
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The secondaspect of reliability, internal consistency, is a measure of the extent that all the items or
-questions on a test vitae with one anotherLorimeasure the same thing. If we have a sef-concept. scale, a

person with a poor self-Concept overall.should respond in the same Way across all items on the self=concept
scale. 3 A common measure of such reliability is Cronbaeh's. Coefficient 'Alpha, another index that equals
zero if there is no consistency among items, and "approaches 1.0 as internal consistency increases. The
Kuder-Richardson formula is another common measure of internal consistency.

These measures are appropriate only with 'homogeneous tests, those where alLthe individUalterhs are
measuring -one thing. Itis possible to increase reliability of the score on the whole test byincreasing the
number of items on the scale. Statistical estimates, (rave'bednixireated of the extent of increase in
reliability to be expected by increasing the number of items. The classiCal estimate is the Spearman-Brown
prophecy formula.

Validity.Validity of a measure is a broad concept; There are- a number of ways to-establish validity.
At the lowest level is face validity; that,ia, Vie content of the items seems to agree Viii/iiWhat the test is
supposed to measure. For exaMple, in a test of depression, if it appears that people who are depressed will
,respond in one way; while nondeprested people will reSpond in another way, then the test has face validity.
(Concurrent validity _means the agreem,ent.'of the test with other measures of the same ,trait taken at the
same time. If psychothCrapists identify a group Of clients who are depressed and 'a group Who aren't
depressed, and test scores agree with thetie judgments, then the test has concurrent -validity; Predictive
.validity means that the test iq able to predict accurately what will happen in the future. If we construct .a
'scale of Propensity to Experiment with Drugs, and scores on this teat, taken at the beginning of the school
year are related to the amount of drug experiMentation that occurs throughout the following sctool year,
then the test'haspredictive validity.

Construct Validity is the most complex and abstract of the validity notions; It considers how the
measure of a variable relates to othervariables, on some_theoretical basis. For example; depression might
be closely related to poor self - concept and lack of hope for the future. We might not expect depression -to
be Wated to intelligence. Assessing how well a measure's association or lack of association with measures :44--`,

other constructs adheres to our theoretical notions is at the heart of establishing construct validity. .

,The assessment of the validity and reliability .of tests and other measures is an arduoutprocess. Often'
evaluators will suggest that existing tests on which validity studies have been performed be used, in order to
avoid having to study the validity of a teat created especially for a particular evaluation.

.The Worth of the Program

So far, a major thrust of this chapter has been on the ways in which outcomes Can be specified and
measured. Effective outcome evaluaticin _design and analysis can provide an answer, to the question of
whether a program causes effects that differ significantly tin a statistical sense) from no program or in
comparison to other types of programs; But the question remainsis the program. worth the effort?

.

Worth, or value, is defined at'a number of levels and along many' dimensions. In a most general way, all
of hunian culture, all the social and political forms we participate in, are concerned with the continual,
redefinition of worth;

MuCh of our social and political life concerns the valuing of material things, even as these to
more symbolic, ideal, or spiritual concerns. -The material resources available to maintain an -enhance
human life come in limited quantity. In most circumstances, therefore, we must make continual choices to
use material resources for some purpOses, leaving fewer fctrdother purposes; All such choices involve both
material' resources and the purposes we want them to fulfill. , -

In the last quarter centur,j,)nuch work has been directed at developing methods for Valuing the material
Worth of social programs; Ander the general categories of cost-benefit and cost - effectiveness analysis.
Much of the following discussion about the 'worth of theNprogram focuses on basic concepts from these
analytic approaches. Remember, however; that any Such economic analysis applied to alcohol and drug
'abuse prevention is itself worthwhile only in conjunctibn with other social and political approaches to
valuing. Economic analysis is an extremely fruitful way3 to look at a prevention program but is not a
substitute for continuing concernand conflictAbout thepuman values programs are intended to enhance;

When we ask, "Is the program worth the effort?" in economic terms, We: are really asking about the
relationship between the value of resources consumed and the value of outcomes produced. When resources
are invested in an activity, we expect that the activity will be effective,in producing benefits and that the
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benefits will outweigh the costs. The greater the benefits in relation tcf the costs, then the more economic
worth there is tb the activity. In order to eeasure worth, we must examine the

consumption of resource%
o effectiveness of the activity,_and
o The relatiorisltip between the two;

Consumption of resourees.The costs of a drug program are the values or the resources used for its
ectiVity.; COStS 'are mat often expressed in units Of money; Money; then, is a measure &cost; it is not in
itself a resouree. Thus we can talk about the cost in dollars per mile ore vehicle operated for a program, or
dollars per hoOr of a group facilitator's time as measures of the value of these resources.

To the economist, the cost of a resource is the value of its next best alternative use. If we have $100
and. Only two choices for disposalput it in a savings bark at 5 percent interest or buy a one-year
themberShip in a health club --the economist would claim; and rightfully so; that the true cost of the
Membership in the tralth club over year's time is $1135,*the value at the_end of the year if we had 'invested

.;the, $100 inn_ the *rings account. In the same way; the cost of a facility for a_prevention program equal the
value of whet might have been produced b using the same facility for other purposes; This': is a fihe
distinction but an important Concept; In using repurces for prevention programs,- we deny their use for
other activities. The Cost of the resource is, then; its foregone opportunitYwhat we loSt by-not using it fOr
other purposesnot what We paid for it However, in a competitive, economically motivated market, the
market.value is the true measure of cost. A facility that is rented,to the program at the going rate has a
cost equalIto the rental fee:

Bu.t where a market is not perfectly competitive or dpes not exist, cost estimation becomes more
compliOtted; For example, the use of a facility may be, donated to a program._ The foregone opportunity
cost for the facility might be assigned based on current rental rates. But what if the facility has ban
Vacant and no one else was interested in using it? Although there are several ways-of imputing costs in such
situations; one common approach is to ignore the Costs of otherwise unusable resources, on the theory that
"the -Only free Junch is the one nobody elSe will eat" (Yates 1980, p.47).

Costs include. snore than physical resources and salaried staff;;L Resources such as volunteers, student
interns; or evaluattOn consultants Contribute to program operaticT..,The values of these resources are in the
worth of their time. ParticipentS! time also has value; For exaMple; a summer alternatives program might
prevent participants from getting'a job; Thus the opportunity costs ot human as well as physical resources
must be considered in calculatingIotal program cats.

Direct _ancLindirect _costs.Anothe dimension of costs is the distinction between direct and indirect
0

.

cos Direct costs are represented by the_use of limited resources for producing services that would not be
pr uced if the problem did not exist. If alcohol and drug abuse were not problems; we would not need
pre ention or treatment programs or law enfkOment and criminal justice activities directed at the.
p les. ,Instead, these resources could be used for other activities that would enhance the social welfare.

. . .

Indirect costs represent the loss to society of what could have been produced if drug abuse did not exist.
Rufener et al. ENIDA 1975) base their estimation of the indirect costs of drug abuse on the foregone earnings
of abusers, This requires the assumption that inereaSen unavailability for employment is causally related to
drug usage. This unavailability can range from; unemployment to work time lost for treatment, ;

incarceration, or to the ultimate dekth. Society must forego the goods and services that
pcould otherwise have been produced, h the problent,hot existed. ..c,,,

_ Community and_ operations costs.--The aboIe view of coking is referred to as the community_or_social
perSpeetiVe. It inehideS costs_ to the pcopam, and to various components of the comrnunity. While this
perspective is comprehensive; the estimation of many.sociiiebsts isdifficult; This difficulty can be- avoided
by taking an operations rather than community perspective. The opera.tions"Perkpective_ merely looks at
accounting entries in the .program's bookS. This appititidh_Cloes not provide -a complete listing of _resources
necessary to operate the program. in the future and'.does not consider the foregane opportunity costs_ of
resources. The operations approach _also tends to bias,coltain_fismor of progratns that are socially appealing
or that are located in communities that can afford "I:164106ns Of time and other resoUrceS.

. _

. , .Let us assume that the operations approach is taithi. tg mate thecosts_;bf a drug preventiowprogram.
The program is located in space-donated by a locaFctittiniti y aboUt onethird of' full7tiMe

ItaffItime cotipistipg of volunteers. ThIrreault cost;;'estrmate Ouldnot be, used as a gauge to
predict_ what 6"similar 'Orograni_.wonld cost in another _community, where_ donated (space might not be
available or where_ volunteers thigKihnot be forthcoming. glso, costs could not be compared with' other, 1030-



socially acceptable programs in the same community that might not attract as much donated community
involvement.

There is not a clear dichotomy between community and operations costs. At a program level, one could
decide to include costs and benefits that are not reflected in accounting ledgers.

The key is to keep costs and benefits
at the same level of generalization.

Present-valuing.--Resources are consumed over time. If comparisons are to be made of the values of
two resources, one of which will be consumed immediately and the other at some point in the future, then
there must be some way to standardize the values to take the time difference into account. The economist's
apprbach to this problem is to convert resources into their present value.

, Resources that must be spent immediately have greater value than those resource expenditures that Can.
be delayed for spending at a future date. Resources that are not spent until a later date can be put to
alternative uses until that time, producing a return. A penny saved is indeed a penny earned. The economist
takes this into account through present valuing. Present valuing allows standardized comparisons between
alternative choices for investments.

Suppose we intind.to spedd $10,000 each year for three years for a drug prevention program. Assume
that the next best alternative use of this money would produce a_10 perCenCreturn. We will use this as the
discount rate. Since the value of a resource is equal to what would be produced by the next best alternative,
the present value of the $10,000 to be spent during the first year is only $9,091, because $9,091 invested
today at 10 percent would produce $10,0ua at the end of a year. Using the same procedure, the second
year's expenditures have a present value of $8,264 (which would produce $10J100 at the end of two years if
invested at 10 percent interest), and the third year's expenditures have a present value of only $9,513. Thus
we intend to spend $30,000, but the present value of our future resources is-only $24,868.

When we discuss the development of cost effectiveness and benefit analysis, it will become evident that it

the choice of discount rate plays a 'major_role in comparing programs. _Different rates produce conflicting
results depending on the time frames of expenditures and benefits. For this reason, many analysts will
report results using two or more discount rates in order to determine the effect of the rates on the findings;

In sunimary, several major issues must be carefully considered when developing_a cost assessment. Not
all costs are easily expressed in monetary terms; The level of detail in collecting data and reporting costs
must be based on a consideration of how much accuracy is added to the final cost figures. Data must be
available in sufficient detail to allow accuracy in reporting costa for variables that represent the greatest
use of resources, without being unnecessarily specific; Certainly office supplies represent an important
cost, for example, but one would not count the number of ball point4lens used per month. But knowing the
major costs of a program is only the first step in assigning, worth.; The second is in knowing-the benefits, or
positive effects, produced by the program.

Effectiveness.-.--When an analysis of costs and outcomes is conducted, the importance of identifying and
testing for all relevant outcomes is brought home forOfully. For instance, although reduced delinquency
might not be an intended program goali if it occuts as a result of the program it should be considered as part,
of the orth of the program.

We. eve already discussed the major methods for determinihg if program outcomes are statistically
significant compared to control groups or to other prograths with similar goals. In a cost analysis, we must
be able to specify the amount of change due to the program. It is not enough to say, for instance, that the
experimentat group had a significantly greater improvement in self-concept than a Control group; We must
knoW how, much change can be directly attributed to the program.,

Very often; we can obtain outcome data on a6level of greater specificity than we can coat data. Most
evaluation designs not only allow, but alio require information regarding change at an individual level.
Repeated tests of self-conceptgive the amount of change for each participant. However, it requires more
effort. to gather cost data specific enough to give the ekact cost of the changes produced in individual
participants. Therefore, for most analyses, the average change is used. However, this depends on the type
of decision to be made; as we shall'discuss later;

Effectiveness can ,be Staled in three major ways. First, one could measure marginal variables, wach
compere differences oyer time for the individual participant, or between prevention approaches. A usual



example would be the change in self-concept score before and after program participation. Typical
evaluation designs use these kinds oPcomparisons.

Another way is the ,goal referenced comparison, where effectiveness is measured in terms of how close
the program comes to achieving its stated objectives; The catch, in this approach is that quantification of
goal, statements is often done intuitively, and only after the evaluation effort can program administrators'
adequately state expectatpns ,for prograrn. performance. To satisfy the needs of funding sources; the
manager may write an objActive which says something like "At the conclusion of program activities; illicit
drug use among participants will have decreased by140 percent." But where did the 40 percent come frcim?
Is' it a reasonable expectatkin based on prior experience, or is it a number concocted to satisfso the needs of
others to know what they should expect from the program?

`.;

If a goal is reasonable given past exp9rienee, theri ittomparing performance to the goal is a good way to
assess effectiveness. But if the goal stii'Wnfnt is either overstated, or understated, then any compirison of
actual performance to the goal statement has no meaning. This illustrates yet another aspect of the
program manager's quandary in develbping statements of objectives. Very often the information needed to,
state the objectiverarises only from the evaluation that is supposed to be in part based on the statement;

.

The final major reference for' effectiveness variableks is the aggregate level of performance, or the
norm. A program could be judged on the strength of its ability to reach the population norms for its
`objectives. A problem arises, however, when the norm is not a measure of what is desired. If w prevention
program is directed at'a group of adolescents whose drug use is higher than the norm (as determined, say, by
national surveys), then how satisfied should we be to find out that the program has reduced drug use to the
level of the gAeral adolescent populationa drug use level that we are all concerned about.

The rela*ionship between emit and effectivenes&Having discusSed how to asses costs and
effectiveness, we can now move closer to the issue of worththe relationship between the two. Cost-
effectiveness is the general expression of the relationship between the values of resources consumed and
outcomes produced. If cost and 'effectiveness are expressed in the same terms, usually dollars, then the
relationship is referred to as "cost-benefit."

A

The outcomes of social programs are not simply expressed. The problem is in assigning monetary value*
to enhancements in the quality or length of life. What dollar value do weplace on an improvement in self-
concept? How do we .0xpress in. monetary'lerms the benefits accruing from preventing one person from
becoming a drug abuser? One measure of benefit is earningsthe value of goods that could, be produced by
those prevented from becoming abusers. But how, then, can we justify prevention activities directed toward
th4 elderly, who have no future earning potential? How can this human benefit IS e expressed in monetary
terms?

One solution to the problem of valuing outcomes' that have no market value (or an equivalent) was
developed when economists attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative military weapons
systems. Given two systems with the same objective, it was not necessary to convert benefits to_monetary
terms. Instead, the one that achieved the desired objective at the lOwer cost was chpsen. .The major
weakness of this approach is that comparisons can be made'only between programs where the effects can be
expressed in the same exact terms; such as increase in self-concept as measured by the same test.

In prevention we can express in monetary terms such outcomes as redsiced treatment or incarceration
costs, increased earnings, and the like. The same issue of present valuing that was discussed relative to
costs applies to benefits. To determine the net value of a program, we must first discount benefits, or
convert monetarily expressed outcomes to present value. Having done so, it is simple to subtract the
present value of costs frOrn the present value of benefits. The result is the present value of net benefitsa
monetary measure of worth: Of,course, a negative value indicates that costs exceed benefits.

Another way to express the relationship is by using the ratio of benefits to costs (or vice-versa). The
larger the benefit-to-lcost ratio, the greater the Worth of the program. A ratio of less than one indicates
that the present value of costs exceeds that of prevention benefits.

A third expression for measuring worth is the internal rate of return, which is equivalent to the interest
the program makes on its' investment. This rate is the one that, when applied to the costs, will equalize the
present value of costs and benefits. If the internal rate of return for the program is higher than the
accepted interest rate for social or private investment, then the program is worthwhile.

Here is an example of the three methods. Say we have estimated the present value of costs for a drug'
program to be &100,000, with a present value of benefits of ,$110,000. The difference is $10,000the
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present value of net benefits. This tells something about the program's value; but another program will
achieve the same difference with a cost of $20,000 and a benefit of $30,000, The_ second program has
invested fewer resources to, obtain the same-net benefitt, and ,a simple comparison of the presentvalue of
net benefits does not reveal that fact; More - information results from calculating the benefit to cost ratios.
The first program has a. ratio of 1.1 ($110,000/$100,000). The second' program has a ratio of 1.s. a
significant difference. 4'

Finally, .calculating the internal rate of return provides even more information. With a 10 percent
'internal rate of return for thefirst program and for the second program a more sizeable 50 percent, not only'
Can the two programs be compared to each other; but also each can be compared to the accepted investment
interest rate. The resultt of this third criterion, the internal rate of return, might not be congruent with the
other criteria because of differences in the timing of expenditures of resources and the accrual of benefits.
Results are also completely dependent on the choice of discount rate and on the time periods over which we
discount costs. and benefits. As the discount rate increases, the present value of future benefits declines
sharply.

When making a choice between program approaches which achieve the same objectives, you need not be
concerned with expressing benefits in monetary terms. To compare two approaches for improving s
concept, only accept a common measure and compare program outcomes and costs. In this case the me ure
might be increases in scores on the Piers-Harris or some other well known scale. Such a meas re is.
accepted in the same spirit as Imoney is accepted as a common measure in cost - benefit analysis.

Of course, there are complications. In cost-benefit analysis; assumptions are made about money that
might not apply to scores on a self- concept test. Certainly we would be quick to say that a 10-dollar bill is
worth 10 one dollar bills, But is a 10-point increase in Self-concept by orie,person worth the same as lrpoint
increases iv 10 people? Are we willing to accept these two changes in self-concept as equal in value and
deserving of the same? No economic market establishes the two values as equal or unequal. -

Average and marginal costs.Costs can be looked at in two ways in cost-effectiveness COMparisons;
based on' the question to be answered. If we can continue to support only one of two existing prograffis, then
the average cost per unit effaptiveness is the first choice for a measure. If we wish to increase the capacity
of one program or the other, then the first choice is marginal (additional) costs.

Assume that a program's effectiveness is measured by reduction of marijuana users. Without
calculating the exact cost per participant; we can obtain an average cost per unit of outcome by dividing
total costs by units of outcome. Say that in a given time period the number of users is reducedby 2-percent
for a total program cost of $10,000. Then the average/ cost for each percent reduction is $5,000. Compare
this to another, similar program which is able to achieve a 3 percent reduction for $12;000 an average cost

,of $4,000 for each percent_reduction. _If_ forced to choose between programs, we would' oose the latter,
which achieves the same effect for $1,000 less per unit.

lf, inste#d of choosing between programs, the question" involves increasing or reducing allocations to
competing programs, then an analysis of marginal costs is called for: Marginal costs are those that are
necessary to increase or reduce the effect by one unit; Of two programs, say one involves awareness groups,
the major cost being personnel, and the other is a fine arts club, with a Major expense in art supplies;
Assume that the programs have equal total costs and effectiveness. Unless the first program were filled to
capacity and had to hire a new staff person just for the sake of one additional participant, it would prObably
be more effective to give the additional funds to this program. Increasing allocations to this program would
give a better return for an equal added investment.

A

Ago")
Cost-effectiveness analysis using average costs requires only aggregated' data at the program' level.

Marginal cost analysis requires some data at the, individual level. But these techniques only inform decisions
to support effectiveness, not to improve it.

,

The Resource-Component Model

Everything discussed so far is defined by Yates (1980) as assessment. He considers analysis as the
process' that develops information after considering cost constraints, process characteristics, and
effectiveness criteria. Program decisions are constantly made to shift resources to redude cost and improve
effectiveness, Yates' component-resource model nicely portrays' the issues considered by any goOd adminis-
trator. It starts simply, with the path of resources supplying a process that produces an outcome.
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Resoure&The resources of a drag: prevention program are the faeilities, equipment, materials,
persOnnel competencies, and participant dysfunctions and competencies. AS Yates (p. 94) notes for mental
health, "dysfunctions or at ;feast their potential in the community, are a necessary resource because without
dysfunction the existence of mental health services cannot be justified:" .

.

Resource constraints limit every resource available to the 'program. There is at interaction between
the available resources 'in the sense that a change in the limits of any is likely to affect the others. A
program in a_, small facility cannot expand its staff or clientele beYond the limits of the facility.
Competence of personnel= will affect client entry into the System.

Process.The proceis components are the technology available to the program and its delivery system,
and there are Constraints in both. Staff can always be better trained and better able to apply that training.
The constraints on technology are measured by the best outcome possible; If use of a certain technology
under ideal conditions ,preVents "only" 95 percent of all drug abuse, -there there is a constraint on that
technology. We cannot stop the other,five percent from using drugs. The-conitraints on the delivery system
are measured by the difference betWeen the constraints on the technology and the actual outcomes, that the
program is-able to achieve;

, .

Outcomes.The major, outcome in prevention is self-evident. In decisionmaking,.- the administrator
conSiders other possible outcomes as wellttRh positive and negative. It may bpi for instanced that .asmall=*'
proportion of youth _who are taught- dee making may use these skills to reinforce values considered
deviant by society. The possibility should not be ignored, but rather should be investigated, for certainly
knowledge of who Might, have negative outcomes and under what conditions can be helpful both toravoid the
negative outcomes and improve the technology.

.Application of the model.The competent manager,:considers all aspects' of the system for decision--
making These considerations maybe qualitative; or what many would call subjective, because theare riot
easily amenable to measurement and have not been externally validated by scientific methOda. Careful
cost-effectiveness analYsis can help validate decisionmaking as well as improve it ttirougli new and relevant
information. At th level of a sipgle program; analysis of the cost and outcomes of specific components in
the context of restraints can preVicle information to improve program performance by altering activities to

::'7. , .
..

. ,

o produce a specified level of effectiveness with minimal costs,
o maximize effectiveness with a specified level of costs, or
o. develop an optimal mix of costs and effects.

In the example program developed in this chapter, the language teacher had a much higher attrition
rate than the guidance counselor. If We knew the success rates, as measured by the self coneept and drag=
use scales of each group leader; we might identify differentihl outcomes related etter,Lto (a) different

:participant types, or (b) different levels of competency of the group leaders., This `cOuld lead to decisions
regarding training or participant assignment.

'''Client routes of entry into the prOgram might be related to differences in outcome. Of the various
types of selection (self, other-atudenti, thel,two group leaders, or other teachers) it might be found that
some types have better outhomes than O erg; Further; some activities within the overall program might beerg:

effective relative to their cost than o ers. Ak-the number of variables to be considered increases, the
complexity of decisionmaking increases, an the cost-effectiveness of the analysis itself becomes an issue.
The. program decisionmaker must decide how much of existing resources should be directed toward

6 evaluation based on the expected return for the investment. ,::-.."
( .,

Careful cost-effectiveness analyses -based on accurate evaluations of outcomes can justify the
continued operation of a good prevention program. But remember that all such analyses are based on the
assumption of scarce resources.' If resources were unlimited, costs wourd'not have to be Justified. In theory,
at least, unlimited resources imply unlimited technologies. All problems could'be solved; But in the real
world; many 'resources are getting scarce, and the need becomesi,greater to justify the use of resources by.
improving, the social- welfare. It is at this point that the goalS of the action researcher and the Program
decisionmaker fully merge;

,
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NOTES

This Merlin-like approach is ascribed to Reichardt (1981) who purports to have taken it from Rubin (f974).

2There is a result in the drug prevention yteratue which is chillingly like t e present eiample. It has been
-- suggested that drug information programs; while perhaps decreasing use frequent drug users; may well

lead abstainers or infrequent users to use drugs. If you imagine a drug preventic(n program intervention -
between the tWo..test admihistrations in Figure 3; you will realize how regression artifacts may confound our
internyetation of evaluations; A randomly assigned control group for the high and low users Would have
clarified the meaning of the data, as in Figure la, in which there was less gain an drug use in program
participants than in randorkily assigned controls.

3ThiS sol of consistency is more clearly grasped in to s of achievement and' ability_ tests. On a test_ f
mathematical ability, there should not be some items which are easier if your math ''ability is lotr. We've -
probably all had -the experience of bad multiple-choice items in which the more you know, :the more difficult
the question becomes because more than one alternative can be plausible;
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CHAPTER 5: PREPARING FOR THE EVALUATION

(They Say It'S the Light Stuff . . But)

It's your program that's being evaluated.,

A program decisionmaker should be involved in every stage of the prografriL evaluationplanning,
implementation, and utilization =just as in any other major program activity. Each stage requires a
particular set of skills,. a_particulsr -orientation, and a particular involvement. The manager's riga...in each
stage is described in this chapter, with emphasis on what to expeCt, what to doi and what pitfalls to avoid:

The role of the evaluator will also be discussed as ,it _parallels aneitItersects that of the- program
manager,' --Mdittonally, the critical roles of staff, boards, and concerned community members or service

_recipients will be emphasized.

First, the requisites for planning will be discussed, covering such issues as:

o _selectinuthe_evaluator
manager/evaluator relationships

o preparation of self, staff, and community
o contracting with the evaluator.

The second section will consist of a detailed discussion of the evaluation process (French and Kin Man
# ,

1981); . 0

step Ianalysis of decisionmaking activities
step 2analysis of program activity
step 3-=development of alternative evaluation designs planninir
step 4initial selection of a design
step 5=operationalization_of the design
step 6 field test of the plan
step.7revisions resulting from field teat implementation
step 8collection and analysis of data
step 9=utilization of results. utilisation

The chapter will emphasize how success at each step depends on satisfactory resolution of previous
steps. DiScussion of ithe ninth step, in particular, will demonstrate the dependence of utilization on all that
hasgone before and *ill also discuss the impact of the politics of an evaluation (internal and external to the
program) on the utilization of the evaluktion.

REQUISITES FOR - PLANNING

4
The following is a true story. A State agency informed a localprogram director that his program was

scheduled for evaluation during the year. The director was pleased, saying that there were many questions
he would like answered. The State evaluator told the director that the agency 'wanted its questions
answered, not hisquestions pertaining to the success of the local system in adhering to certain statewide
standards.

iff..T.,



The director said he, was aware of no such standards. The evaluator replied that his team had only
recently_written them; and they were still in draft form; The director objected-to being 'held accountable
for draft standards. Not to worry, he was assied; they would beca-me official standards once the legal
of fi's review was complete and would then be implemented statewide.

When the director objected to being held accountable for draft standards of questiOnable legality, -the
evaluator reminded _him that the state contributed tWo4hirdS of his funding; With that; the director
relented and asked forfora copy of the, standards. The evaluator then told him that, unfortunately, the State
agency director had prohibited distribution pending legal clearance.

Thus, the road direetor found his program being evaluated by his funding source; on its terms, with its
.evaluator, according to unofficial, legally questionable, and secret standards.

The local program staff resented the evaluation; finding the evaluation team obtrusive and
incompetent. Hostile letters were exchanged; The evaluation report, after a_delay of several months,_ WaS
distributed simultaneously to the local director, several funding agency staff, community_ representatives,
and elected officials. The report, which the director was denied permission to review before distribution;
contained several factual errors and many interpretations subject to dispute.

Its anecdote is a testi:id-or( case of hoW not to db an evaluation. The pitfalls evident in the
y

example
Can easily be avoided by adhering to the planning requisites and the nine-step process presented below.

Selecting-the-EValtiater

The motives for an evaluation will have major impact on what is ehluated, ultimate use of the resultS;
the manager and program's participation, and selection oraff evaluator.

Generally, evaluators may come from three ources the funding agency; the program, itself; or an
organization independent from both; The funding source may not only insist jpon an evaluation, but may,
also provide an evaluator; The program may hive an in-house, evaluatorior it may hire an external
evaluator. Selection of the evaluator may be the prerogatiVe of the program manager, funding agency,

,.board of directors, or the like, depending on the impetus for the evaluation and who is paying for it.

, An important issue is to whom the evaluator is responsible, slide the evaluator will_ give primary
allegiance to that person. Allegiance is a .major concern because.alf steps of the program evaluation will be
influenced by the relationship between evaluator and employer: Eve'rything will be affected ineltiding what
is.done, what is inferred, what is said,.(and not said), and who heara it.

general, most program managers will prefer not having an evaluator selected for (or forced on) them,
and will prefer to have the evaluator accountable to them. A manager Who recruits,,selects, and pays the
evaluator will be in a stronger position to .monitor -the aims, troeess, interpretation, dissemination; and use
of the evaluation. No matter what direct :authority. the . nager has over the evaluator, Several .factors
should be considered to assess the evaluator"..s apfiropriatene

1,

TeChnical competence;By education and experience; does the evaluator have knowledge and
competence to do the job? Can the candidate establish evaluation goals? Devel-op, sound designs? Select
suitable measurement techniques? Analyze, and interpret data? Write a coherent sentence that is also
appropriate to the audience?

Versatility.An evaluator with a repertoire of techniques will be more likely to meet the program's
needS. As Patton (1978; p. 31) says, "The burden rests with the evaluator to understand what kind of
evaluation is appropriate for different types of programs rather than forcing all programs into a ,s-ingle:
evaluation model."

The obligation Of the evaluator is to_evaluate a program as it is; unless the manager agrees to program
changes. An evaluator must have the flexibility to eendiiet credible evaluations without modifying the
program ahead of time simply to meet evaluation needs; Put differently; effective evaluation is partly an
art; and there's no reason to believe that Rembrandt painted by the numbers.

Cultural sensitivity . If a program serves a community with a significant number of language.or ethnic
minority members; the evaluation will need to address issues relevant to those groups. Different goals and
different4issessmenttechnines may be needed. In addition to- technical knowledge of measurement issues
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involving those groups, the evaluator must be familiar with the values of the groups Involved; exhibit respect
for such cultural diversity as it exists, and be acceptable to the community.

Manager/Evaluater Relationships

_ Tht relationship between managers and evaluators is often strained. Weiss (1977) suggests four sources
of conflict.

.Personality differences.The manager and the evaluator are usually different types of people whose
very differences drew them to separate fields where their differences were reinforced by experience.
Evaluators see themselves as scientists contributing to the knowledge base of society; program managers see
themselves as helpers who_contribute through service, provision. The former are data oriented, the latter
are people oriented. Such41ifferences provide potential for conflict.

.

Role -differences.--Evaluation implies judgment; the evaluator carries the aura of the judge, the
manager the judged. This role3.bierarchy is heightened when the evaluator is the agent of the funding source
or-some other outside, controlling group, and complicated when 64 is hired by the manager.

Lack of boundary clarity.-=An evaluator's role can be, as limited as the analysis of existing data; or as
broad as helping a program identify its goals, conducting a full-rscale outcome evaluation; and then helping
the manager make changes indicated by evaluation results. Because the evaluator's role boundaries are
often left undefined, tensions are probable;

Resentments over dif Evaluators may receive-al-ore pay than program staff and may
be perceived as less hard working"We a tte work; evaluators read charts." Even the appearance of the
evaluator's name on a final report can be a sairce of friction.

.

That program managers and evaluators have,differing_ and occasionally .incompatible world views is
nowhere better illustrated than in an article by Weiss (1977), who conducted a survey of participants in 10
evaluations of human service programs; , Two major differences in perspectives were found, one in the way
participants view evaluations; another in the way the pirties view each other;

- Both evaluators and managers expressed- general-uncertainty about the purposes of the evaluations they
participated inwhether the studies., Were to secve the program; its funders, or knowledge in the field.
Managers saw evaluationspractically if not ideallyas serving three functions:

o a ritual to secure fun ding
o an opportunity lo vindicate#he program
o a guide to change and improvement.

In contrast, evaluators had somewhat more idealfzed views about evaluation functions:

o assessment of program, effectiveness to enable%lecisions to-be made
o an opportunity to contribute to basic. knowledge:

Further, managers generally preferred evaluations focusing on-proce ^ and development (to guide future
program development) whereas evaluators preferred thosezeinphasizing outcome and effectiveness to
facilitate judgment of programs. When evaluhtions conformed more to the wishes and beliefs of evaluators,
managers tended to lose interest irrffie-evaluations and to withdraw support.

Weiss (1977; pp; 33-34) alsb suggeSts a fundamental mistrust of motive and viewpoint between managers',
and evaluators. Evaluators are credited with fighting "for the integrity of their data" in -the face of
attempts by managers to impose positive.iqerpretations on equivocal findings. 1Managers are alleged to

-grant autonomy to evaluators "Iess frorrireVect tor the integrity of research than from unsophistication
about possible effects of evaluation." Then, as sophistication increases; "there may be more interference
with the planning and conduct of evaluation research." Evaluators' see managers as hampering evaluation,
"often out of ignorance."

. Insanother article, Weiss 11975, p. 15) writes t anagers "are not irrational; they have a different
del of rationality in mind. They are concerned not t with, oday's progress in achieving iirograin goalS,

( but with building long-term suppOrt for the program. ccOmplishing the goals for which the program was
set up is not unimportant, but it is not the only; the largest, or usually the most immediate of the concerns
on the 'administrator's docket."
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As these quotes suggest, a common view aligns

evaluators with knowledge and integrity,
managers with ignorance and resistance,

suggesting not a little condescension.

Trying to compare managers and evaluators along a good-bad or positive-tlegative dimension is
.

inappropriate. Far more productive is viewing each party as possessing integrity; ability; and devotion to
certain kinds of truth; Both are, dedicated to doing the best possible job, but they have different jobs with
differerit success criteria. Evaluators believe in and fight for the integrity of their data; managers equally
believe in the integrity of their programs. As a revs:indent in the Weiss (1977; p; 34) survey, said; "Practi-
tioners have to believe in what they're doing; evaluators have to doubt."

Career- oriented managers and evaluators also share a need to be successful in their work; but success is
differently defined; and for neither is career success dependent primarily on the effectiveness of programs.
Evaluators develop careers by Conducting methodologically competent evaluations useful in guiding social or.
program policy and contributing; to gene al knowledge through publication. Whether the programs evaluated
are successful is not their pri ary ,cerri: For program managers in human service programs, success is
usually defined irl terms of ngevity, growth; size of staff and budget, and number .of people served.
Because many human servicelprograms are never adequately evaluated, and because evalvation reports are-
filed and forgotten more often than not; the actual effectiveness of a program may have little impact on a
manager's career and reputation. I ..-

v..: hAF.,

Attending to some of these differences and similarities should help ma gers and evaluators see
themselves not aritagonists,but as complementary and even synergistic -p ners in the enterprise of
program evaluation.

Preparation of Self,-Staffuand-Community

Preparation for an evaluation requires _focusing on both technical and context issues. The former
involves analyzing the stage of program dev- opment, assessing information needs, and determining
readiness for evaluation, issues which-will be deve ped later as part of the nine-step prodess. The context
refers to the psychological and political readiness o 1 - ?p, ramattitudes, beliefs, and interrelationships
of managers, staff, service recipients, and advisory or governing boards.

-
Typically; evaluations are perceived by staff as threatening. At the least, evaluations will cause some

disruptionthere will be interviews, recocd reviews, and-more forms to complete. At the worst, evaluations
/cast doubt on, program effectiveness and stir competence; threatening the esteem and job security of
program staff;--The livei- of staff are inevitably affected by an evaluation, to degrees ranging from mild
disruption to distinct threat.

- . . , 1

Service recipients, too, may be directly affected by an evaluation process. They may find themselves
'being interviewed by strangers, having questionnaires or psychological tests thrust upon them, and signing
release forms. Further, any disquiet felt by the staff may be passed along to recipients of service; ,

Finally, parent organizations, such as local health departments, community me4tal health centers,-or
bOWs of directors, may also/be interested in the evaluation and should be involved in the preparation
prddilbss;

To create the best possible context for an evaluation, two actions should be taken by the' manager.
First, analyze, the relative_ importance of the inotives for the evaluation and its potential effect on the
program. It is easy to foCus 'too much on an imposed evaluation or on the temporary disruption of the
prpgram, but the real significance of an evaluation lies with its potential impact. An evaluation report
based on a month of frenzied activity may be filed unread, at the State agency; alternatively, an unobtrusive
analysis of file dataconducted with little or no immediate effect on staff or clientscould have a major
effect on the program's future.' -.

As a general rule, the greater evaluationrrpotential effect or the programpositive or negative
,

the more important it is for the manager tb involve staff, consumers, and superordinate organizations in thd
evaluation process. Effective involvement of these parties, although no panacea, will improve the
evaluation process, create a, broader sense of ownership, and make program changes easier to put into
effect. 58 "r-h--
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Others be also involved, but .there'S no simple guideline for determining who. It will depend not
only on the evaluation cfrcumstanoes,.but also on a program's organizational size and Structure; relationships
with _consumer groups, and plade (if any) within a larger organization; In addition to the director and the
evaluator; three groups should be considered for involvement in the evaluation planning process: staff,
recipients, and advisory or governing boards;

For any program, key staff must be involved, however that term is defined. It is usually helpful to
include at least one person who has a clinical or provider (as opposed to adminiStrative) orientation.

.
Consumer or recipient involvement may prove more difficult to obtain. If you have an-active consumer

group in your community; the program is a step ahead. ,A citizens' advisory group may provide an
appropriat representative. The population at which the program is aimed has a legitimate inVestmtnt notonly in h ogrami but in its evaluation.

i41IbSigni cant cultural or linguistic diversity within the target population will complicate consumer iut,
but make it more critical. Differences may exist between cultural groups as to program goals and criteria
far success; For instance; a program aimed at adolescents'may have as stated goals reduction of alcohol
use, increase in participation in school activities; and-enhanced self concept. While One CUltUral group may
want no alcohol use by children..tinder 16, another group may tolerate alcohol use at home; and a third may
be more concerned with alcohol-related arrests than with drinking per se. One group may be more
interested in their adolescents having after-school job than in whether they write -for the Sehool paper or
play -in the band. And, certainly, the definition of self-esteem varies among cultures and economic classes.
Accordingly; evaluation goals must reflect the diVeraity Within the target community.

-Measurement issues are also affected in pluralistic communities; While the controversy over the
applicability of standardized intellectual measures _to minorities is well publiciZed, measures of personality
and attitude should' also be culturally relevant; The number of culturally teSted Mettaures is small, a
managers may legitimately expect evaluators to be aware of those that do exist. As a rule of _thumb,
translations from English_into, say, Spanish or Vietnamese,_will not yield measur.es of comparable mealling or
validity. Review by representatives of the cultures concerned cah help ensure not only adequate gottlt
measures, but also acceptance of results.

Finally, depending on organiza_tionareircumstances, the evaluation should involve adviSory or governing
boards and concern managers of the larger organizations within which the program may be placed; Before
the evaluation officially begins, three basic_ questions_should be answered: What being evaluated, how, and
what will be done with the results? Involvement of key staff; consumers, and concerned community or
go-erning agencies in answering these questions is fundamental to prepare for an evaluation;

Contracting with the Evaluator
6

.s

The conract with the evaluator need not be a binding legal dcieument, but should express a clear
understanding (preferably written or part of a legal contract) of the responSibilities of the evaluator and the
program, and the boundaries between them. Seven critical and potentially troublesome issues must, be
resolved prior to formal implementation of the evaluation;

Divisidn-of-labor.-7Who will collect the data, Who will distribute forms, who will conduct interviews,
and who will provide necessary training? The answer to any of these' questions could be the evaluatorothe
progratrstaff, _students, or volunteers, etc. The worst Answer is no answer; these are questions to be
considered in dvance.

.
.

Division of resources. 7-A related isste has to do with acce s to resources; Who provides typing,
photocopying envelopes and stamps, computer time, paper, and th= ike?

Timetable.--Speeffying w4I in advane when steps in the rocess ire to occur; Or to be completed, Will
help all .parties budget _theitfline. .Particular attention should be paid to time of delivery- of the final
1product. Few things can dilute the usefulness Of an evaluation More. than results delivered too long after
data were. gathered. Pros am .people lose interest, funding -Cycles may be missed; or circumstances may
have changed; t. will be to haVe a flashed evaluation 2 months before rather than 2 weeks

. ,after a budget is ue. ..

.--What You expect from .the. evaluator should be_stated at the onset; Make it clear if you
want a prelim' ary report; What kind of final report do you Want? How many copies? Willyou want some

presentation or presentation to the staff?
4
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0
Distribution of reaults.--You'd probably rather learn of the results 'directly from the evaluator than

from the local newspaper; The. final report .belongsto the individual orgrotip.that provided the impetus for
the evaluation and paid (Or it.- Generally; program man crs will want to receive and control access to th4'
repo t to whatever extent possible.

.

ight of preview.Related to tile issue of control C1e report's distribution is control of its cOntent;
Without invoking debate about the integrityrof* data; ,the: issue here involves interpretation and emphasis.
Managtrs will usually wish to see a prelimkary or draft report and have the opportunity tip, _recommend
changes; make corrections; and discuss interpretation. The self-protective stance behind thiS'WiSh 'is bbVious

-enokigh;atthesame- time, an evdluatOi hoping to make a contribution to a'_progrm heyond_theaimple
analysis of data will recognize the risk of Pyrrhic victories inherent in surprise attaeks7,-

Authority to renegotiate.Chances are that things won'togo exactly according to plan.- Staff won't
cooperate, clientS won't show up, computers will malfunction, evaluators will decide to get married: or mail
will get lost; Changes in agreements will be made, and the original negotiation should make specific Who
has the authority to approve or to insist upon changes.

Planning the Evaluation

THERVALUAll'ION PROCESS

Each of the following five planning steps is a prerequisite to conducting an evaluation. The activities
comprising some of. these planning steps may be familiar to program managers, and most will have highly
developed skills in ihese areas. Nevertheless, evenfamiliar act es are worth describing in some detail;
especially highlighting the ways they fit into the overall evaluatio rocess.

Step 1:=Atialysis of decisionmakinK activities.7-An evaluation is useful 4o.. the manager because it
produces information for. decisionmaking; The evaluator will suggest methods for gathering valid
information, but the program manager is responsible for ensuring that information gathering is guided by
the correct questions-:questiOns whose answers may be used to improve program efficiency; decrease
program costs, increase program effectivenes or plan for the program's future. These questions will
provide the overall conceptual framework of the evaluation, and their Content* scope, and focus will
influence each step in the evaluation planning process. As Patton (1978- noted; evaluation reports
pladed on the manager's bookshelf and never used are almost invariably based on questions not relevant to
the manager's decisionmaking activities; From this perspective, it is 'difficult to spend too much time in the
analysis of,program decisionmaking and the development of evaluation questions..

To develop questions that provide a useful framework for the evaluation, the manager must opilSider
both short-term and long-term decisions and the information needed to. make them. Put another way; the
manager and other relevant decisiOnmakers (funders; staff) should develop a list of statements which follow
the form:

.

WE NEED TO KNOW BECAUSE WE NEED TOPVECIDE

For example, the manager of a program emphasizing community planning groups might make the statement:

WE NEED TO KNOW which alternatives programs are Most appealing to area youth BECAUSE WE
NEED TO DECIDE direction's the planning groups should take.

Similarly, the manager in a multiprogram agencymay make the statement:

WE NEED TO KNOW which of our programs are most cost effective BECAUSE WE NEED TO DECIDE
where to plan expansion.

The development of the We-need-to-know-because-we-need:to-decide list (which is, in fact; the first draft
set of evaluation questions) involves three separate activities:

o analysis of the stage of program development
o assessment of information needs and deveropinent of e- valuation questions
o assessment of the program's readiness for evaluation and change.
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+-Anal 'sis of the Sta e
be roughly ,divided as ollows:

o needs assessment
o policy developMent
o program design
o program initiation
o program operation.

rogram development is a dynamiC process which can

It is incorrect to view program development_ as. a linear procesS; with eac phase_completed_befOre the
next is begun. Rather; a program may be in different phases simultaneously, a all program elements may
not develop at similar rates or at the same time. The manager wilt ask different questions depending on the
stage of development of the program (or of its various elements). Accordingly, he fir pt step in an analysis
of decjsionmaking activity is. to determine the stage of program development of se program elements the

' evaluation will address.
v. A 'major task for the manager in analyzing prbgram development stages ito divide elements of the
program into those relatively stable, and those that are evolving. All too often _evaluations address
outcome -type questions (is this program elernent changing drug use?) abbut program elements that are not I-
'stable in either concept or implementation; An, evolving program element is much more likely t6 fan, the ,

)test of outcome evaluation, and a potentially potent program alement may. thus be unnecessarily eliminated.
from further consideration. Because the evaluator will generally view the prOgram at only one cross,sec,tion
in time, he will have difficulty assessing the relative stability of various prograr9 elements. The manager,%
with in-depth knowledge of the program's history, is in the best position to determine which prOgram
elements are stable and which are not. .

Tharp and dallimore (1979) describe the conditions_necessary for a social program to reach stability.
Their disclission suggest* ithrie criteria of stability. The first is longevity. The historx of prevention
programing reveals numerous false starts and blind alleys; As a rule of thumb; a program element requires
at -least '6 months to a year before it can begin to stabiliZe, and some program strategies (community
organization and social policy change) may require several year'S before stability is reached.

, a . ,

The second criterion is stability of values and goals.. Preventioriprograms.and program elements seek
to remediate specific drug and alcohol abuse problems or their precursors. Accordingly, program. elements
will be-staple only-to-the-extent-that thpy_stddress stable problems in waye consistent.with_stable_comMunity_
values. The .manager's needs assessment data and feel for the climate of values in the community will prove
particularly useful in applying the criterion of goal and value stability.

The third criterion stability of funding. When different program elements are funded by different
sources or on different f nding cycles (often the case for prevention programs), a review by the manager of
funding stability will be ost useful in developingkquestions and focus for the evaluation.

*
Once the manager as considered the relative stability of the program or program elements, it will be

important to examine t e stage of development of staff.responsible for program implementation. Because
.,..-, of high staff turnover rtes in many prevention programs, a well-established program element (such as a

drug curriculum m6dul is often implemented by a new or relatively new staff member. When this is the
case; the manager may ish to postpone outcome-oriented evaluation until the staff member has had time
to fully learn the new role._ Sometimes the competency with which staff implement various program
elements is itself a fecuspf the evaluation. &len when this is the case, a review of which staff .members
are doing what tasks will net) the manager develop questions for the evaluation;

.

A final-major issue for the manager to consider in analyzing the stage of -program deelopment is the
extent to which various program elements have linkages to; and support from, the community. In their
Design for Youth Development Policy; Bird et al. (1978; p. 142) note that -a given program 7...acts
simultaneouely as a subsyStem charged with handling one or,more of the problems on a broader scale for the
community and the societal system of which it is part." Prevention, professionals recognize this issue, and
program managers have actively sought to use their aommunity linkages to improve the quality and impact
of their program elements. However, the development of such sharing of resources may take considerable
time and effort; especially in larger communities
needed for prevention. To the extent-that the progra
manager canexpect more stability in, and effect fro
particularly well linked to other community age
enhanced. . 43;

here numerous agencies compete for the resources
is a dredittle member of a community network, the

, a given program element. Moreover, if a program is
s, the potential for studying community-wide impact is

.
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Ravin g complete an assessment of program linkages, the manager will have a good feeling for the
stage of development of tile various program elements. The analysis Of the stage 6f program .development
Will prove particularly useful in choosing the appropriate level of evaluation (process, outcome, or impact)
and' in., choosing among* : various methodologies (qualitative- and quantitative). This analysis :proVideS

questions.
badkgroUnd against which the manager may begin to consider information needs and to' devel&evaluation

470:i

Assessment of information needs and development of eve tion-cluestions.Starting from analysis of
the prograni'S stage of development and using the guidelines se f9rth in chapter 2.; the manager may now
begin-to-assess the program's unique information needs, guided y the short.and g term deciSioriS faded.
This, will ensure that the evaluation addresses issues relevant to the manager's role as a .decisiomilaker;
However,' the manager is not the only deciSionmaker :needing information from the evaluation. Funders,
taff; community members; and eves program .participants and -their families have valid needs for program

information. The wise manager identifies individuals who face decisions or need.questiOnS answered about
the program.

atton (1978, p. 2114)Suggests,that peOpleswhoseinfOrmittionneeds should, be Considered inclUdeveoplei:
. ,

o who can use information -, ,
o.- to whom infOrrnatiOn lakes a difference_
o with questiohs tkey want to have answered -:=
o who care about and re willing to share responsibility for theievaluationancl its-utilization..

's Patton notes, this list boili down to those who come_,to mind when thoughtfully considering Arvin Alkin's
(1975) question:

"Evaluatiort--Who needs it? Who cares ?'!

Once the -manager has developed a list of relevant decisionmakers and information: users., a set of
evaluation questions should be solicited frogi them. This may not be an easy task; especially if program
staff or participants, for example, are not used to having input into the evaluation planning process. One
useful technique for soliciting evaluation questions is to ask these individuals to develop a list of we-need-
to-knowrbecause-we-rieed-to-deCide statements like theones described earlier.'

Such statements can be obtained in a number of ways, ,ranging from formal focus groups to informal
meetings and telephone calls or mailed questionnaires. 'The method will .depend in, part on the _periwig style
of the manager and in part on situational constraints. For example, individuals may be-geographically
Scattered or simply too buses to attend a' formal session. The manager may also wish to alter the we-need-
to-know-because-we-need-to-decide format.- Pattbn's (1978) original example used an 1-would7like 7t6-ktieW

aboitt-this-pro
particular format is of nearly as impprtant as its ability to elicit important evaluation questions.

format, and the manager will surely think of other useful formats as well. The
ii

Usually, the infikmation users and decisionmakers (including the manager) will identify a number of
sin-alto' issues of program effectiveness, efficiency; and cost; As a side benefit, thfe manager often gains
new insights into the concerns of staff,' board; funders, participants, or community. For many Managers,
these insights alone are worth the effort to gather these statements. The program- manager should combine
the SiiggeSted evaluation questions into a single, unduplicated list; If these individuals are brought together
in a formal meeting; a number of techniques_ exist -for developing a group consensus _for example, the .
Nominal -Groups Techniques (Delbecq et itl: 1975). However, vonsensus concerning the list of evaluation
luestiOns is-not necessary or even always desirable The finished product forms a first draft of the
evaluation questions for which the evaluator will later devise methods and, measures to answer.

for evaluation and change.Once a first draft of evaluation
questions has been developed; the manager's ,analysia of decisionmaking activities is almoSt complete.
However, before proceeding to the practical issues involved in 'analyzing program activities (the next major
step in evaluation planning), the manager should pause to consider the climate for evaluation, and change
within the organization; and especially among program staff.

Al -

It will not surprise anyone that a large literature (Delbecq. 1974; Lippitt al. 1958; Hage and Aiken
1970) suggests that individuals and organizations. resist change. As the program managers are well aware_
(lfirest* et al. 1981, p. 221),

1.

"one of the most pervasive barriers-to change is
a generic fear of change in general,
a desire to maintain the status quo.",
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By its very nature; evaluation portends change and becomes a threat to the status quo. But there are
other reasons why program staff and others within the organization may resist evaluation. As most
managers know, from a purely practical _perspective, the eVolliation means more. work. Pieveltion programs
are often understaffed and underfunded. It is the rare program that has staff with timrreserved fir
evaluation activities; The evaluation may be viewed as an added burden with no apparent benefit to,thbse
taking on the additional work.

_ 'StEirf may also feel that te evaluator's tools are; indapable. of measUririg what seaff are really doing;
This concern may be general, such as program activities cannot be adequately portrayed through scientific
inquirY: Vr, it may be quite specific:, e.g., the appropriateness of a given set of measures for the -program's
participants; Staff who have had bad past experiences with evaluators will have little inclination to repeat

0*
the experience. Finally, staff may feel that they, rather than the program; are being evaluated;

4Overall; the manager may be faced with a staff who 'would just as soon forget the whole idea of
eiTalUation, and 'who may even attempt to undertnine one that is forced on them; Within such a climate, an
evaluationl..ef fort will be at best difficult and-at the worst a waste of everyone's time and _effort:

- FortunatelYithe manager-, can use two sfeategies to encourage acceptance of,.and evenenthuslasm for, the
evaluation:

_ .._ .

The first; already suggested,7is involving staff in thedevelopment of the evaluation questions. ThiS
strategy helps build lotynetthip of the evaluationand provides tangible benettairom cooperating: the staff's
Information needs will be addressed, they will be Working for Vtgit own -pen efi t.' Moreover, involving
program staff in the development of questions*d other-decisions ftees the evaluation a level of credibility
Jell above those evaluations seen asbelonginAU someone else and addressing*Sotneone else's'concerns:. ' '-

secondThe cstrategy to decrease resistance is to show ,staff ways in which evaluation can facilitate,
rather than impede,--their daily activities. Evaluations, especially those related to process, can provide
program staff with much needed monitoring information andahort-tern4 feedback. For example, one sfaff
member of an alternatives program etnfessed that he Was often at a ldss to remember important specifics
of planning meetings with program participants.' A semi-structured log for these meetings both met the
staff member's irlimediate need and forrned an important part of the pro m's process Oltlutition: Aapart

-helmsof the design of a prodeas or outcome evaftiation, the evaluatOr' Can also staff to redesig_n; streamline,
routinize; and everheqmputerize recordkeeping to decrease the amount o time these activities take. Once
Staff become aware.:pf the ways tin which evaluation can aid them, in improving the day-to-day'operation of
the program, theysqliitietame avid supporters of the evaluation. ..

P

With the completion,of step 1 (analysis of deeislonmaking activitiesV the program manager will have.!'.,.
^, developed the conceptual framework for the evaluation, including a fair idea of the guestions to be.;

addressed. There will be some notion of the appropriate levels of evaluation for each program element and
the beginning of an organizational climate to foster implementation of the evaluation.

Step 2--Analysis of program activityBefore beginning to design the- actual evaluation with the
assistance of an evaluator, the Manager must examine certain aspects of tote program to determine their
adequacy for-ihe requirements of the evaluation. Specifically, the manager *ill need to:

assess the adequacy of program objectives,
review and catalog current data collection methods,4and

review staff and other resources for evaluation.

Depending upon level of skill and experience with evaluation, the manager may wish to quietist the help of an
evaluator in complaing some or all of these activities.

In almost all cases, the manager and others will want the
---, evaluation to examine program of ectiveness. From the evaluator's perspective, this question is always.

asked in terms of the program's outcome objectives. While most program managers have extensive
experience in writing objectives that are useful for planning and management, a significant number seem to
have difficulty writing objectives useful for evalbation. ° ;,-,: '4

Cantor et al. (1981) propose four useful steps that program managers can use to develop evaluable
outcome objectives. first step calls for listing program goals. Program objectives are often developed
that are only tangentia y related to program goals. Specifying goals will help in developing the objectives.
Well-stated goals are outcome oriented. They specify the condition(s) the program hopes to address and the
target population the program is expected to affect. Because goals are so.broad in scope (e.g., reduction of
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marijuana uSe among. Middll-Scho--o--1 s-tu-dents in Lake City), most prevention-programs will have only one or
two goals.

The second:-step requires the development of indicators of goal attainment. Cantor et al. (1981, .0, 4)
define indicatod as 7v-el...Vie, observable 'changes in attitudep; knowledge;w behavior which are linked
either by theory or logic to -g-bal attainment." Examples of goal attaipment indicators for reduction_i
marijuana smoking might include improved ability to resist peer pressure,' ,increased knowledge of
alternative highs; or tncrcased ability to cope with stress: Program staff and even program participants (or
potential participants) may be involved in'brainstOrming indicators of goal attainment.

1 '
The thirds step is the selection of the three or four best indicators of goal attainment.] Cantor's four

criteria to select indicators include the significance and relevance of the indicator for the program's target
population, the importance of the indicator to, program decisionmakers, the ease with which the indicator
can be measured; and the abilityof_trogram fro_hav_e_an_ impact on the indicator.. it;

The final step in Cantor's process is the translation of_ jAdicafors' into measurable objectites.
Measurable objectives include statement of the i icator, the iderttification of a target pq)111ation, a time
frame, and the amount !Of expected: Thus measurable objectiyes sake the form;

"By April '8; :1982,-stud
pairticipittion in alternati

"By January 11, 1982, 7
without ugs:"

itis at Grant Middle School wild rreport a- 20 percent increase in their
es activitiesr. or

percent of thedaeVentt graders will report an increased ability to coped

"Note that -ihese bjectir ark stated as program outcomes or performance, notasirogram effort. There is .
a temptat1/4-1 to write gram objectives Which relate' to -activities rather than outcomes; For example;
"te cher training will given irfive schools during the spring semestv." Such process objectives are
use for program Management, but they argbf limited value for evaluatht program effectiveness.

Review and catalog current data collection methods.Prevention programs vary_ widely in the amount'
and quality of the records they keep. In some uses, all the data collection necessary for the evaluation will
already be in place, fn general, however, new data 'collection methods will need to be developed. In any
event; the evaluator williwish to know exactly what records are currently kept, and he will want, ah

'assessment of the quality P these records.
1

0

Basically, four categories of data are xegUlarly_ required for . prevention program evaluation:
participant, staff, program activity; and program cast. Not all these categories will be required for any
given Kevention evaluation,. The manager can begin to get a good ea of which data will be required by .
referring -to the_an3lySis of decisionmaking from step 1. Working from e draft list of evaluation questions,
a Data Needs Checklist can be developed. For example, if one evalu tion question refers to community
reaction to the program; the Data Needs Checklist will indicate a need f some kind of Community, attitude
survey.;.Even the skilled evaluator sometimes, finds that notalf the ne essary data ha's been gathered to-

.answer the complete list of evaluationfqugstions. a

With the Dfitt Needs Checklist in hand, a manager may begin to consider,the data Euld records currently
available. Client intake and exit interviews, school records,_ needs aSSessments, client records, and
telephone logs are obvious sources. Howevecii the manager may find that staff and even clients are keeping
records such as logs and diaries that may be Useful for the evaluation, Even if many of these records need
reformating for the purposes of the "evaluation, data collection currently going on will facilitate the
integration of the evaluation into the day-tb-day operation of the program.

The evaluator will want to know about the quality of these data. Simply speaking, the quality of
records depends on three characteristics: regularity, consistency or reliability, and validity.

; Regularity refia -to the extent that the records are kept up-to-date. While busy staff may sometimes
neglect paperwork without many. negative programmatic consequences, missing data can be a disaster for
the evaluation; Accordinglyi quality records are kept religiously,

Consistency or reliability refers to the extent to which the same event is recorded in the same 'way
time after tine. If, for example, classroom :acting-out is recorded; each similar instancefifacting-put
should be recorded in the same way. This requires good definitions of_ the events to be rakarded, and it
requires that all recordkeepers work from the same set of definitions. Even such simple definitions as what



constitutes a program session ma_ y vary widely from dividual to ihdividual. Co istency of definitiom
cannot be assumed.

Finally, validity refers to the extent' that the descriptions in the records accurately reflect what
actually happens in the world. For. any number of good:. reasons, responsible individuals put things,into
records that simply are not true. Often people do not die from the causes listed on .their death certificates

-or are not charged with the crimes they actually commit; participant drug use may be oyerrePorted or
underreported. The manager must be concerned that those records used for evaluation purpbses are valid
reflections of the program.

The Tanager will more than likely discover that other data collection devices be needed for the
0,evaluation. Although the evaluator will be able fo suggest a number of instruments; observational
1-checklists, and so on, the program manager may also wish to begin searching for additional data, collection °

devices. Readily available sources of instrument descriptions include: .

a , .,

The appendix to the Handbocik Of Prevention Evaluation (French &rid Kaufman 1981)
o The Pr- . , ' : -: i , Outcome Volume (Aiken 1981)
o The Drug Abuse Instrument- Handbook -(NINA 1977);

. It --------------------------

Review staf .
. .

_ - : .: .. .The availability of persons with various UN (*id- . ,

with free time) will probably. be the single 'greatest constraint' -on The exttmsiveness of ale evaluation. A
discussion of available resource with-the evaluator will be an, inOttelaitt firit step in develOPing evaltrati n-

4 ,
`.i.

Basically,. all evaluations require individuals to Collect, code, and analyze data. All These -individuels
. _

w thepossible eXception of data anelysts) can- prob ly be round within the ranks of program staff. A
ief description Of Ahe tasks that mtist be Perforpe ,,S011ows and will allow the manager to begin,

cOnsidering,WhiA staff might do what:
; , i. -

. . ;.-. ;
Data colleetors fall into three basic c tegories: .interviewers, questionnaire edministrators, and trained

obserVers. Of these, questionnaire iiiiministrator require the least training, while triterviewers and
&servers will _generally need a 'Muriel introduction to their roles._ In nti case; however, is academic
preparation drlleetly relevant: It is more important that these individuals be comfortable around and enjoy
people. Usually interviewers and observers can be trained in a.,1-day session, although a complex-interview
or observational protocol may require,_a somewhat longer session. Q9estionnaire Administrators may also
require a small amount of training to' insure consistency of giving and interpretatipn of items;
but this training sh6uld rarely take more than a few hours. Ingeneral, he qualities found in most prevention
progranistaff (concern for 'and interest in others, some clinical insight, good communication skills) wilt
make themTxcellent data collectors once properly trained;

Data coders are responsible for data storage and for e coding of queAtionnaires, interviews, and .,
observational protocols. Their task may be as simple as trans erring numbered responses to code sheets or ..,"

AS difficult as deciding whether an interview" response fits into one;or another category. Id' general, the
work of the data coder is not difficult and almost everyone can help out in this role. Data coders -must,
however, be able to docietaileil work accurately; The quality, of data cod' g will have a direct impact on the
overall quality of the evaluation, , ) ,

Data ahalysts take trite Taw data and prepare sum)mary Statistics; charts, tables, and graphs; Depending
on the evaluation design, they 'may also perform statistical tests of evaluation hypotheses that range from
relativelyrelatively simple to highly complex. Ordinarily, graduate training in the Social icieoces, or statistics is
necessary for any but the mast rudimentary statistical analysis. How-to books on the statistical analysis of
data do exist (Fitz-Gibbon and Morris, How to Calculate,StatiSties is one good example); but these are of
limited use Unless the marrager or staff have training in data anelysis, other resources for this aspect of
the evaluation should be sought;

:4.,
v

Besides person power, the manager will need to find .tome resource for computing. Unless the
evaluation is completely qualitative (which is rare); or only a44.mall quantity of data is collected, even the
simplest data analyses become overwhelming without the aid of cOrriputer. Some agencies will have access
to computers through a school system or local government, and a lucky few may even have their own
computing resources. However; the mauler will often have to-look elsewhere for a computer.

Happily, most prevention programs are close 9bnough to a college or university to share in the wealth of -

knowledge and resources these institutions offer; Most universities offer computing facilities equipped with
packages of programs for statistical analysis. Moreover, many professors are more Than happy to have

design options;



"real" data for studen to analyze; A call to the chair of psychology; sociology, health education; industrial;
1 engineering, social _w rk, or statistics can sometimes lead to An arrangement for analyiing data.. But be

sure your data needs g etnot just theirs.. i - .

. ...- _- .

The university as a resource is by no means.' limited to data analysis. University students' can also serve
as interviewers, interviewer trainers, data coders, observers, and data analysts, sometimes fpee of charge.

, Most social work progranis and many social scien$e' programs encourage or require their students to gain
field experience; An offer by he manager of an opportunity for such experience may be :Weleorhed by the
dean or other faculty, but persuasion and negotiation will be necessary. -

Step 3Development of alternative evaluation designs..The matiager is now well prepared to. develop
evaluation design options. Here the services of a skilled valuator will probably be necessary. Before
arriving on site, the evaluatior will want to review as much material epncerning the program as possible.
The analysis of decisionmaking activities and of program activities will have generated a number o
documents: draft evaluation questions, revised program outcome objectives, a Data Needs Checklist, an
copies of current data collection devices. Copies of these documents along with relevant funding proposals,
brochures, program work plans, and the like should be forwarded to the evaluator well in advancelof the
consultation visit.

The development of evaluation design options involves two activities:

deciding on the scope of the evaluation
and

developing the design options themselves.
.

In general, the evaluator will take the lead role in both of these activities. However, the manager will have
to remain an active participant to provide the evaluator with the information and data'needed,.as well as to
make necessary decisions.

-t;Deciding on' tle- scope of _the evaluation.The scope of the 'evaluation Will be expressed .in terns of the
amount of data collected and the elaborateness of the .evaluation desigh;, From:the program manalier'S
perspective, scope will translate roughly into the number:0,evaluation questions that can be addreSsed and
the certainty of the answers ,produced:. There is _a tradeoff:between. the number of questions and the
certainty of the answers. The manager will need to consider the uses. o the evathation information to
balance these two factorsl'

I The evaluator will take several factors into account,in helpinrthemanager determine the scope of the
evaluation. These factors include the program's readiness for evaluation; its current data collection
methods and its resources for evaluation._ After reviewing the program's materials,_the evaluator will be
able to give a rough assessment, stich is, "We should be able to do a therough Job on the process (mations;
but we'll be somewhat limited in our ability to measure effectiveness for all program components." Taking
off from this rough assessment; the evaluator will then, specify exactly which evaluation questions on the
draft list are to be included, and which postponed or dropped.

Almost invariably, the draft list of evaluation questions developed by.tife-manager will exceed the scope
possible for the agency. Ac din ly, the manager and the evalilater need to prune the list. As Patton
(1978, p.;137) notes, the usutil,so on to this problem is to ranletlAgoals of the evaluation in terms of their
importance; Patton further. notes; however, that priorities set interinS of importance may not result in the
most efficient use of limited evaluation resources (emphasis in original)?

The fact that a goal is ranked first in importance does not necessari mean that
clecisioninakers and information users need informatiOrCabOilt attainment -of =t et-geal-more
than they need information abotit less important-goal . - 2 II

e also prioritized by ap2lying 'the criterion of usefulness of
evaluative information... The ranking of goals by the importance Criterion is often quite
different from the ranking of Villa b§ the usefulness of evaluative information criterion;

* I 2 2

.

A key reason that importance and use ulneas yield different priorities is. that the most important
prevention program outcomes are often the Ost distant and diffictIlt to measure. So; ImexaMple; the.
most important outcome of a stroking prevetion program. may be a decreaser--in the :prevalence' of chronic
disease. However, his outcome may-be impossible to measure. Measuring a less important, intermediate
outcome (e.g., being able to refuse a cigarette in a socially acceptable manner) may be more useftil, to
evaluate end improve the program; -

66.



ther reason is that--4;the manage_may_ be; able to obtain high - quality information without using
ve evaluation resources (patton 1978). Fon example, a sophisticated sociological study of classroom

clime is unnecessary if the'nianager can get all the 'needed information by visiting classrooms and, speaking
with teachers. This is nottoto suggest,. of Course, that such a study may not be necessary under other

.4 cireunistances for other prograrqs.
.,.

Working together, the evaluator and the manager will refine the draft list of evaluation questions to
bring the mot useful areas of evaluative inquiry into fodus. 'Several different lists may be developed and
measured 'ag inst the scope of the evaluation that the evaluattw deems feasible. In the ideal case, the
information secs and ilecisionmakers who helped develop the draft list wi be involved to some degree in
this process as well. Minimally, however, the final list ofoevaluation questio should be reviewed by these
individuals before the actual implementation of the evaluation.

evelopment of design options. When it is time to develop evaluation design options; the evaluator
may ish to work offsite, closer to resources such as a personal library and colleagues. While the manager
may view this as gloss of control over the evaluation. planning process, it can reasonably be assailed that
input to this point and the-rifined list of questions will guide the evaluator in appropriate directions. In any
event, the manager wait-Ili:me an opportunity to review the evaluator's 'design recommendatiOns and assess
their adequacy in meeting information needs;

C46ter 4 has described in detail the issues the evaluator faces in designing 'an evaluation. Here let us
briefly 'review these issues in the context of developing evaluatiop design options; Basically; the evaluator
will proceed by resolving three issues for.each of the evaluation questions on the refined list.

Type of information.The first; and in many ways most basic,- issue is the type of information each
evaluation question requires,description, comparison; or explanation (cause and effect); Each Of these
areas requires different evaluation strategies. , . .. .

. , .

Descriptive questions ask .such things as who, what, where,' when, and how, and are most Often
associated with process evaluation. -An example of a ,deScriptive question is, "How many boys versus girls
attended the alternatives fair?" While descriptive questions' can and' shOuld be answered with' great' rigor,
they do not require -elaborate research designs or sophisticated statistical analyses.

.. .

Comparative questions ask abiriut the relations among variables without assignihg causality; Such. :

questions often concern the relationships between characteristics of the participants sex, :risk status)
or characteristiosiof- staff (expertise, training, enthusiasin) and .program outcomes. An example of a
coniParative question is; "ls, rock climbing a' more effective prevention alternative for boys than for girls?"

chooSe 'to study them moror may e. naturalistically, capitalizing on naturally occurring variations in the
The evaluator may choose to incorporate such questions-as formal features of_an outcome evaluation design;

.,. ,.,: i_-:, . ';'..''..---
' :

factors of interest: -:. _: '1.: L': ::.

..-
. .

Explanatory questions..concerti; pie extent itr: vitiiaytnEpr0*ettai ..,is.caUsingohanges in the attitudes.,
%. -,- ,_knowledge, and/or behavior of tfieprograni par,ticipariti `tided otheis:*. stiops. of. Nita type. are almostlavi

always addressed by evaluations designed to, rule-out,Oternathre explanati §;for .the.Ohangel, observe& As
explained in chapter 4, 'a number of design options exist which vary in'the abilitild: rule 'aid 'alternativesi
thus supporting theaclaim that the program is. responsible for observed outcomes: Often there is a tradeoff
'between the' extent that a given design option can -.mile out alternative explanationsi and the cost and
difficulty of that option.

Type of measures.For any given evaluation question and for any of the three information' types
(descriptive, comparative, and explanatory) the evaluator can choose from a wide variety of measrement
techniques; These include obServation; various types of interviews (structured and unstructured), question-
naires, psychological tests and measures; and reviews of archival records;

In making initial choices from among -these options; 'the evaluator will. be guided first by the. spe6ific
question to be answered._ But considerable weight must be giVen to...the appropriateness of the measure for
the specific target population, the expertise necessary to use the measure, and' the cost

more than one -way.
of the-measure.

Wherever feasible; the aluator will wish to gather data concerning a given question in
r5

Overall; the evaluator 'II attenipt to macimize the quality of the data while nriniMiZing cost and disruption
of the program's day-to=day activities.

Who will- be measured.It is 'almost.a Ara' nal the larger the sample obtained in the evaluation, the
.more accurate the results will be. Howev the law:of diminishing returns (sde, for example, Hays and
Winkler 1971) applies especially.wheri re reeslor evaluation are limited; In many ways; the:?'reative use
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of various sampling techniques is the evaluator's most powerful tool for maximizing the-resources available.
The evaluator may alSo need to overcome Such obstac es as school-imposed restrictions on who can be
measured, and issues of informed consent .

a

. .. .

The tradeoff in this case is between the numbers of individuals who can be measured and the scope;
fleXibility, and sensitiVity of measurement. For example, a maileckquestionnaire can reach large numbers of
individuals; but an exploration of nuances in meaning/ is lost. Alternatively, small numbers of, individuals
may be measured in great depth and with great elaboration; but the cost of such an option may preclude
measuring a sample large enougla-be representative. .

..ir
Overall, _the evaluator will develop various' combinations of measures, samples,. and evaluation

strategies. Now the manager and the evaluator f e the difficult task of choosing among these various
design options; ,-

... .

StClo 4Anibal selection f- .a design. -In ch ing among various design-- options;options; the manager will
perhaps confront the major tr deoff in the entire evaluatibs plii`inning procesS: striking a balance between
the usefulness of the entire valusfion 'and the amount. of dollars; staff; and cUler.resoUrces that can be
committed to it Unfort1mr ely, resources spent on -evaluation are Often resources taken, //Wei from the
services being evaluated.

___
.

Happily, much of the evaluative. informatiOn that is most useful is also the least expensiVe to gather..
Often, the refined list of evaluation questions will be somewhat weighted toward process evaluation; and the
manager may wish to choose a design option emphasizing the process level;

Of course, all prevention program managers must:concern themielves with outcomes; but the Olds of
data 'derived from a sophisticated randomized eXperiment may well be unnecessary for decisionniaking. In
some cases; qualitative outcome data may besilfficient, and in many cases, a relatively unsophisticated
outcome design AvilWae all ttialk the manager reefres. 7

In any event, the manager should quiz the evaluator extensively about the strengths and weaknesses of
various design options, and the strength of a given option should be measured against the importance of the
decisions to be made based on the data. Certainly the manager will not want to base major decisions on
weak data, but neither should precious resources be expended on a rigorous study relating to a relatively
trivial decision. The prioritization of evaluation' questions can be used to gUide the 'differential allocatior6f
resources in choosing among design options.

One final consideration in choosing among design.. options is the ease with which, important
constituencies such as funders and legislators can understand, the design. Designs vary' in their intuitive
appeal and the'simplicity of their logic; Instead of a tempting flashy new technique with an air of scientism
and high-technology, choose the simplest design possible that will meet information needs. When the time
comes to disseminate the evaluation findings, the flashy design with its complex logic_ and statistical
analysis marbe a deterrent to cle communication; All else being equal, the easier an evaluation design is
to describe find understand, the ter an asset it will be.

Step.5Operationalization of the design.--go_ this point, the manager and.the evaluator will have been
dealing essentially in abstractions. J-loWever; an evaluation becomes.a specific set of activities; per/orrpecl
by -a ,trOup of individuals, according_to a detailed workplan: operationalizink the design; pragmatic
considerationi' are .prirnary; The myriad practical constraints associated with impleinentation of the
evaluation must now be considered. The evaluation design may have to be -altered ttr fit the operating
Context; but generally this task is one of working out the details.

-Trogram staff are particulEirly important actors _in this phase of evaluation planning. They are the,Ones
most likely to knoW whether this or -(that evaluation activity can be comfortably incorporated intCrt'ht:,.
program's operation; They may also be,the best resources in terns of the ability of the program participants
to respond to various nrasurement devices. For example, an etaluator may.p/an to use a particular measure
of drug knowledge that the program person can see is ii.b0ve the reading level of the program participanti.
Because program staff 'will be partly responsible for various aspects of implementing the evaluation, their
involvement in the design will help build ownership anc enthusiasm.

Two of the Most important ta4s at this step of the evaluation are:

o selection and developmeen -t of evaluation instruments, and
o development of detailed Timelines and-workplans;
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4.4
general, the evaluator will take the lead in operationaliiiig the evaliiation._plan._. However, Ihe

involvement of the program Manager and staff in this phase of evaluation planning is crucial. Unless.ttie-
evaluator is very familiar with the program and the community (and most will not b e)i the evaluation:Wan
may lack sensitivity to prevailing community values and may require activities difficult or inipc*Stie in
light of the program's day-to-day operation.

Selection and development of evaluation instruments.F-AlinoSt all evaluations require ' -'mime -
measurement instruments. Reports of behavicir, behavioral intentions; knowledge; attitudes; and
psychological variables are all regularly assessed in prevention evaluations... In some rare instaneeS, the
selection of instruments will be a happy task.of wading through several diziterretibicer(as is the ,case for
self-esteem measures for white, middle=elaSS youth). Often, howeveri,rew if any "publiajled instruments exist
that are appropriate for the target population.

Though difficult,'the process of instrument deV pmeht need not, present tnsurmountable pitoblems. As
noted earlier, several compendiums of instrument it i for iirevention eaukeluation currently eihst and- Most
evaluators have had some experience in the development Cif instruments. The use, of newly developed or
revised instruments will;'of course, revire additional time for preteSting and revision (see step 6 below).
Suffice it to say, this time will be, well repaid in. the quality of the evaldation data.

Ultimately, the manager, ogram staff, and even program participants are in the best position to judge
the apprOpria.teness of a giv instrument for their cam munity. If the instruments suggested by the
evaluator seem inappropriate; the manager must consider revising_ them or developing entirely new
measurement techniques. Failing to, do so ;risks the quality of the entire evaluation effort; doing so

lot increases costs.

Develop, enttfdetailed imelines-and WorkplanS.=-Often the- role of managing the evaluation will fall
to the progra -'inanager or a staff nrtemher.' Logically then; the manager.or designee should take Primary

Sponsibilityfor mapping out an evaluation- Workplan. Ideally, the evaluation will be managed using the
same techniques as other. agency businesS. If formal techniques are employed for tirogram management;
such aS Managembiif by Objectives or Gantt charts; ihese'should also be employed to develop the evaluation
Workplan. .gepora.7; however; the key issue is to determine in advance the various evaluatiOn .tasks, the
necessary Rersort power the work assignments, and some method for ensuring the timely:Completionof the
evaluation. in developing kWorkrilah for the 'evaluatiOn, be -sure to allow enough time for each evaluation
taSk. To parapti`eSean old saYing,

s,tferee-quarters of the evaluation will take three-quarters of the time
remaining quarter will take the other three-quarters.

.

The manager unfamiliar, w evaluation activities may tend to underestimate the time that tasks require.
An evaluator can Diovide u P,ulguidance here; but a conservative timeline, that allots too much time for

'various evaluationSaSks; will/never:be regretted,

A second FnajoiOlue desieldping 'the evaluation workplan is to ensure that major activities, such as
0 4testing of partic.,,:!0,0eur.atimes that are convenient, feasible, andconsistent with the design. All

too oftri evaluati,on schedule pretests during summer ;vacation, posttests during the manager's
1- vacation, andslatikanalySiS Whjle the con puter is tied)up:Wi,th other business; Were; as elsewhere; the active
i,.pitrticipatiort of rarg.'staff in development of .the;evaluation workplarr can avoid 'problems and greatly

entation.

till- the ,'valuation
,

viajem e n tat ion sta e of;eyo

test-of thq, ,

t:ot ; 1_
rtitep 7--reAtp(a.s result' in 18 testok,
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y .

:
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menSUrement instruments selected.

Nate implementation of the plan; Howeveri
4fivations essential, to field test the evaldation
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A field test is aptactice evaluation: A small sample of service recipients will be involved in trying out
the questionnaires aalf interviews. Data will be analyzed, and presentation-formats examined. The purpose
is to determine whether the plan works. The Handbook for Prevention Evaluation (French and Kaufman
1981, p. 19) says this about field testing:

All aspects of the evaluation plan should be pilot tested, including sampling, Measures, data
collection plans and analytic procedures,.and utilization activities; The pilot test determine
(sic) whether the data collection schedule is feasiblei if the collection can be carried out
with Minimal. disruption to program activities, if the data being collected are valid, whether
the varriblee are reliably measured; if the costs pc data collection and analysis are on
target, and whether the resulting information is used as intended by the decisionmaker. ,

.

This comprehensive order can be broken into three basic components: testing the design, tesSig the
process, and testing usability of the data. The design may call for providing certain services to somepeople
and something different, to others. ;Certain types of data will be 'collected. The fieldi test shbvis it the
design works; . Can the procedures be applied as planned? Will respondents be available and cooperative? la

-the data analy,ble if collected in that manner?

Pretesting the planned process may prove that questionnaires are too lengthy or ambiguotia;'
psychological measures invalid; or anticipated file data too sketchy; More extensive training of interviewers
may be required. Pockets of resistance among the staff may sprfacei and everything may' take,lon r than
anticipated;

"--"' W,-)Finally, a field test should helpclarify whether-evaluation data will be useful. Will' the types of results
answer the, questions the manager wants answered? If not, the eValuation will not serve its full purpose.

A. The manager may reasonably expect that the evaluator will be expert in determi g how extensive a
field test is needed and de.ligning an appropriate one; The role of the manager in the field test includes:

o 'assessing the value of 'field testing
of participant* inplanning a useful test

.i.------p conveying tpthe staff and releVant others the need for a field test .4

o ensuring tosciprees;-and cooperation necessary to complete the test
o helpirig_reVlew test results with an eye toward those aspects of the evaluation over which the

Program manager has control
o working to effect any changes needed in the evaluation design.

The manager's most difficult role may be enlisting the cooperation of the staff, who may consider the
evaluation itself sufficient nuisance withopt needing practice first. The manager's attitude and appropriate
involvement of staff in previous phases of the evaluation will be the best levers in obtaining staff
cooperation. ck,

Step 7Reiisions rearming from field test. Ttie intent Of the field test is to perfect the evaluation
plan, eliminating such bugs as may be found..FOr ekamre, service recipients in one program were asked by
staff to 'submit voluntarily to interviews. As a result, the volunteer rate Was quite low. Staff resistance
proved: to be the probleM, and efforts were increased to bring staff into the evaluationlVaceas. Another
evaluation required correlation of pretreatment demographic. variables with posttreatment behavior; Field
testing revealed deficiencies in pretreatment data gathering, which were corrected.

In a third case, field 'test results included an unexpected negative correlation between treatment
conditions and posttreatment attitudes of Hispanic clients. The problem was found to lie in the translation
and interpretation of the Spanish-language questionnaire.

These. examples indicate the types of problems rhich can be spotted through .field testing and that
require the active involvement of the program matia_aiii Each example involved condition the manager
would like

and
avoid, such as antagonizing cliEintita problem that could reasonably be handled, such as pour

records and staff resistance; or a problem that,4eftened`the value or usability of results.

Other problems of evaluation design, teclinitaf' cts of data analysis;. or problems ifNtrumentation
ire legitimately, within the domain of the eVaitiator:),:, , i

_,,I,' , !,

Step 8Collection and analysts of data;This ?tage,has thr0 substages: implementation, analysis, and
Interpretation. ) V, .,

Jr'
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Implementation.AA this point the evaluation is in progress. The bugs have been worked Out, and the
procedures smoothed. The manager's role now is to monitor the process, to ensure that the evaluation is
being conducted as planned, and that program's services continue to be delivered without significant
alteration or disruption._ Clearly, not only those evaluation acti ties under direct program;control, such as
interviewing clients or differential client treatment, but all evalu tion activities should be monitored.

Analysis.--This is a fairly mechanical stage in which the gathered data are analyzed. The analysis may
be as elementary as frequency counts or a%lophisticated as multivariate statistics, and the responsibility for
conducting the analysis will be the evaluatMrs. Remember, though, the type of analysis and the format in
which results are ultimately presented should have been decided Upon 'much earlier in the process, tried out
during the field test, and should have the manager's Concurrence:

interpretation;,--Each of the nine,,stek being discussed is dependent on the success of the preceding
steps. HoWever, this substage has a tiighAegree of independence. Even the most clearly phrased question

,may yield murky answers; The efe.are,0 '7,0 answers may contain not a clue as to explanation. The
presentation or wcxrding of results can affMt how, results ate interpreted.

0-...

ils, In one instance, a school-ba decispn-skills program for preadolescents, was found to have no,

fileasured impact on later drug use4- : is fiailure,r4ay have been due, to improper prograrri irrilementation by
t4isbistaff, poorly trained or inexPerierie.kpersdtui or applicatioli of the program to the-wrong population; .64

Or Perhaps it was just a bad iiciea&WhOli:Of tri ossbltes should be diseased andlor emphasized-rin the
report? How should the reaUlt,F, e Whogets.'tto make.the decisiop? These questtOnatiWill be of.--,definite consequence to the ma?) -1.

E :64/4.;,, : .0)-31,.- -_-: --4:-'4.-4-- .;.s.

Further,. suppose the progritm shaxvis to have led to a 15*-fiercent re etion in later drug use
Consider the different interpretatiO would attend the folio)** statelaerit's'

. .

The program yielded onlY a 156 pe nt r-Rdactioh 4-:--- ,;,-,i,

The program yielded a J.505..ptffbe reduction. ';.

The program.yielded a redaction offover15 percent, 2f4 ;

Or, perhaps the prograM was shown:,tO lessen drug use, abut filfigram recipients rated the program
negatively. Consider the difference in emphasis betyveen these statements:

1
Although program recipients tendednotto rate the program favoiablyi they
did shoW a significantly lower-rate of 5absequent drug use

41.,,

Although a 4nificanti.eduction in subsequent drug useta demonstrated,
program reerpients rated the program negatively.

The consequences of interpretation Will generally be felt in one of two ways: decisions internal and
decisions external to the program. hi the first case, decisions to change or not change programs will be
based on interpretations of results with emphasis given to some results more than others. Interpretiftion and
emVhns lmay stem entirely from the evaluator, be left to the manager, of jointly derived. The manager's
goaliS make or receive as accurate as possible an interpretation to make thebesf possible decisions.

Itmay be that the locus of decision lies outside the program, perhaps with the fundiflg agency,- Funding
=sources, pf course, deserve accurate Interpretations. Program managers will be legitimately concerned not

';. only/with accuracy but tuith the political and economic context within which decisions will be made. When
the context places the program in a vulnerable status, managers will prefer some statements to others;
"Only 15.5 percent" and "15.5 percent" are equally accurate information but differ in connotation and may
lead to diffeent decisions; The argument here is not for skillful deception`, but for decisionmaker
involvement in the form of data presentation and in the interpretation of results.

Step 9Utilization* result:ILSometimes evaluations have to be done prollgorma; the fact that they are
done is sufficient, with no requirement, expectation, or hope of theiruse. Idelaily; however, evaluations will
be used, and from the outset conducted with ultimate use, in mind. Chapt6e:10 of the Handbook for
Prevention Evaluation contains a discussion of factors important to the uses of eviluation. The core of its
message is to ire

build utilization Into your design from the beginning. i
.11'.

Davis and Salasin (1975) cite a collection of articles on critical evaluations of Federal programs; , In
each case, the evaluation was forced on the recipient agency by a superordinate agency and was designed to
meet the latter's needs; And in each ease; the managers of the evaluated programs spent their enemies
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criticizing instead of using the evaluation. " tilization," Davis and rilasin (p. 623) note, "may be more
apparent than real when maylated by Huth rity... without collaborative involvement of the people
representipg the program being .eValuated.:Of --j,

Patton (1978, p. 63) make's rie point that "People, not organizations, use evaluation information," and
reemphasizes that the inter-We'd Users of an eyaluation should help plan it. Patton's survey of Federal
decisionmakers indicated that two characteristics influenced the use of evaluations: political and personal.

Political considerations are essentially. external to th'e program, involving social issues, budget cuts or
growth, or large-scale social program success or failure. These issues 4e discussed further in chapter 7.
For noviv it is useful:to recall that a prograrn is often the result of a political process and its evaluation may
be part of the 'dame 151.'8 new political movement (Weiss 1975); Although evaluation is a scientific process in
search of truttii-jit,doeVat always avoid fighting and is often also a method of fighting within the political
arena (Lindblom tOST'. -

.r...
. . .

Thus a community-'concerned about drug use may value the existence of a program more than ff
scientific demonstrkion of its success. Elected officials who helped initiate the program thus might pore
through an evaluation' looking ,for words of praise and ignore pages of criticism. Or, in times of decreas)ng
public budgets and general diserhantment with human service programs, an evaluation finding only
moderate success may 13e read as a coridemnation of the program for not ling perfect. However, en_
unevaluated program may be able to prove nothing about it eicept its existtkce, and thus is vulnerable
to any attack weighed against it. "If ,

I

---..-
. = -Whatever the political climate, a program manager has'to work within it and may have little. or no

impact on it. Thus, the second of Patton's two critical factor's, personal, will usually be a More-appropriate
focus for the manager. By personaL Patton (1978, p. 64) means "the presence of an identifiable individual or
group of people who per:sonally cared about the evaluation and the information it generated:" When this
factor is presenf the_ evaluation is more likely to be used. Consider this statement, made by analuator
surveyed by Patti:in (1978, p. 66):

P Where there were aggressive program people, they usrd evalualioni whether
they understood them or nert)used it as leverage to change . : . his program.

Another! (p. 67) said an evaluation was-used "beCau§e the decisionmaker was the guy who requested the

was going to make use of the answers." Use of the Valuation will emphaticall
fevaluation and used the results. It was the fact that t i e guy who was asking the.question.s was the guy who

fiend on his personal
factor, most often that of the manager; whose involvement from day one inall st'l s will set the stage for
ultimate use. As Weiss (1975, p. 19) said, an evatUation "is most likelav to affect decisions when it.aceepts
the values, assumptions, and objectives' of the decisionmaker." ir

__!.

i
While the primacy of politicafand personal interest is acknowle e , other factors do contribute' to fhe-'

usability of evaluation. Glaser and Taylor (1969) compared un c ssful with successful evaluations And
found the following contributed to success: ,

.
r.

o from the beginning, high involvement of relevant groups inside /outside the organization
o study designed by a full-time principal investigator
o commitment of the host agency
o evaluation aimed at a felt need of the Organization
o involvement of potential consumers of results
.0 readily disseminated findings.

Patton (1978) reviewed thliterature and listed other factors contributing to evaluat 1.1SC:

o methodological quality
o methodological appropriateness
o timeliness of evaluation
o timeliness,of the final report
o whether findings were positive or negative i
o "supprisingness" of findings - -were results expected?
o whether ventral or peripheral program goals were evaluated
o existenee ckf___N2-1a;te'd findings elsewhere
o '. resources available to implement changes
o evaluator-manager interactions.
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Weiss and Weiss (1981) surveyed social scientists and decisionmakers to determine their views on what
impeded and promoted effective gtilization. They found appreciable agreement between evaluators and

.decisionmakers. Some major impediments over which managers have a high degree of control wary
tendencies fot':

o decisionmakers to ign9re information contrary tost it own ideaS
o policies to be arrived at by politics, not research "i
o agencies to ignore findings contrary to their policies ''',-

o decisionmakers to have difficulty defining research needs
o lack of communication betWeen decisionmakers and evaluators;

There were also factors that both groups agreed contrib to evaluation usefulness:

o topic of study is of.particular ihterest or rele ance
o ,study looks at variables that decisionmakers .c n do som ing abbut

report is understandable; not overly technical. .
4 ,

ecisionmakers placed more emphasis than did evaluators on timeliness of the reports and on the
t of the user inthe population studied. Evaluators were More likely to be concerned with studies of

social concern and with dissemihation of information. The number of factors,is,partly arbitrary_ and
antic. What is important is the relative value of each in a given situation. Note that none of these

tffiethrs arises at the end of the evaluation. Each may be anticipated from the Outset, and failure to
anticipate them virtually guarantees fakluriii;:°of the evaluation;

.

Howevertheiconverse is not necessarily true. Anticipating the future does not guarantee that the
future'vl-illYarrive. sianticipated. Davis and Salasin (1975) adviseis.pn tactics_for effectively_ presdnting
evaluation result: apt- Strap airl;ehanges which may result from them. They severalmpportant
Considerations *lid recommendations.

4'
0 The presenter;iS atile to identify with the audience.
o Essential information is repeated and restated often.
o A combination of logical and emotional appeals is made, without exaggerating the latter.
o The benefits and risks ofehange are made clear. '
o Reconimendationg are consistent wibli the values of teciiiients of the presentation;

''4-1c.ci Objections are anticipated and dealt With;
O Fre expression of resistance is encouraged.

lvtanagement of change is a topic quaside the scope of this volume; However; the principl s of involving; _

personriel from-the outset and of ltitelligen- t'preparatioli of results and recommendali s will lay an
erfeCtive groundwork for.,mAking needed change:

A final issue concerning use of evaluations is how to deal with negatiVe results. There:are many "
potential Ieasons for negative results: improper concept, improper implementation, im_pro_per evaluation, or
external factors beyond the, program's control. Sotcle evalualton designs may help identify the .causes of
failure, others may not Oceasionallyi failure-is built into the program. For example, to secure funding,
planners may promise more thiin-oay be deliverable or promise to deliver results more rapidly than is
possible. In such cases, the evaltlatiOn illy find that goals have not been completely met; Independent of
such contrived dilemmas, hciweyer;,new r programs often fail to meet even rational expectations. The
recommended rule of thumb for ftik Cass is this

4

Programs must be allowed, to *1

The appropriate response to negative results from evalugtions of new programs is often not radical
program" change, wholesale firings, or funding cuts. Ratherunfrenzied'prograrti introspection, heightened
attention to implementation procedures, and renewed coordination with the community may enable
programs to, overcome failure., Programs not allowed to fail are not allowed to grow, change, or adapt; to
take risks and be creative; or to meet intended needs.

In sum, utilization is the raison d'etre of evaluations. Planning for utilization should be an integral part
of planning all components of the evaluation, from the initial stages of identifying otiestions to the end stage
of presenting tt answers.,
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CHAPTER-6r CASE STUDIES IN PREVENITO ALUAfION

(What Really Goes On .... Inside
ECTriple Feature)

. AN OVERVIEW

:" The three h_yp-othetrcal case studies in this chapter are intended to emphasize the realities of the
,evaluation process as experienced by prevention progzam managers, staff, and evaluators.

The eaie studies,present prevention programs at different Stages of development and reflect var)
prevantiOn mpdalities. 4Each case study emphasizesi,different; stops of the evaluation PrOdetti deScribed in

:.liteViniirchapters and has -its own unique motives and primary audiences for the results of the eValtiatiOti.
ese Studieti suctions between the program managers and the evaluators are the most

fictinit'aspect of' the naTrVte&

i'Airhough these casestadi esent a slice of evaluation the ,reader shpuld understand that a
rillOd* broader range of designa,v, sures,_ analytic strategies, n4 issues occur in an .actual evaluation.
Floviikr1gie ;material - presented, doh :capture the essence of the evaluative experience.. The stories areOntitl WO Itouble Four thrillipg Discussions, and One Suspenseful Melodrama. The dialog at. timesis light ;,; h in each case study is essential_ to the theme ot this volume=good
evaluations oec en pr Mlinagets and evaluators work cooperatively on an eValuation..

DOUBLE TROUBLE

1 si
Alternative Designs for Alternatives Pr am- I

The. Brightside Youth Center, located in a major mtdwestern city, 'was_ established 7 years ago to
provide_ prevention and intervention services to troubled youth. It is housed in a community center and
currently delivers services in two broad _areas: drug and alcohol prevention serviaim in the public Sdh601S,
and a program of social and recreational actiVitieS for youths from 6 to 18 tears Of_age. The Brightside
staff consists of 12 Nei most of whom are counselors awl social 'worker& Their fiinding comes from a
mixture of State an' local drug and alcohol prevention grants. and Unit Way supporti/upplemented by,,t,small amounts of pri ate donation& A .

- A rl

DOM& Campbell ii,,Prir director of the Brightside YoirtIjXepter, a positsl4 she held for the pest 3-,
years-. Two other staff members,,Aranne.MartinW_hrid Jim dOok, ilk assistant 0 rs in..tharge of thy`
drug and alcohol preventilftomponent and the social-recreafitOtaatiVitlei Componanto ritpedtively.

....:, , _. .

During_the _petal_ several montiis; Donna, Jbanne, and Jint. discussed their _needs_,fOr evaluatiom of
the Brightside program& Although none has a backgroUnd_iii4 ValitarOil (in fag /they have.always been t
pretty resistant to the whole notion),-they recognize that ffieit fUndirtW agencies. a ncreishigly asking for
Oaluation information of a fairly sophisticated nature. Moreover,iDonna and_bar. or have recently begun
to believe 'that perhaps some evaluation might help to ideplVor% effectively:4bl Strengths and
Weaknesses of the Brightside program& So a _few weeks_gagar: minaTcalled. the Natiavel) PreVentioln
Evaluation Resource Network (NPERN) to ask for some technical' assistance to help. hem" deyelop all
evaluation strategy. NPERN responid to her 'request by arr- ging for a ediiiiiltant, Skilled In -program

k
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evaluation to work cOoperati ely with the program; 'The consultant; Ron Fisher, is a research psychologist
who specializes in the evaluatiOn of drug and alcohol prevention prograMS.rnfirepTaration for his 2-day visit;
Ron and Donna talked briefly on the telephone ahotit the pUrposes and funetidifs of-the consultation visit. 3

During Ron and Donna's initial; meeting.ip 'Rite, they Clisetitd- basic_ matters relating to the
Center's organization and history (objective§, Otaif --Attertis, and the nce); She also shared her motives
for the evaluation with Ron, at which point he expissed pleasant surprise.

"You mean you're not under heaVy outside preSatire? That's as rare as someone going to an
counselor on their own

Joanne joined the meeting as they began analyzing the functions and activities of the drug, and alcohol
prevention program. Joanne described the program's major activity as the provision of broad preverktion
services to two large high schools and three junior high schoolsjiM thastitith side of the city. (The south side
population is 24 percent Hispanic, _28 percent black; and 41t- Or-cent' white, mostlY,..second and third
generation Polish and Italian.) The Brightside staff conducts Semester-long classettrthese schools called
Positive Directions for Youth which include sessions on ihterversiirial communicati-Olm,Streas management,
self7conae family dynamics, and arug and alcohol use. Teacher = eilitatOrS aSSist-the Brightside staff in
the conduct of the classes. Approximately 20 perCent of the student population is assigned to the classes;
plans call for a gradual expansion of coverage to include the entire student body` eventually.

As we look in on the Ineetfng, Ron is about to discuss potential evaluation designs with Donna and
Joanne.

"I think now I've got a pretty good idea of hoW your driig.and alcohol prevent' n program runs; its
goals, general strategieS,_and so forth. Bo I think we're ready to start talking about so e possible. evaluation
designs you might want to implement; How's that sound?" Donna and Joanne look at each other, then at
Ron; nodding affirmatively.

"Befje we go On;" Ron continues; "I hope you had the eharioa tO read NPERN's Working--With
Evaluators; Not only can it save time in defining terms -and the evaluation process; but one of e case
studies in that monograph bears a striking resemblance to yourprogram and; in fact, with our disc ion so
far."- Everybody nods vigorously;

"Olc,_riery good," Ron goes on. "Now, as you might know; there are two basic kinds of evaluation=
proCeSS and outcome. With process evaluation our first interest is an accurate doeumentation of what kind
of services and activities your program actually engages inthe exercises you use in the class sessions} what
the kids actually do, etc., and second, who receives the- program serviemt-the types of kids who are in th
program. With good documentation you can go on to more sophisticated proce§S analysis. On the othe
hand; outcome evaluation is used to "

"Hold it please, Ron," Donna says; smiling; but with an upraised hand as thong' stopping traffic. "This .
is all pretty new to us; so let's take it one step at a time. HOW is 'process evaluatiOn' useful to ust,.',

"I'm sorry," Ron grins sheepishly; "Please feel free to stop me and ask questions WheneVer_you'reaot.
sure of something; Well; prO`C-ess evaluation: can help;yOu in a couple of ways.. It can be a management tool
to help you keep track of what .is actually happenjng in your program and what your client population looks
like at any point in time. This kind of information can also be used for annual reports; reports to fiindert,_ in
grant applications; and so forth; to show external funders-and agencies What you are doing_ -and that you
have solid information. about what you're. dbitig. It's pretty basic stuff we're 'talking .about here; the kind of
documentation that to some degree; every program should have. And; of course; that lays the grOiindWork
for post-efficiency and other more complex analyses."

.

"I see," Donna nods. "And outcome evaluation?",
-1"1- ,

4 "Outcome evaluation is designed basibally:to assess the extent to which your program is, achieving its

4 rehjor goals. In your case, Joanne, outcome evaluation would attemptto determine hoW well your program
actually prevents the use and abuse of drugs and alcohol among the kids in the program." .

"But We address ore basic issues of adolescent adjustment in our program;_nOt just drug and eletihig
use." Joanne asks; " uldn't we assess program effects on such dynariiieS as self esteem i communicatiocis
skills; and so, forth ?" 11
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. "Most definitely;" Ron replies; utcome evaluation 'should address those obje tiv that, are usually
considered intermediate objectives or correlates of drug and alcohol abuse, including attitudes toward drug
and alcohol ate: lia-vever, it's important to keep in mind that for a drug and alcohol abuse prevention
program, the i'-oCus of outcome evaluation should remain on drug and alcohol use;"

"I understand that," says Joanne, "but I also know it's difficult for. a prevention program- to show
evidence of effect on drug and alcohol use in a rather brief time period; I don't want to pin the entire
assessment of Our program's'effeetiveness onbehavior that even we feel won't show effects for some time."

"I agree completely; so we'll prob ly build several levels of measures into our outcome evaluation;
But we're getting a little 'ahead of ourselves. Let's first talk about the genera design, and then we can get
into the specific aspects of the outcome criteria. Shall we talk about the prom evaluation first'?"

"No, I'd prefer to talk about the outcome evaluation design posstbilities first," Donna suggests, "if
that's OR, Ron that's the one gat scares mer

"That'S fine., Now, as I 'understand it, the students who attend the Positive Directions for Youth (PDY)
classes are a cross section of kids selected from a larger pool.. So you are taking only a fraction of those
students Who arEeeli le,' right?"

"Yes, that'kright," Joanne. agrees.

"Can we identify a pool of eligible kids approximately twice the size of the pool that you will select..
for Te 'classes?" Ron asks.

*
"You mean at each school?" -

"Yes."

"I don't see why not," says Joanne.

"In that case; we might have an opportunity for a true experimentwhich is a very powerfUl outcome
evaluation design,;' Ron points out

"Sounds pretty ambitious ... an 'experiment,' " Donna interjects; "flOw-does that work?"

"Well, let's say that at a given: school we identity maybe 100 kids Who are eligible for the program. We
then randomly assign them to either the PDY classes or to a control groupwhatever class or condition they
Would 'otherwise be assigned to."

"What's the advantage of random assignment ?" Donna look's a bit skeptical;

,;*Well,_ it's just the best way- to insure that we dome as close as possible to having equivalent groups to
,toppare,, that the kids in the control group will be as much like those in the PDY, classes as possible; inn,

terms background, motivation, and so forth."

"And. . . " Donna prompts.

"And so when we compare them on outcome measurestheir attitudes toward drug use, communica-
:ions skills, etc:--whatever differences we find can be attribited,to the program. People can't soy, well, the
eason for the differences is that the PDY.group was smortvi,or better motivated; or443atever;"

"Do outcome evaluations always use random asSignment?"*Joanne4

"No, not at all-on explains. "In some instances, program staff they provide sepv' es td* virtually all
-clientsi'lea-%1W no clients to:assign to a control group. Or the program staff may have strting

eelingi about 'denying' services to anyonealthough that kind of stance occurs less often wiith prevention
programs than with intervention or treatment-Rrograms, since prevention services typically are not aimed at
,articular individuals who are clearly in need or some ithinediate assistance."

s,

"Lsee," says Joanne.' "But what would we do if we could not randomly assign students to PDY or a
.24 tr61,group?"

t
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. .
"Then we would probably try to identify a groupa class in this instancethat is as similar,as possible

to the PDY group and use it as ascompailsOn group."

"And collect outcome informatibn on them at the same time as the PDY group?" Joanne asks.

"Yes, that's right," Ron replies; ."Another Option Would be to collec,t the outcome 'information on botti=.
groups at several points before, during; end after the PDY services are delivered. That's called a 'time
series design,' by the way." '

"But these strategies aren't as good as the dom assignment approach ?" asks Donna.

"No, they aren't; but they're- definitElY better than no evaluition at all!"

"What kind of outcome measures Should we use?", Donna queries.

"Well, the particular outcome measuires-we use will depend on several considerationS, including the
objectives of your program, the. Characteristics of your clients, and how much time and resources you have
to devote to outcome data collection."

"All that, huh?" Joanne smiles, looking over at Donna.
:i 42.,_

-"I'm afraid so!" -Ron answers. "Aside from the .4eletOOTINf the design; there's lioltior0 cm al step in
the development .of your evaluation thaa __choosing our. measures. ° Remember, t y're, the
Yar,d-.5-iCi<s by which yourprogtam'S impadt will.beme.asuria.:".:YOU7want to'make sure that they really reflect
What. L,F;thitik-your. program will achieve.. 'And of course -we want to be sure that they are. valid and.. ,,reliableaccurate measures of outcome." .-/-

. ot. . .

. :."Shall we start by looking-IL E:our' program's Objectives?" askS.JOInne.
.

'Wes, :Fortunately, you folks have done
NHS mit the I'M of PDY objectives froM the
prior conversations with NPERN. "It' seem
subStance use, including alcohol, drugs, and1
management; interpersonal skills; and family

"Pretty, much so," nods Jo
communication skillS and reactions tb er pressure:"

, . .
"I see.,.- Well, some fairly good instruments are available for the m9asureiiientof these outcomes;

although measuring stress management skills m ent problems. These instruments are designed for use
iwith client populatons of the-same age and gr e el thatPDY serves. However, we're sure to encounter.

some reading problems, don't you think?" .

lb

fine job oft developing realistic, measurable objectives."_Ron
istteriali Donni4 had sent to him, developed as a result of her
to me that ithey reflect six general types of outcomes:
ecco; attitudes toward substance use; self-Concept; stress

natty ics. Is that accurate ?"

ne.:"But the: Interpersonal area .should also include things like

Z'Yes, \we will;" Donna answers.:4"Perhaps t 5, percent of the students at the junior high schools will have
very low reading skills. Somewhat fewer at high schools. How do we hhndle that?"

-
"Usually we administer the instruments verbally; It would help a lot if these students were previously

identified. Can we do that?"

"Probably," rYs Joanne; "Let me check on that with school Staff."

"W hAl about, Other oUtcomes like grades, disciplinary records and so forth?":asks Donna. "We already
tried to go throe school records' for our kids, but the way they keep their files, it's practically impossible
to hunt down da for individual students in our 'PDY program." ' t

- _

"That's a shame," Ron says; "The more important question is whether there's re on to believe that
the progrem will influence those indices, but that becomes academic since you can't get the data ,anyway."

"OK, rttw litt about consent from the parents for ,the data we'll be collecting?" Donna, continues.

"Welly both the parents and students will sign a form -that describes thp reasons for the data collection
and the type41 topics covered in the instruments--what'vakl.call 'informed consent.' id course you'll
nesg to get agreement from the school authorities to conducttheitudy."
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"So, we're basically talking about a set of paper-and-pencil instruments attitude scales, checklists,
that sort of thing--as our measures for the outcome evaluat*.?" asks Donna.

`..1..,
"That's sight."

..: ;Ir"'''
, .

"Well; I have a couple of concerns about that approach." Donna look troubled; "First, how can we be
sure that those. instruments Will really measure the kind of impact we think our program has on the kids?"

"There are no guarantees," Ron admits; "Th st way to help insure that ;we're acOurately measuring
program impact is to use instruments thathave 'a good track recordthat isiOsychometric, data on their
reliability and validityand for us to examine:carefully the items on the nstrpments tcl satisfy ourselVes
that they tap the kinds of attitudes and behavior that the. PDY program is designed to affect. One of the
things I can do for you is explain why some items that don't appear to directly address the issues might be
useful. Those items, in our jargon, &VII have 'face validity.' Some of us call this the 'interoculatest'if
the reason for its being there doesn't hit you right between the eyes, it doesn't have face validity. But there
are lots of good measures thatdon't." ,

"I see." DOnna nods; "My other concern is that W h*emight be. relying too avilY on paper-and-pencil'
types of measures. Shouldn't we do. some observidg or interviewingor something other than just the
instruments ?"

"Yes, we could," Ron agrees. "In fact; it is best to use more than one mEthoci to measure anything.
Observations, for instance, may be the best way of looking at the whole, dynamic of ybiii'program without
limiting mirself _to the preconceived notions that tests require. But that depends on your resources;
interviews land observations are vePy onsurning of staff time, as you've already, found with the school

cords."
O'

E

at-teast consider those possibilities after we see what kind of resources the whole
evaluation process will requireOR?" asks Donna.

"Of course."

"OW :Ron, what are we going to do, with all these 'date' after they're collected?" Joanne wants td
know;

"Well, With'the kind-of data. we'll be collecting-and the design we're using, the only real limitations on
the analysis will be the amount` of resopsees you can devtte to itparticularly the availability Of abmputer
facilities. AndJ should be able to assist you at that point."

"We've used the computer facilities at the Iral university in.thepast, but only for some very routine
`tabulation activities," puts in Donna. "Maybe we cabld arrange something there."

"Check into that in some detail, Donna. All these dat won't be much gooirif we can't analyze them."
, .

, , .. .
d"Could you give us an example of what kjri,of statis cal analysis. might be used?" she asks.

e- .

"We'll prObablyuse Analysis of,Covariance on most of-the outcome data."
-. , (

"Explain that; will-You Ronin simple terms, OK?"

oWl"Sure. Basically this analysis will co. t snores of PDY kids on the outcome measure at_the end
of the PDY sessions with those scores of w o ,0o not participate in the PDY program --st istically
adjusting the scores for any differences thatexist between the groups on the pretests."

. ' -
"So, we're essentially, comparing the amount of change in the two groups, rather than the boI.ute .

level of their scores, right?" asks Donna; ,..,
, 40,

. . , ?

"Yes; basically that's covet". :
- , .

11wi1t we be able to measure the combined effects of the program -across all the outcome measures
.. sort of the overall effects?" Joanne queries.. .

AL

"Yes, we can, lot that will' requirla the use of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance. There are
'tradeoffs here; On. one side; it will cost more in computer, time and require substantially more analytic

7
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.effort by a well-qualified statistician; and% interpretation by us. On .they other side, the additional
information that codid be developed may tell you more about the interpiAY of thi different components of
the program.

(Donna; Joanne; and Ron then discust hoW. the outcome evaluation will be implemented; including
ispecific roles and responsibilities. Ron emphasizes the need for a pilot test of the instrument packlige on a

small but repreSentative sample of students; They discuss in great detail the resources required to prepare
for, collect, analyze; an interpret-the Ontoeme, data. Donna is especially concerned about this, since she
was "burned"_ni her previous experience evaluator who drew up an elaborate design and dropped it in
their laps. Only later did she realize that they did not haye anything near the resources needed to carry Out
this grand evaluation;

Their final deeiSion is
constraints. They then ma,
summing Up the plans for the

to include Multivariate Analysis of Covariance at this time, given resource

"OK," Donna says; "Let
we're doing it!" she laughs.

a discussion.of the process evaluation. As we rejoin the group, they are
ess evaluatiOn.)

me make sure we understand what this 'process' evaluation is aboutand

"Fair enough. Go to it!" J :

havel'obSerVert in the PDY classes recOrdi 1hT-session events ,on a forM that you'll help us .

deVelop. TheSe obServations will produce narrative description§ of session events. This narrative could serve
as a foundation for the future development of a _formal, quantitative rating scale. of both student and
teacher behaviors durig the sessions. Anil right so far?"

1;

"Right; nd the number of times you do the observationsthe scheddle for sampling the sessiiiita4-will
depend upon whether your own staff doestne observations or whether you can enlist some volunteers;cAlso,
remember _our discus-lion about the importance of the observers gaining theArtist of. the students and the
facilitators; and remaining detached from the conduct of the sessions."

"Rightyes, we can't forget that," Agrees Donna. "And this inforihatioh will WO 4Ztell us whether
our services- -the PDY sessionsare actually being presented in the way we intend4orrect?"

"Right again."
.4'

(After a break,' the group _reconvenes to discuss a second evaluation design for their alternates_-
program. At thiS point JOanne Martinez leaves anAtJim Cook, director-of 'the alternatives program joins' '
Donna and Ron; .Jim begins the discustion with a aalript ion of the program,tillettBright1§,ide Alternatives^
for Youth (BAY). BAY is housed in the BrightSide Youth Center and utilizes its extensive recreational
faCilitieS, Which include n basketball court; ,a room containing a bming ring and weight-training eqUipment,*
and a game room with ping-pong and pool tables. The- orga sportsorts activities include, baseball;

ybbasketball, boxing, volleall, grid Weightlifting. The social activities consist mainly of teen dances held
every Saturday night at the center; Jim has three staff members who double as counselors and coaches;
Counseling is done on 'an infOrrnal basis: as gaff Identify needs or problems in a youth visiting the centeri
the youth is asked to step into the counselor's ()face to "talk for a while. Ron is now asking Jim about .the
youths who are in the BAY program.) ;

'

"So the kids who are in the are of all ages, and mostly Hispanic?"
44

"Yes; Their ages range from 6 to 19 or 20. Most of them areTlispanic; the rest are a /nor of black's
and whites, from mostly wooing &ASS familieS."

"Hqw many kids are in the BAY program?"

"That'S hard to pay," Jim replies; "It depends on whether you countthe after-scheol dropins, the kidt
whO come to the dances; or just the kids on the teams. I could tell you who's on the fgams; tut we don't .

keep track -of the dropins' or the kids,Whe come to the dances."
it

Are any of the kids'referrals from the courts or troubled youth programs, etc?" ,

"A feW," Jim replies, "but nearly all of them are just kids from the neighborhood."1's .
V

"1 see;"'says Roni looking a bit perplexed. 4 ° 79
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"I guess it do r kind of disorganized, huh?" Jim laughs;

"Well, it's pretty loose and free. i wing, twit than how these ra
of objectives says that your program is intende4 to 'prOyide a *Wide
neighborhood youth ...activities that can serve as alternatives to ug an
is that right?"

"That'S it."

"OIC"-Ron pauses, see 'ugly po tiering the situtition and whataevaluation desigiis might be used with
the BAY program. After a I g silence,ehe continues:

ATI

o. No* your
ge f he

alcohol ab

( ;
,, _.- ,,--_ Clearly, we cant emp y any rigorous eXperimentardegign here; You can't,A. e'.nY'YOur servicesthe

..., activitiesto anyOne or p e a kid arbitrari in one activity or another, so anynotions of _randomization:: _

-Are out We could possibl identify a comport ri, group in the community, but that'WOul be time-consuming
rtlagcl would' probably result n a very.tiohequivalent Comparison group; I think the best w an hOpe for here is
to implement a process-or nte-d evaluation, perhaps combined with a longitudinal outcome evaluation."

"A what .. .?" Jim looks tizZied;
c * .0-

"itii. sorry. Vtitit l'Theari:ps that first we should concentrate:on getting s e mformation on,-the
nomberS and the_efitiracteristics( of the kid who are in the BAY program; That kin documentation is
Often meartingfUN funding agencies, and it help you to determine whetter you're serving the kin& of
.kids ages and ettin mixthat you want to."

1 ;.

"And hoW do TA* do that ?" Jim asks:
.

"Do-you have a:membership list?",;

"Yes; but it's not really very:accurate r hew. :I suppose We'elkd update it."
- ,

I t
"That woul.be helpful.: Also coil_ we: get Sortie basic background information

membership tilesagerethnicity, reason for coming to the center, etc.?"

'Probably.", Jim looks.towa;cl Donna. "Da you think Carlos could get that info
,, '-- 0".7,.. . .- 0

"Yes -I think soil! she arisWers, "although- it will take at least several weeks.".
or

"'Matta fine. NoWtia there 'anyisigh-in procedure when the kids come into the center?"

V"Yes. But tin pot, 'cure how.well it's followed,:l could check that out, too."

"Good., An aecurate:rnembership list ,l'itIN sortie background inforthation will tell us-:-and otheswho's"
in the 134-.1r program, firid an accurate signs -in procedure will shkiwhoW frequently they use 61W-fecilities and

' for what purpOse." .' «.

on the kids' for your

ation for us?"

Ron asks.

, . , 1.
. .

., -..".4 "I like that," Donna-approves: Its something that I've been wanting to do .fOr esom time anyway. '1_But'
1What about outcome evaluatiog Ron? Are there any'possibilities here?", A< , dd

% , ..

; . "Yes,, there are.,..'possibilities,_ ._ but they're limited, as I indicated before. I suggest that we use a
longitudinal'approach,'selecting a small, fairly representative,sample of kids as they enter the program and
fdllowing them over an extended period of tithe," , ' : ' -'- , ..

. :,
"Oh that's what you meant b a 'longitudinal outcome evaluation,' "says Jim. "4-Low long wo-iild it be?" .,
"At least sevet'al nVitonths. Pertfaps as long-as 3 to.4 years, if that is possible."

4
"'Four years! You gotta be kidding! We Might not even be here hen," Jim explodes; .

, ,

"That's true.: But you have to remember that prevention programs mayqake that long to demonstrate
that they actually ,help prevent future substanee abuse; ;1(On have to decide the tradeoffs_ between how
important this informa ion could be and the cost to get it. You might get enough information, to guide ye')
in a shorter period of ti e, say I Or 2 'yoars.", ,

80
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"An liolOwould we collect inAc'mation from them .. of what type, etb.?" asks Donna.

"One wayroto go woul be To seleet
preventi`on of aMoholiand drug abuse and
roughly.inthat range. As they enter the
interview with them." Ron says.*

"Bow extensiv4. :asks/Jim "Coveping w Vtopics?"

kids llged'10 to 14, since the main goal of The pro rZtnfi
delinquepcjvi and the age of onset for-these forms-o
prograrnire. of your counselorsubzi conduct a fairly, eaten

the"
IS

we

.

"The,interview shOuld cover curivnt and past behavior related to drug and alcbhol use and deviance-7
far example, the past 30 days, the pat year, and initial 'experiences. It should also inclUde some Vpssment
of attitOdes and intentions as well. Fgmily environment and peer relations might also be taPped; since:these
may act as moderhtor variables. ". iv

I
't . I

' 1
v

"What are moderatbr variables?1!asks Donna. -4--,.-.,- , ; i ..

N-:...,... ; .r

,.('ThwHgs which ,may infruencei or moderee, the impaCt of thePrOgr dti the Individual. For example,..VII . . . _

we n-find that 'the.BAY experience is herftful to kids from a supportive family environment; but not for
others." '' i , ,

:'
Y r

"I see," Jim, nods, "butshOuldn't we also gather sorrie.information on their activities;---how they view
sports, what they like to play, how often, and so forth?" , - : -w-,, . s! .

, 4.,
,. , -

"Good idea, Jim. The impact of the BAS( program and its activities will probably be itfluenced by the
stan e the kids haye already taken toward these activities when they enter he,program.% °,

"Theft we would conduct the interviews again ;later'!" .

4 "Yes; I Would suggest at [Joints 6 months and 1 year. after joining the program.

"NowAbrina asks briskly, "how will Wexef-this interview deYel9ped?",v. . .- ilt
. v , ., ,, . ..

r

's not a cy f i c Rit me to assemble.a draft' int*v.ieW.instrumtent, but you'll have,to train your
rs all cond ct a. careful pi the instrument. A pilot tat on three or our kids, coupled
ami tidn f the reT.ilts, woad give

_
a better `notion of the resources hat will be hired for'

&Oa tion.Can you do'that?" 'oft, ,

off.
o ybu think, Jim?" asks D nn p-,

..,
...

. N\
e can handle that. e,actual interviewing I'm :Ties] about. HCiI4/ tiny kjds arewe talking'

about 4
. :. ...*.°

.
Ce

f '. r 14'
, ' : .. 1. it'. . ' "4 .

"A small group s. "Probably no !tore that 30 ds.over a 4A96-Marith periodasstiming
yop get that many right,age group entering the program o er that period. ,

,-
"lio probji-.4n. We probably have, at least twice that in 10 to 14 rotip; entering the BAY

progearn over a7-monq period. And if those are the numbers th'ait w 're tlalk. g about-30 or somy staff
can handle it."

"Are we going to need the computer to analyze t6es data too, Eton ?" asks Donna.

,e. ',I9o, I cldn't think
descriptive and qualitat
t e mantiartabplation o

eral4veeks-cif time."
.

lifnm," Donna looks- concerned. "This evaluation work sure can dourresources. What irwe can't '; ,

s-a e Several Areeks of 'staff time?" - .

_...:., ' "Well, you've got a couple of options as I see it, One: you can .dcop thebutdome evaluation for the,
BAY program and just concentrate 'on the process evaldatioh. Twa: you can cut back on the length of the,

interview and on the amount of arely7gis. But you can't reduce it too much or yotl'll have very Mile of value.
Remember, your 'return on your evaluation 0Q11art, as it were, is fairly meager with this, type of outcome
evaluatimin contrast to the PDY-outcome evaluation," 116 points out. '-,

0

Donna. Our sample size will
of not the kind of coMplex enalys
data And qualitative analysis will r

too;
, ' ,,, e, , ,

quite small, and the analyses will be ',mania, .1
you'll be doing with 4he PDY data: Still, just

uire time from your staff - perhaps as ,ftich as
1 °

).



4. \
.

"Would it help to cut, clown the' number.,of interview sessions?" asks JiM.

"Soniewhat; but only. With respect to lie total person-hours over the entire course' of trievealuation.
.

,

._
For any given period, you woull still have to devote the time 'to interviews, analysis, and writing." ....

(The

.

n group then launches into a discussion of specific roles and responsibilities for the BAY program
evaluation. ;Ron's visit is coming to an end, sa the 'conclude with a summary of the overall design and how
it will be carrierpoilt over the next several mbrithi; Within .1 month; Donna will send Ron an outline Of the
plans they have formulated for both evaluations. Besides helping to prepare the instruments,' Ron will also
be available to review the plot test data and to provide assistance with the analysis.

Several months pass. The evaluations have been implepiented, and Ron has returned to.the Brightside
JiYouth Center to discuss the evaluationr ults to date, interpretation of the findings, and utilization of the

iesults, We look in'on the group as Rbn strides into Donna's office to meet with Donna; Joan* and Jim.) t_
..1.

"So--I hear you folks have been conducting an evaluation!" Ron grins mischievously.

"More orless, Ron," Donna smiles, too; "We certainly have put a lot*of work into it! Maybe you can
tell us whether it's beemworth it."

"You mean it's not evident by now?"
.

Well, actulily, we're already more aware of our strengths and problems," Donna admits, "but we doIf

need a little help ih deciphering these results; You did get the drafts describing the results of the analysi\
Nn?"

"Yes,, I did. Shall we start by lookihg over theesults of thO' Xoutcome evaluatioN?"-
1

-741-Fine," agreei Donna. --.,

"Well; the results reflect an interesting mix of outcomes. You show some impact -= significant
-differences between PDY kids end ,the Control kidson self-Concept, attitudes toward substance use, one of-
. the stress management subscalea, and one of the interpersonal skills subscales; But no.ieffects on family .
dynamics oron self-report of.su' bstai\ce use:. . *,

.
,

.,c,
- 40

, A...
M

/I

roUght along a coup'le of illustrations of the data in if explain a 'significant difference.' First;
if y look at the top of figut&II-you'll see a portion ,-.:4 an An of Covariance Summary Table. This was
extra'

1
te4 directly frogl the cgrnputeroutput and shows the results of the 'F-test' for S)gnificapbe between

... II. .. s- i
A.' Portion of Analysis of Covariance summary table for self- concept

Source of Sum of Degree of _Mean
Variation Squares Freedom Square

'Group
Error 12524 ,620

1 . 74
20.2

B.
7

10

, 5

:§11 # : _

Probability of
F

3.7 .05

X - PDY group
0 =control group
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:.i--417-x:::iic, f:.:-;.i!-,,,r : :, 0..

. .......e'-.

? i -4.:1-.....
.4.44(.

-that is, between _PDY and cottitroientsvfor.self4Oncept. This tells us that, if we repeated this
-00 times, in o- nly 5 cases would the difference betveen the. 2 groups'-scores be this large if there was

difference; The botton.H5irt -,of, which--I 'sketched out for you, illustrates _this -difference
_aphically. Both groups have essentially the sanleielf-concept as measured by the pretest, but_the PDY
oup_ has improved conSiderably:at the posttest. fl'his differencewhich looks substantial even to the naked
e'- -is what was found to be sigilifiCant in the data analYsis." .

)
,..... .....;,,.

.. .'-"Analyses of these outcom$ measures by school and ethnicity0" continues Ron,". show,no significant.. .... ,

differences or intern-ptiOns" !.. ,,, ,

F

r

G girls
B boys.

"What, do you mean by that, -Ron?" asks Joanne.
; ri . ,...,

"The school and ethnicity analysis?"

"Yes."
d

' -.' "It mearPthat the effectst of the PDY program are the same,for each school and ethnic group.
4 However, there are some interesting differences by,sex.4 a

p.--, a
, .. ,,..ii 0

"For some reason, tilia4bY program has a greater impact on thle interpersonal skills of the boys than of
the girls:"

.

"I think the boys appear to learn more of the social skills than the girls," explains Joanne, "because of
the sessions where we focus on ways of relating and communicating; We emphasize to the boys that it not
effeminate to be social and,express yolir feelings, I think most of the girls already had fairly welFdeveloped
Interpersonal skills before they joined- PD'Y ;"

..
. . . .

"Certainly .a plausible iriterpretation," Ron says. "In fact, that's what the data show. if you look at
figure 2, which I al$o sketched out, you can see hoW Joanne's explanation is reinforced. As the first graph .

indicates the interpersonal skills of the PDY group are much higher than those of the control group at the

"How so?" asks Donna.

A. o ou

15

X - DY
0 1- controrz'-

10
;-

XO 0

PostPre

-o.
---- B. By sex for eactl/groip

GB

Post
PDy group . A ,

15

10

o-
_-,Graphs-,of Interpersonal Ski

_ -

G

B

Pre. Post
I Co rol group

bevels
a-
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posttest. 'Bdt the laterappon' between s and gr.
scores rnle,boys and girls irr):toth;groto.4.T,,he.eri
but in 'tlfe PDYlgroup, '.-~"11-p! to the
difference between _ the two groups: The significant
the improirernent of the boys in the. PDY classes. No

?These are pretty central criteria for your program."

ilialciState0;in the bottom two graPhs which show the
0th grolips scored higher than the boys in pretest;
irls at the -posttest.. &o- that"s the key-Aothe overall

reticle. between the groups at the posttest. is due to ^.

whyrib,,!effects on family dynamics or substance use?

"W#11, I don't think we should_nave expected to (II ce familidynamics .through 'PDY," says :Joanne.
"It's too powerful a force for us to influence in a coutile orPDY sessions."

"I would agree, and, as we discussed before, I &MI think you should be disaPpOlnted by the lack of
impact on actualsubstance use in this short a time-period. To really'asseis the effects of the program on
substance use, you should follow these kids for another year or 2 when =they are in the high-risk age range-
15 to 18."

"Oh boy, more work doyen. the road." Joanne casts,* beinused look at Donna;

"Just tryingA6 keep you busy, Joanne," Ron,laughs. "I was Nippy to see that you could use a
ke SPSS for all of the analyses:, By the way, who did the computer analysis for you?"

leinfelit at the university,',"#cinria arigwers:""Fle was super. I don't knoithOw we could have done

tt,

standard

it W t him."
c

"How` hay.? you pai d or a ll-this.

"A cornbinationOf gr studentoltinteers and a small grant from the_-
theough Hal's good ausp Donna-repkes.

niversity Computer Center,

- "Well, you've got some. results that should be of interest to a number of people, but let's get to that'
later. How are you planning to utilizerdiese findings internallyZ

le
I .

0.0
4 .

"We've already amid' them to alter the 'PDY sessions for the-coming year," answers Joanne. "We're
Viking_ out the family dynamics sessions, and expanding the stress management component to 'try to shoW

more impact in that area. Also, our process observations show that neither the streis management northe
interpersonal skillasessions.arte imnted in the wayltwe intended." 'pl itne.

" "How so?"'aSks Ron.: .
3

"Well, both components are suppose to be bait around behavioral exercises. For example, the stress
managementsessions were to include th actual ppractice. 9f 'relaxation techniques by the students, and the
interpersonal skills sessions were to be based on ?everal role-playingexercises. In fact; we foung that most
of the sessions were of the lecturediscussion varietythe otudents octet* appeared bored and distracted.
think that's one-of the reasons we didri't have, as much 'impact on outcome measures as we'd hoped."

"Ttuk interesting; Your fincljnefs-'weren't
Instead, you were measuring, asvaalways, wtia
difference between program design and implem
carefully at the.process."

. ,

any measuring the program as it was' i bek.
actually' happened. But in this case, you fou A, mayor

ntation. That alone is, sufficient argument o justify, lObk
44

jih-
1 .

evaluatio hit some re
4

.

ay that; After we pilot tested yob interview instrument vhtiph w
it became cle#r Wet; at least at this point; our staff just didn't ha

s--at least: to do them gith the depth and 5N/10U:rae thought Was requir

Then, turning toward Jim, Rdn comrillehts, "Well,, I guess BADs outc6
problen\s; eh, Jim?"

"Yes, I gtfess you
for the most part, by t
to devote tettikintery e :

"Threw in thp towel; huh?" Ron laughs; j 4, 4 r....h-,P1
.

"Not. really! We're not quite ready, to abandon the outcome evallta I c% if we get thegraI3.t
we've applied for; we'll add a counselor; then we should have the.time to 'do the-outcome *valuation litris ,01.3. lbw

coming year. SO we're hangin' in there!"

"Well; I'think you made-the wise decision. It's interes
40e study, but protly just to cut down space. Our m

`_75 '""

itataktitS same thing happened in the ERN
tffe t. , Wv.,found out, thro pilot

84



4).

testing, that We just dki"t4ave the resources right now.
evaluation,?"

,fvou able to put some ti the. pcess
.,

,.,

."Yes. That's gone pretty-r ell,' Jirri4a hes. "We've been ableito update the membership infOrmation
and document the dailY' flow. into the different activities." 4

- - 147; ,?!":,,t, '' ., .,.
-, --- T- ..4--s

., .,-
"Has thatinfermation beentelpfoltoIou n_any way? ,Have yoti made any changes in your program?") i .

"Yes;,i-thas." Jim 'affirms..? "We plotted milers ip Mats on a map'and fouqd ouLthat 'we haven't
.

-i. . a, - , . .,.,

been attracting kids' from- the.. Ventnor district t near ere-so we've tarted7a recruiting dripe in
area. We've pinked't.ip some kids from there in the past c uple of months. Also;'' an' analysis of our UBily
sign-in sheets showed a huge number of kids who were dropping by the center, but who eren't members of .,i,c-)
any organized activities.- That's ,OR; of course,but we're trying now-lb persuadeaom f them to get ,pore , 4

involved. -We've plotted' that on h Omap, too; tcelp us focus our energies." . . . ,*7 .
.

I

qt
,

° qrhgt's great; i4plike ;the idea of the mapgraphicaldftlays' aren't' use uently enough.' They diiii.1
also Alp yd-u-to giehi: to the data and explore its meaning often produc rmation you weren't looking.

,for When you started out.

"Was there any resistance to the data collection o.n rt -the e staff?",
-

"Both,"-Jim answers Ron with a laugh, " but only in the. eginning, After the first couple,of weeks or so,
they all settled-into the.routine pretty wellf'

"Well, I'm glad to hear it. Good luck on the grant."

"Thanks. I'm sure we'll need.it!" :-"Now," Ago asks Donna: "How are you planning to utilize this inforrnatiow,csternally?"A
as you know, we're puttingtwether a Cbmprehensive44t%rt on oth evalitaiioni. This will be

sent to' the-State and the United Wayour maj& funding 4kenclesi" 4 o

"
"A 'thipg ;-. -

--;-

"At the 's; 1l_we've planned."
ai ,

a, . , -ti-trii "Let lees a th First; I thifik lihbuld.dlyelop a' condens _'execuotive silnimar_'-of yotir
findings. s_uitabl :foi....seeding7 schools an o e "trifio_maY"he interested: n_YoUr li4ings-7--suckas.the
mayor's ''offlee.irt whO don't t to pour -thro t report: Second. I think you shouVLsend

. these findihis_ to :other rel nt local. organizations and pct,Slia funders; Dbn't forget the elh >,

organization Ay. b _int steel in a different aspect of...the _evaltiation. SrAW,a;>for.txamplei.mighewantto,- .4.-.
hear more about the stoOruproceis and its evalutionOthe yoris office m be more concerned
your im et so far you'vei,done to-Impro the rir aril; In addition t, sending them

/ arrange 'to make.sorneApers, ,a1 presen,tatioas_as 4.,11. I think. th y have more impact."
.

4 . - -,ir I .
;--

"Those arelp g,bod ideas. Ron. '_No- we can find the,tirrit .'.."..tonna adds ruq.i .

ors

.... 1.understliThd." Look....y .folk done a great" job- to be to ratulated. Doing program
evaluYition la no ea0 task:" -, at .

4 -_.,
; ...rJ

t..ti -a

more efult than-PI/fought it would be."
I I It 't," Do

_.

nays emp aticall ..s Jo ne and...lim nod in.agreem i'llutalikts already-'be

,,,,c..
-... - t - ' - - ,

. ,,--
a ,

that's the javical response' ear from_ ograw% Vt.M-167e ..ccipialgt
evaluation. riablyit has more utility than they_thought it would:"

t_
( ._.

.-.T.

-: *Thank you for your assist e'. Ron." says Don' " ' eally been a help trvis:"
t-----,i. '

As .ki` ,..,.......7

5\

` "Glad to f_Ay

an

Pea

16



FOUR TAR

Characters:

ISCUSSIONS

ainiqg Prevention Program

. 4: .;_iii. ,

o Pamela Raven; A program developer in the curriculum ,partriteint ;11i COnamoibend Unified
School District. _._ , .

o Lacey Strait. Cinnamon Bid Se hool Diltriet depuV,superintende for urr ulturi. ; ilk
o ; Conrad, Bizet. A local .rieluatiort eonsultal)t referrer to the District 09 !VERN in response to a

request forassistance... ' 7 :. ''' , - -t .,;,., -f.
o Allen Compass. A second iyaluatiOn consultint referred by 'NPER111, anda coliague bf S .,4

-First_ Discuision. A bright, et* day
office of facey Stf.ait. Strait and. Paine
evaluators' hands, offer coffee (aepApte
politics ariii ,life in a bureartwracy; ex
throats ck Then, as if it Were eXpeet

n late fall; -Corr and Allen CO Dave just entered the
Raven tite seated around circular table. h y fise and the.,

Sizer, declined by-CompassIs trade a W eornments abOut
pencils and Pads. A tense sllenceithreatens to settle; Some

the diselission begins:

Strait: Well, asked you fclIcs to Conic to this meeting; so I guess rit itart,it off:
. .

_ _ :*

Compass: Sounds reasonable. '
. ,..

'A - 1.,
41 ' 40'

Strait:* As think I ld you on the. onei Dr..Sizer _Pam Raven here has develir
think is a magnificent :little progr . It's intended to be a sort of indirect via
by adolescents; but it seems to have a'lot of other things going for it, too; It's

\ ."a year now, nun by several teachers in two Schools. The prograrm is rea
.0 :;,-*! Cooperate P ess Project, or CAPP, by the way. In fact, just,about eV

-love it the k it, (and parentilove it; . . ...
.

\ -

Sizer: Wait a minute. Do you meliti-16.say *at the nobody who doe
must really be a first in edtleation! fii

Str- Oh, of course ere Were few parentS who didnotwiaiitithOi Ridl,xo 4 e--tning,s4.4. liedille in
fringe g

a
groups who have complaineda few lettersito editoi8 teiiamgly' new er nd th likebut

compared t o m yrt of the new progta wee tried, there hilian't reaRygbeen much criticism_ spite
the factUat everyone likes the progra , our school district is in a funding crunch:. k ent to and of

J EdacatiOn meeting last month wi Pa ,, epeeting to request more money for exp sion, a they told
us otft of the blue that all SP ecfal eache ining_funds_whillebe Winsuct fiseld y ar.

:.' cronminCe tnatiiile just °Older aintai g it;
they announced , then'. o go bac "basitir P &m I had to do a qte arouMi I

of -that

-_.-7

-

r:

n: Yes, we got a reprieve...4. Rath
nsider continuation onl e can sh

Sizer :if looks like We know w
°"works?" W-2

.m

itaven: ey are cone
tti C it very

V -.well as tra r al

Strait: I got angry m elf, sin
- .

9

ling us immediately,, Dr. Strait gon
at program works.

ar evaluating fir. No v, itegriestiOn at ithey me by

ehaviorsbui
es at least s-

ed about showing thatit prevents substance abtiseand o
lear that if we. can't demonstrate that the Progrim tea

-rethads, it's out.
to' .

e we knowow the program

Sizer: But how an you be :) lure the program is writ you eye

"Raven: AllolVave to do IS lobk at the es, look at- how t
ti their f es, talk to them a little ...

itzer: 'Car yous-donethe 00angs ds and erass6s t
e

kids are ge on

t aren't. inAlie progrittpA
.



Raven: Well, not as much, I uppose. i I still know.

Strait: This is turning into a debate abotit the need for outcome evaluation, which is all very interesting, but
is not what we're here for today. If we want to continue, we've got to evaluate the program, so we mayJ _ 9

as well start with
4
the assumption that that's what we're going to do; i

.zi .: . ,.±.4.;"t;',.' ; . ; ;'
SiZer: That's ii '6 e'" r fedt ly gadkereason to nave an ewurttion. in met, most evalliations have sprvival as at

least a partial Motive. I think there a poattlye value hi-deifid careful and controlled evaluation,

sorrietimas. in conjunction with a' sfinaNihecitis collection of subjective imWsessions of sensitive
observers, participatiti;and so an.. .

b _ 1 ; 1.&;,
:

Come:
WteLk., thiii's,:ioart of tite!process evaluation that 4 should naturally accompany the outcome

e altilOion. ,,r. "" ai , ' 2
;:-

Sizer: Yes; it is; but that's closer to tht-kin ective evaluation they've tilre hg4ady do.and rwit&I
46 draw a distinction. i . ?::". ,,

4i

(A brief silence eristres. Those with coffee sip;)

t.k . .
x. J- ,,i . 0". . . ,

,Compass :. You know, f just realized something 1.,dori't really know whit 'we're talking about! '-''We're '-

supposed to be discussing the evaluation of prwram, but the only1thing I 'know about it is t- wi'-'
discussed on the phone. Do you think we could hear a description of-it? ' ;

rr'!' .',-,.. ,_ II ; - - 4
...

.-...

-Strait:. Yes, that's haw I int ertded to start, but Fe seem to have gattin sidetracked: Pamela, since you
,developed the program and'know the most about it_why don't you give a brief description of it,l'

1.. ._ .
,-4

Raven: I'd be glkl to (Looks at ViSitors.) t)-lease interrupt me whenever yon..tiaireta,quetfion. Well, the
project of started Oaf of dissatisfaction with some of the other approaches to drug prevention -with:.:
adoleicents and pre - adolescents. So So :irony programs have tried to approadh thw Prbblem head -on, with
horror stories, rewardsthe kids oftenSee tliem as bribedor large doses Jgrnformation. It seemed to

79

, from ,watching- some' the programs iNpperation and front talking_ td111111n6 of the kids, that these
Wet apprciaches made the kids-resistant, suspicious, and negatiiivir They saw: 't ris Propaganda' being ii,!,; .

orced on,them by narrownNindell_adultS...,So, I thought a more ihdirelat-approacknight work better1.-In'T,..&.
thinking about an in irecrhpproach; it seeined to me that iristeadeof focusing, on drug us 40ise, of i' 4

.z, even on 'attitudes Specifically a t drug dee, it might be lbetter to Tocus on _'some of the p Olcigiaal".
factors which see to predispo e kids t ward using drugsif ny reading of the research li eritture is Y 1 ..

eKreetthings like JoW 'se :-es em, 1 eiAngs of personal control over the environment, low self; -K,
control," and4theAte_.'.'the idea, then, tOdevelop a gehool program which would have mer"-eful,
effects on theiedks of things fair* ctly,..ait/ 'woulaltbelt influence 'drug use and drtigAtittides/
only ugkits in once theserych : gidal factors. ' - ,-, ' t..i.,

.
likeWour thitiking, ut that doesA't seem .like a v _easy task you set for yourself. These

.

holegisal: factors; you call them, sound, like t gs 'flint are fairly deeply_ ingrained in_ the
nality. I would_. th' k they might be even hander to c pr; influenc than druglise!

.. .

Raven Well; .first thank u r-the 6QmOirdent; As for yo r se in comment; I thought that way m
:-p at first,: vihen saw-vt. h psychological factors' had bee found to be related to_ drug use Bu

lace-y- sho mti(_some_ descriptions of "fooperhtiye le nitirgroups.", They've been used its
clasSrooms, segOgatedclassroo ; and classrooms with handicapped or Umainstreamed" chip
h ve shownyletabfa on some_ Of _ _very; same variables'th have been fourid relatedsdrug use in
a_dolescents. Sit seemed like it might wbe.orth _trying add_ lescents and, preadole nts to see if
if did have some effects :ori drug use and drng.attitude&

_..
worked up a program and *it so*

rs to try it in two schools; as Lacey said. ,.,-.

illk Ar 4V1*--. tar ..

Compass: -What do these coop -ups do?: How r. theApliffer m_regular oarii5.9 444. /
0

0, use c sameiceirricAlum as the r eom,bul we do it -d ferently. IriatWids,_
by therh elves* antrmaybWecompeting wi s for grades; aise; e c;, we try to set it5top rio

that t ey benefit from each qither's learning. We use a method _c d "Jigsaw, "" developed by Elliott
Aron If's caWd Jigsaw be_ e Vunit - of curriculum is divi ed:_inte4j46*--,fhieh are fitted

,z+ togeth he kids in,a grdUp. Si y the class15 ing- rr unit on t e Civil War; divide the clasti
-,-

iftto .si n and;.you divide the Civil ar eadings into section& hinemPer of each
ut is nsible rlearninkone of the do and then, to Bing that ri.to all the other

members of at group?.. Beforetteaching t to the other up Menthe kidsfroF eachbf.i
is



,, . :.
N i

the groups who have the same § ctions to, teach get together and help each other learntnat materihl
and decide on the best ways to teach it to -the other group members. Eac
becomes responsible for the learning of all -6f the other group members. Th
whole on that unit of the curriculum; ini,no one individual can benefit u
learn the material well.' Aside from learriing'the,eurricultn *IT

we effects on academic achievement kids_ in these classes leark.to,
r kids, to 7,4djust their teachincso that each of the others masters the Material. :They learn to bp

concerned about other people, and they learn that they can really make a significant 'contribution to.,the'
welfare of eve6rotr-,lijithe group. This helps them to feel better about themselves. If you watch a class
thit's going well, you can see this happening!:

,

Si4er: :Well, we aril use grade4as a measure; since the kids are graded by their Ere youown teachers.. you use
standardized teadiness or achievement tests? .. .; - ,,.

ember of the group
group ,gets graded as a

the group members
ach shovin to have

attention fo__the 'needs of

Raven: Sore; Diery Class' level has a toroad achievement test at the beginning-and end of eaeli school year.

Sizer: Where "'do they keep thogre records?

i
.'. Strait: Oh, oni, that fancy compOter! Do you knoirietharwhile they're trying to'

they're Warming to buy an even more expensive oneafter only .3 years. ,

. c", '.
Sizer: What othej student reeords do th eeii on it?,

( ,

Strait: Everything: ThtY keep track of absences, tardiness; iliecipl actions- grades, too*
q

Sizer: breat. That will Cut down on data colleCtion costs if we deCt to use those Variables Paperrand-
penct# tests"ere my sto trade, but behav V meeures are usually the hest; Iprovided they. arse

,dtiectly,relatest,to the -obrves. The stands ed tests-should be good measures of academic chat/gig:.
AbSences haVetbeen shown to be associated substarice abuse and, in fact, a host of delinquent "
behavicirs. Di§ciplinary actions speak; for themselves;

4'

ack teac er te rung

, ',I

. 3

Starpit: _We've got-te tie concerned with cost, becau4
eveluritieNtriaVs one of the reasons we called

qrspasjs: We'll keep that paramount When we devel
to see, one these classeit operating. Are any.

Sizer: I'd like to see one, tOo.

the board won't give us ahy extra m

aluation plan. Meanwhile, 1'
now?' .

.11).

ki, .

-ItaversH yes, -tie are several, anifyot-id beinok welcome ttcome and Visit.
)?,..$, . ,.. ,, .Lfk.....; -1 , _g ,

Striiiit: Before we set -upan specific visits, krW*1- k_e.*ueeminents on whether or not theprogr
eva, --- ,.."-luated: -;.,

. .....

- t

y for the

1
4

zit: It seems to e, from what ' e heard:so far, that
you

evaluation design co e ;developed;i .4 You se`etn to -ha e; a fairly clea *dee; of the major- es you are 'trying to influence. With directly
wqiii and indirectt, and at West a,iudirrienta eoreticat model _that_lays iow_teopie of the tnechanisitis,of

influence* The process in the classrqo sounds -fairgy well-A3ecifier. id observable;It. crl!1.;eliable : ,..%,

L measures of some of the psydholOgical factors alretiljt exist.fi'd like to see some of the class oms i ;.ii

taetion before Making.4 finaislecision, but as of-right nova say that a decent evaluation can-piobabl
. 8 ke developed., What do you-thi , Allen? S

4Y \i- ,_... leif .
Compass:il feel certain that a aluation plan can be developed, and I'm ready to, start on itsig

But first, ceycom merit ere have been other .stu that show positiVe eft' is op: c is
achievemeu . You ight be to persuade the boar use ,those findings as justification -fot-

, continuing the .pr m next y _give ue einc to it. If you can do di* can stet
..

somerof the preli paries.no
. .

r Strait: Nell, let me make
feit. mss. The,fi.
cooptvrtitg Ad Tr

--you. need any
hinki ut it

citi-it With cus.
r

41-

a. iu estiorr, then.= Youigind Pam can set up so e iris s to clessroorns in the next t.
t lt 'tor a while. Read some of this material-we've put 'together on the A

..-rntelet (Winds Siir sev- -.- ..-,Jmnits), discuss iftith eachother; talk to Pam
Thformation about the p it has operate/ in e ptist-yeert,oir.th ivriffe .._ ,4
.ie next year, an t n give a call and let me ow if otikelniereste4_ in .

Meanwhile, I'll go oikiko th ard; 'IP i''
4, 9 8 8



Sizer: Right.

Uompass: Sounds good.

Second Discussion. A ,,ccdd sitty in early -winter; The' same four' people are sitting around an oblong
table in a meeting room.in Oeluators' offices at the university. Tables around the sides of the room are
piled neatly with stacks Of computer printbuts.

Strait: e you know, the board approved our continuati:dn,,based on our summary of the literature on
acad mic achievement; ,butwe still haveto show that iV vfbrks herb. So let's look at the evaluation
draft: You folks really did a nreeand, what's even bet*ra quick job developing the draft of .the
evalualionplan._ I want to say Pm really glad you decided to take this on. I S-Onk write going to work
well together. 'Pamela and I do fiave some questionssabout a rtuni4ber of points in your plan, so maybe We
can just go through them. My firSt-quetion is this why on earth do you hive those observers in there?
It's goitjto disrupt the classrooms!

Raven: Lacey, please! 'Calm down. li' 1 r

Sizer: Well there are a lot of things we need tO, look at. We need to look at the psychological change and
adaditnie achievement that are considered the most direct 'outhornes of the program, end we n ed to
look at the more directily k preventionlelitted. variables; And; finally; we have to see what's tuall..
going on in the classroorK. z. -',-w ,..,. ' .0

. ._i1. i, /
Strait: Yes; it the number of hours of,odSerVation you're calling for is going td wreck the program; The

teachers won't stand for it.

Raven: rg4 afraid I agree with` that Remember; we have two major.interests; We,
about the psychological proCesses being affected, butewe also have to satisfy the
project going. . ,:, :.::g

-
P ! . --. .

Sizer: But don't YOu want to know,4 in sortie really .well-documented sense; whbth
you think it has? AM if it is effective, are 4-t you-iihtereste'cl "in haying it a
districts?

Raven: Well, of course, but-2

Sizer: y, ancrcertainlythe most re oitsibke way toAci the projcat hrs

want to get some ideas
board, just to keep the

r #1.

h_av'nglhe eft'peii
&Opted .dther-e. school

by other distritts; is to have J. effebts clear and rigorously cralOU
.

s :Com ie. say thi Irdbn't think the hiStbry of, educationsl_ fads, bears out bet Say, except r7c..
fpr he ri;esponsible" p mean aIO.of.thingehavetieen taken on witho ny reiaevidenceat allu

wr4 and later g.

anted:

!Sizer: ?Oil,
and the r

e, but iurely we CY n't wanLthii thing tancorhe 41--led.
or its ffects_se to be riiirly Nell' u eretood, then'it sh

those con' ouldnfre ad. d at leagtrilery Widely, no .matterho... . -,r-,-it 'may soup

Compass: Tfiem's toug words, pardner.

wn to beaurpffect4ve,
adop/ed. 'Short of

ctiVe and iritrigbing

Raven: Actually, hink I agree with yOu. We dOrit an t to-pi
next. We it to be "solic1,4 and if it takes tight earch to
of obg tion still bother`i"the. , e

Strait Well that leas me o-andther destion.
is to ket the Jigsa program. kht now, Vs in plan

sc ools- So e teachers involv hoW.ever; ku
w ancfribrFai student 1.

a fad--in o
solid@agdibe .4

Sti I'm a little contused a s to hoe we're of
littleOver a dozen s

cturtlyfitift,grAdi tear'

Sizer: In t
and -we'll c
we have to ass
stage, but.we'll

pass: I Conrad,

would quid ign s
rol, in each be tworkr
re cliihroO s to Jigsaw or

that late, You afiqhavb t

t,
-t-

4 drawto _awthe design out so they .can_

sto the;
t,.w

titrOL

refit te ching me
ith

9 80,
\-_....



Raven: I hope it Will helgit.%
4 *4 0

Sizer: I*, what Ewe have is called a 2 x,2 X 2 x fact
classes in e'hct), 2 tracks and 2 teaching methods; Li

4.4C-

Schools:

Grades:

.
Av.,

Tracks: -* High Low

Methodfi:

e.

4

High .

.
al design, that is with-2 sr hools," 2 gracles (with 8
this (going)to the blackboard): c,

n
ElEr 0

111

.
The row of boxhapirepresent the.actual claSsrpo
(C for ContrO)l;:,:e.There are 32_ claSies -it all
School A has eight fifth. grade Clatses.and -4'
and four of each\are,ihrthe U,vi track; ur-J

ig we 6ah ly select_twof the _four rack
c o ds true Sdhool B, so that haVe. a ni
d track.

sa

) gr
Raven's

High -' Low

1,

LoW

C

per

. ,
or vion'tihave. Jigsaw

k 8.a one SAW& firetio.,
the lLtrack

h grade in Ihe c,

na 1. to reirikeive,641(01-14-.v.The,-3'.
-desigh, contt.6 fig for school;

. cka

tiice?

t e
ool. Let*

ly ba

Soh

raced

Is this that tight research jiist mhiltiontd?. Do we hay of -for ev

1

,

thin
..... : ; ... a

Siie it's a tight as vie can make it giVen,the overallsituatio . There are only twci 0.
ack-grade-sChool combination, and 32 'Classe hut The Regra
more elegant.

Compkl°Cdhip nse to your second qu tion, -to rule out -o s for .- 'Were ces
bet classes 'We have to meas e and test the erf is of o ibilitie %- time
could b ifferepc44between -the:Iwo-School 'f the at ()Sphere for. enviro Rt dff r...!Wi t e
proposed design, can also see if Jigsaw seems to work with one grade or track better thin the other.

_e- .1f we just lump 11 the classes together and _selected half to get Jigsaw, We ntigirt just gliesertairit
effects canceling each'ether out in: the data, showing rWoverarf effect, and have no warof'breaking the
resutts doWn. -

p:v.7 a
td.survi

ra : rell, Thane earer picture i§f the random nrnent, but I
of ndolit4 gn eht to make the experimental and control

n now for tw esting peoiods ding the Yehr. '-
sttests in pring t if. tbte randoff assignIncn6h a

beginning, o e experi ental year, why can't jpe lestino, sim
.tes ing? .,..

.

the first place, lust-doing the randomassignments isn!,t
determin

ect;tg to

- .., ..v
ill have-a quest Isn't the, pu ,

equiva Your experi ental
retests in he fall and set of
'two groups ui alent at the

-limitedto the le (or post)

Ifou have to the data ti51
etherajA-random assignrent has actually resulted fn equ alent gkou a the start qf Pie

d the characteristic; which you mostivan to be equivale t at the star ar 'the ones you're/
hangethe very things you measure_ as the 4jor utcome v hies. While ttit'scuffici2



------ ,reastgi, the
akes

mlatiVe116
i erest isSny
ease\ntial, t

.° equiyl

, 1'

4s;
i

a ti.Vrindorn assi ent of clas.srooms, rather than individuals;
ii .of the JAW" ev meiee. &portant.. We're talking about a

ins,=-10:-exPeKime 1 ntand-.16,corol;- Finally, even though our ma or
of the alyses.tyalinifolve group-level aggregations; It's

*Ss -ialignmerit to chi methods has rqulted in
....-.. ''

w

., ,;0.: . .i ,, .didn't: ','
..*s," 4 . . :.:;.., Is

`+ P. - titin._ l/guess 1 have a kind/of proprietary interest in thist:program.
I' -.; . ,

W ' 44' oti It With Me, bat,4e11, it really was my_ide4 Anyway, we have
oikks'of several elements which fit together just SO. And Itg:t the feeling that

done piece= then another pieqpsort of pulling the wing-Ibut:and tookitig kt.
Ander hOW it% Whit to arrive at' a picture of the whole thingit's an !".

of its parts. -11think you're planning to lckik at the part-athe individual .

Ra

aitr ,That's very cony

ven: I have a dire
Oh, other ppople
carefully constructed
this evaliiiitiOnt loo
'them one at a time. ',I
organic system, not just the
'pieces, bislintik at the itiole.

Compass: That's a very gooq questi d It's one I skinpathite fth. I-AO 'think We have a way,,,,of getting at
the program (JAS a. hole, but it y a bit underplayeitin the proposal draft 16u may not have;
noticed. AAtui,11 ,.(4ie have two ways andling it, one more quantitative and one more qualitative;..wFirst the quantita ve wayalthough we tO rileaStire a number of variables individually and one at a

e _ limited to look' at tirm individually, at least not all of the analyses.time, our_- n lyae
Many aria yses wi ille multivariate statie Ca rocedures to 'cleitify patterni of variables. Thai iS;,we'll try o recre Statistily. the ceril_pl Of the program and the program's effoOk But',116,-,really itb reciate . e 'complexity,. we recomrne classroom observation. A numbesensitiVkqualitativ obspr .wiu \gi$_ in -the classrooiptl'and observe the general aspedts .. A t eir social
structu4te, atm6sp -,:interactio tt- nsivtteNtiffitilly, theSe itnitlySCS will be done in. ",-1" ently of-he more atatisti ys ter, he t o Sets of analyses w _be looked at together. v' We eitpect
tilt the -tqualitati e -anitlyWa. Will 'help add flesh to the fluantitative ones, help us in their
i. nte-,sellib.: lions, and elp identify neW,vasiables a new ways to investigate_ theituantitati data. The

ilir . hop , will strengthen the other.
qultiirtive -data_will_similarly previde ari empiri i&smhbrator the que,litatife-r.spetillatio- . Each, we

.. , , ,
.

''" RaVern OK, here's another qy on: Your proposal str assessing_ the ecItcitia
implenientation, process IA mentl.lind the like.. I hi I understand the p
mean, is nice to know that peOple are running progr- bit and all thgt: But,
think I Faye a pretti good idea ,about' the program) y; and iiitio4reetitid 'glade, th
can do about it anyway iftit's not being run correct y, is ?

program ;
neral: I

cei I
di you

Sizer: There are both' programmasons and evatio
implementation. You ,can d5 something about,t it

7-k_ ow about what's happening. Yati may have
need much more specific information_

ntitatiV-4ata.
. ;.

had. a misconception. I thought tat once u se p-it formal evaltiatitielbill a program,
Witli what you get rand that you 4ouldn't use the r arch results to alter the Operation of
the midale-bf Ititt*AlLiation. - _

)

.t-
doing a_careful astessat t 6t pregram
'rig-4one ritht. That is oak!" ybu

idea: ut hoV4vell U.-Program is done, but ----i
te that sense of knoWing the c m .to the

at.

4.1,

even: I gue
you'd_be stu
the progrirn

"

;...,Sizer: What you ad was only p. part4al misconceptibp.
A

Raven: I don'i kn itr'whalivotmektri, but it makes feel bettiVr.
,. 1- , ' . ....

ell- if obse ttion "-f the progran leads you to believe that the initial plan_may be /
l . V

'111I . rte and or t ee of theTrogurni,elements, even though be_ rig i meniUlvell, .i
...1 r °Lad be Alter opped, you should 'try _to restrain yourself; Maki -eh thangea_mhrliti be tooct----.cethe prop% although it would be difficult_ to document that it was, short of doing a gecond
evalu'ation)- bu ld be.disastroas tot the evaluation. TO eValiiate a pi,----qram, tha*prograrn hag to. _. _'--first -bp d ina-bre. -The_process observations help in the definition; But it the _program chtnges into
Something ifferCiit ha ---_ Otigh; the evaluation cannot generate information bout. the . ..,program ter, the, dhang as distinguished f ril de prbgrattilbefitie. the .ch e. _That, it would ,be; 1W,' better t ote your, ide or changes in the- °gram tile" occur in the course.6 doing the evaluatkin. ;-

. and the to test the later, in -evalua n ofli 7rIfiogram (which would(a be inSiormed by the i
results of,the evalu tion of thelniti ogratt).

..... ....

, ..-,A



, _ Ji-o!
..,_

- ;;,-.2 But; if the process obs ations show that the 'prdgram is not being implemented as originally
piiinned, it Is perfectly per issible ta bring this to the attention of the program implementers and to
try t...< -t it ehanged so th &t ft beComes adequatelyimplernented; If the program i$ 'nat. adequately

,ted, it is not the program which is being evaluated, but a distortion tif the prograricf,
'.3 '

Raven itt'does that really work? Is it reallyliossible to train implementers so well that they all produce
simi ; r, and equally adequate, versions of the progranit After all, people vary; their skills vary, and

4-their temperaments vary; it seems almost impossible.- nd if it is impossible, what does that do to youf
little evaluation-designs? ,.

Sik: Well, you're right, that can be a very serious problem. There are some ways of,14indling it...But
before I go into them, tell L me, h6w much variation do you think there is in the, way the teadhers
implement the program now?

Raver: A great deal! All of the teachers are volunteers, of course,ibut even so, there are great differences; -

A few of them seem to understand the prove:sib completely; are very interested in it; and do it very
well. Some others work really hard but, donit quite seem to get the' idea. And others really show a
pretty low level of involvement. .

.:1-.--,-
Sizer : Have you worked much with the teachers who are less good at implementing the program?

. . .
Raven: Oh yes, at least we've tried. We do most of our work with the people who want to do it and are%

willing to work at it, but have difficulties with it. With thoseomo are really not interested, there's net
much we can 014 I guess what has kept us going is thatythe program looks so nice with those teachers

e
who do it well. i'l .41

Sizer: It's a crucial problems nd one of the major' uses arthcrprocess data, as I 'just suggested, is to get
useful evidence quickly about where and to what extent individual. teachers may be going wrong; Of
course, an intensive titial training involving class tryouts and frequent feedback is also essential. It's
also important for teachers to have a say in the definition of the programthat is, in helping decide the
best ecific ways to implement th g program in tti, classro04, po you involve teachers in the planning

.0 *at il ) , A
1.4

Raven: we've had a few teacher ieprgsentatives Work Ivith us. The/actul participants get a
..,

tratifo ut ar:en4riiuch iriVO1V d in planningi4can see that it might je a good idea, th2ugh. .

4-,f7. " . 4%,' i 4:: 7 ±. A 4 .4. " -
'. ...., .Sizer: 1 ()onside': tt Assent t

.a. ,.
s inwtht first place, it will greatly i prove tWxprogram;

Teachers know .' , to make .hings w,ork i_ut. it better than anyo e else. You'll _find
that they have a,lktt oftatfyIde:, a.v.ut the 1 wsSrs to rake the program *rki Secondly, tedch ra

ho hay a real sa;in defining the' P .. 4 i and iitsirinpoifaht.tliat it be a real tay 4hd.not a token, ill
-becom -,cornmitted.1 d till iZ. A .-

,,t. ,. ...II
: s- tV11 doierythifvthey.cans to make it work; Teachers ho_

) . feel.that something ., 1 . , 4:7edo,on theraefeh It they have "tolunteered"acfuch
t to the Program,Oals. '

.. < 1 4 I- more likely to bi indiffer t an eve-
/ - t ..

_:. .

Raven That makes serthe But ile gelb o the, used of the process data. What kinds of data are you
, t (talking about? ' - c .

s--...,...
: .. -

< L,

1 f.

Sizer: Several kin . But befo?e-We -discuss m, its important 4o emphasize t t ail of the data will be ..L:'-',. 4;Several
tonfidentm at Xhe individual classroo level .,..And the teachers must be de aware f=that.- weitr

have 14 maker clear that the program .is on trial, not the teachers. Now, all of ro data itein
.from erva of on, klor &lather. The., 't'is dOne by the trainers. By th nd the itaini

1..--peridd, er should be *pretty clear idU or the program,shoulirlook When idea lem
-....,..47- re. When 4 eacticrs go'into the 'classrooms wilhc`the the .._-But the tra' rs' work won't t

tit..4 * pr am
we

trainers make freqtie. to obs thkAlssrooms as the telachers attempt to i
till,to ...i:k iniedielj dam* '-lifia- wile* fairly int mat obrvation, alt oufch

Ale.

si . iics.bs on and ret ck f Om 'to aid in this r el ....'' rid to irk it at
cnn r ; rab rô . .14 er to teacher. Bt the evaPatia staft -1.3i.te more forma

Al); int iv ''`-tvioa ` rbse ra. T ser ,- = ?I ,I.ifitit each of t
.1.

.,. 1. - f t / : ' :

111P4.1 ... :.4 1 . .,
t=, -

he.ep
0 , on qt,thg afve 0 true ti a n

and a num. .-. f e indi
.. ii . .

:

i ..s. ..":,. will laa stitfttil
fr ' .- ...:, . i

N,

.

, 11 ,
-..---
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_Raven: All that is imp- ressive; and l a n see that you've really Aought about it, but after all t e training, all
the visits, an 11 the feedback; there are still going to be differences inthe way different teachers do
the program. ....-

A i .\-.

Sizer: . I'm sure therl will, loci, but I hope that after all the training; vi4its. and so Of]; at leaSt the
4., ,.. , :

difference Will be in a fairly,. arrow range. Don't forget, the procesk data will, have an-important
research function, Its well as the prograin quality control fynction./ Ih thefirst place, it

1ft-1,-
WO us 0

_ document-fairly rigorotisly exactly what the program was, as delivered. Bu r .- ,! . hat, if
differences do ckccur, we will be able to see what these natural* tons' in 'program --ti
implementation have on the measured program outcome ht give some in_ittitividence about'

:: ..-." t.-,
whetheg some elements (particular teacher skills; for ,:. 7 7 eprogram are moil+ iniportant than
others in producing those effects We could. tallow-4hr u:'''.'4' 410 with more,c6ntrolleOttidieNIater; . .7 ;',,

Strait: I'd like to hear more about
them, or that someon e
write report's,.'publi
identifiable?, Can yb

yo e going tie deaf with teachers who think You'r+
ight_use th to for that pOrpoge. I mean you're going
-(if I know you guyS). How ,will teactterrithow that th
anonymous when you collee07

el./dating
analyze data,

to won't be,
... . . .

. .
....Sizer: NO, we Can'tPf-,nakz ,..1 ous._ For one thing, we want the trainers:to ver access to it, ealosaid;

.. to help them improv ram delivery where it is heedara. Be ?des that, for4purposes of the date
analysis, we'll need to e to ident y all the different kinds of, data that Come from the mite class.

-pt.it:tti: j,:de' ity of the tedehers won't e given_awayby any of the re 'arts: Results will be reported on
fi SOU In eis4 in terms or relationships between lot in terms of the performance of

a..

tell
indiy,

t at it ,Won't be, used f r evaluation and it won't_ be revealed. I hope that we'll be able to
eachers. .$01; at sorrNevel; the teachers will e to t st us:. Welt Wave their,datiq we'll

,i?.i estab isti good enough relationshi with them Sacthat they ill believe us 'and'feel Secure and safe with

s

i ' ti'4 1 i, ,. . ', A

Raven: I think most of the teachers will accept that,_ if yOue kolish.a really good rapport. But I'd Itke to
:get badk to the procest data and analyses for a minute. 'you've mentioned two uses for it,' Are there
any otherS? Whatbenefits will th ere'be to the .1,,r,ogram?, -, " !I ,.."

:.,;. - , 1 t'' ' :A..-- ,. ,.. SiZer: Will; I think both of those uses will benefitthep rogratn,. rrciducing data, for analyses.mhicri wiu be,
Sed to determine the eff_ectiveness of the program is a benefit; Not only Will It. Fin an
valtiation)tf the effects of the pregr (incombination with tbeedthersdata_ we'll get).-_but_it 11

some Oreive _evidente,absift_progra. cbmponentil.which,tnkitt need' changing or pdssibly elim
The `dat .w ill blitiseful, in' otheA Words, ftr making reVielo'ns. and imProVehAnts: in ttle,pipagram;

S.
"? -----.. ' ,P ,

it4 po' you iectify 'ilt.litk. yS4r Eit*Iy. sis will be done quialy-enough so that We'llte able to use the.1 4. ,

to justify outinuindittie fn? I've hill experience with' program evaluatkms before,,and getting
results o of these folks takes 'forever! `," 4f: ' : , t .

..? ... "c ..
_.

Sizffru ell, it's hard to mate .g n that involve thihith"d t haw coMpletelcontro.1; over (like .-
corn uter cr4shes), but- We'll certai yfry. We usually try 7t0 15 se our work, so that we get so
overall' results quite qui ly (starting With t urelY dt,ScriptiVe telt and rnove'Clater tp,the ;more
fine -grained an detailed Yses.'

ere areStrait, Whtn I' see it, I'll believe it. SpeaKing a the a tions'aVF;t4 that, tha
we ought totalk about, ulree going to be procTuti t of infornt

. about this program/
Clow is that information to.bejised?

. ' t . * ,....
f ' , - " 1

Sizsel y. 'k.---\. 4.....,, *..-
Strait: :4ifY; but you're r

Skz eit:Ajdeg-, echnic
EditCation.
made at ,a

chnical
1s

ter est i

uring.

VP= ,,,_-',.!Will be sub itted to y u fc4r, yOur us pare ere the and of-
ens 'at in addition to a vrilten? report, y .prepare a brief _prese ation, be

meeti If you ill' s necessary; I'm su --oniA of ----could go = ith you or; '.1",

. Shor . -.44at rojeet>tind the findin wiA be sent t ,participating w'
'bly othe audienc If th results co e out as hype hesized, there' a grea
e protaect and a c e-Aikitebe c sider by other khoo istriets. atd-

Otild be gouraged, if same wa be' established i to cettain that. the.progr m doesn't ome

)

..Orttlin. translation. , I

4
, . \ , ...
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a.-
Strait: Now wait a minute. Y.ou're

whom. Don't,forget this is, our pr e* V r ',. u' e
shoulct have final say 4ri all matters concer mg int

re going to be in comple e control of; what's said and to*
st being called in to do tft evaluation. Soo I think we A.*

prefation and ditsernination-. -v

Sizer: I can't agree with that. My assumption liar bee
that describe the ev and that you wo' d determine the CO
describe the prOgram Reports that-eo both we conld work on
evaluation_ repoil will; need to haveat;least e brie d
approval for the portion of an evaluation Which dose
description of evaluatiott proceslures, outcomes; and implies
our control;

that we would determine the conterU oral repo rts
okreports that *Sent of
tively_(and, of cours4 finY,...
am)._ Or Wepould gefybur
eration and it oats. But tne-

espon'sibility and must be under.
It( .t

Raven:' That sounds" reasonatle t
'evaluating Resufts are more cort. Iftg and .credible (especially positive results) whin.

. evaluation is clearly seen to h

Strait: You've got a p'birit there.
take Onhis-jobli guess

-1- '7 1

o me: 41111On't think it .loOks good when a program appears to ;b

ave been don .8*d reported by some independent group:

Not a good One: butp point. If those are the only conditions under Which
we'll have to go along with it; but frankly; it makes me a little nervous;

Sizer and CornRass:. °thy?

Strait:', If the re its are clear, straig
negative; or ittle middy, or $op

aiskAnd liositive, there's no problem; It's when the results are
n:to infereetation'? ;

,Te

Sieer: Surety you lbn't Gant us _minimize orAstbrt negative finIngs?
:.- , '

42'SfrEfit: Oh. heavens- no, there are diffent"Way*of 'looking at:things. You don't knOW'the,ins and outs,
8: the political machin ions, the skeffiteataiiords-that are bounil to set off one r another conimunity, .

geoup; At least, I wo d want to have the-chance (and maybe this should be o to review any :
repopts you prepare antkro mate suggestions about wordings,:emphases, and the 11 .,

i
Sizer : I can agree to that and even welcome it (since you do have such extensive knowled fg. your school

distriet and your co unity); as,long.as it- is understood that_any comments or suggestions are advisory
and not inandethcY. uld certately corilider any of your suggestibns very carefully and seriously,
and would probably it ept most hem, but Ldon't want to be boUnd to that beforehan
additional MOphanism ould use I u'lload any disagreerne* you co iiciti*.Your o.' .as an' addendurn'toiany oethe yeports.

Strait i Isiledoesn't corn ly 4 isfyine; hut I an Sege What atiout dis
e

. ..

Siterit Ifhattbout it?

Strait: Well, since you're g tit pre.
depiding who they go to and stiding thern:

e

Sizer-r: We should tio-tha eller. I Ihfikt', : ether.
nt toliaave, direct hich au 4 i
re ore sony rAults:

on earlierono Maser how

Strait :' at's a right in' pririci
- it.

al the` findings they're nega
-1 alvtit it if it oesn't telilhem

Oese fa report
s .

o.
sfiooild decide, fairly

preparedat which t
are reed%,,, we spuld s

.

-x =t ard;,-.there
i e gen_e

tio .

There's
n statemer

take on the. Job of

o e audi
ar and.ds,cip

isk'ut, n 'it , fie au nc
4its won't, and a harm will -be done.

R

e Sizer: That'.s probablY_tri e, but stiii
select.' Those 't Want rea

Raven -I inlc ti -..n is Evlittle sil
.r r6-sultk ar going t. be grit.p.e t 4. read

t cediftyou don't mind, I'd lik:...totfirti
prpirltm his wave been 4.11; it so we
our lorig-raage intent is - Querice druggf.uee
,some of tbe kids in the rogram gme 'questions

v.from .w omtoeilliket,sens

/
aver to proesenLitT: to the board
ell yell that" Th y're gree

matters . en ral Ass ) y . now; in thette
tmen doing much for assessment. But, since
itude-sebo drug e.can extract 16.be asking

ut sucli thin fr tinTertg time the past,
ivelpfor tion availtiblerlo certain .woke gotten,some pre

,
red-I w,

. -
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:

people. We haven' ne it, 6ut-since :you'll be colINtuagdarte: thorough and more systematic date, zou
can-expect to get su pressures even more' strongly than we have. How would you handle at?

Sizer: Bet' Ore we collect any data on any topic from anyone in this project-teachers; students, anyone we
will make it very clear that this information is confidential and will be seen onl project staff a no
one else under any circumstances. this includes parents whb ask to see data t their children, nti
teachers' who a e data about their students, .as well as anyowe else. We,,,ca take on this .prof t
only if this is un er od froth the start.

Raven: Thai% good,- -we agree on that; Except the part about teachers seeing, their students' data; If its
nonincriminating Material, like self - esteem scores,.feelings of personal efficacy; and the like; mightn't
it tiep teachers toNan the best academic program, for their students if they know about some of these
characteristics? What would be the harm?

Sizer: All of this is personal informaion. It may not e incriminating, but it is private. We feel it's
epential to assure confidentiality, both because it .inc ases the possibility. of truthful responses (since
the children can assume that no one who knows them' ill see them); and becau4 it's a way of showing
respect for the integrity of the individual.

Strait: My; my!

I think I'm going-to like %mocking wi you ... except ...

izerkArleept what?
'

R ven: Well we've had a prettY inf
guidelines, but people, have done
to .come in, make td. *fine the p

ents are; train tole b
r. ,-

Strait: ye been tryisg to get pou to

2_11ven: es, -well it just seemsthe 21
a precise, we'll have to decide ire'
afrai all the tun gbing to go out -c_lf

- .

arkL,free-flowing program up WI:ow. We've had some general
much what they wanted, when they Anted. Now you're going

am very Specifically, determine what skills are neOed, what
f -
ofror quite a while, if you remember, am.

e character of the thing isgoing to change. We'll have to be rigid
rzi-a set of procedures, and then not change for a.wholelyearl. I'm

i t.
...

er: Juat think Of . ..41s teaching hew. O'han in' the life ofc_the pro am. Yoy have dorii'pleted the
.".'experi ental phase, developed j'iroce.',77.s 'tried a -discarded mew looked at some iritrIgtting
7 hypo eses; tv ow you've reached point where jhese prod ures and hypotheses car? be pyt to the,test;

,

Tocto that properly, you have t6 keep. cAreful ontrol over the pie 71ementS -of .thee
rogram, .over the . way in -1vhifeti th*, are operationalized, and hi specificS of their

implementation; It may not be the Arne kind of fun you.had when you were first developing the %erts,.
and procedures,.but id,eits and hypotheses are worthless 41 they're never put to the arst..----- ..;

-z. --N -.-------
-CI!

ven: I u 'd that; in a ayi but/I an't Veld wondOng whether by standardizing and.routinizing the
iprocedur 'overw,helming everybody withdate collection, we might be stamping,-.put the very

leinents t a may have beenzmoSt important in making the project successful (and, as I told you, I kr:bir
w when it was%small n, d dnexperimta --the enthusiasm, the excitement; the uncertainty about

Where it 's leading. .,
. . 0

Sizer: 'well, in sense; thoseere componefits of th.e program, along with specific program activities. Any
prograrn wi be more vccessful wit enthusiasm and commitment than withoat them.; But I )iOVe it will)-

-be pqs;s:',051 do the m rigorouily and completely without eliminating,ttiese "emotional" qualities.'
ember; hers haye been doing this for tlyear. If the thing is handled ooperly, there j"

is ason why', h4y s uldn't be as enthusjastic and xcitee,,,as last year; I think t you have
' expressed is an important ern that we s uld all be aw e o d try totake steps to c

' i
act.

\ *-, 3,,,,, ..

Strait: Well, I 'don't seem to ha 811 mete-xPstio s just now. Do you,
. .

Ray.,1 No.: ;! '
.* eA

Sizer: Well, weal refine the evalua
w

-4._.
ny -10"'I't e -together agamin/

1 '

o incorporat
bek§?

.

me thethings we discussedtoday, anthen

1



Strait: S

Raven:

me.

Compass: we go again. . .

ion; More than a year later, lat spring-. Conrad and Allen have just entered Ilacey's
office, c rying sever -copies of the evaluation reports. Our four characters sit around, the conference
table, re dy to work.

Raven: From our, talk on es phone, I know you have some good data for us; but frankly, I Ai
understand what you were talking about. -I got lost when you mentioned statistical interadtibrii

Y

Sizer: 06, let's tackle that' one,by talking about the board's
To clarify make notes on the blackboard as we 'go

. including (writingon the board):

Factors

chools (S),
Grades (a) : v'
Tracks (-'f') 2 ii',

.

Methods
,...

ethods ( M)
-.

.

So, Withineach of two schopls, we have-two trades (fifth and sixth); within eq't grade we hay
,tracks (high and low); within each track we liacie two metho'dsiJigsaw and ntroll.. Well, our quest
is--does Jiggaw imprbve academic achievement? 1.10*,- that aright betheicase ip only one school,_
grade, or one track, or: in any 8f the combinations of these fallibrhl: .Our goal is to find our statistically
If any' of, the variation in scores can l_be attributed to7 any. of 'these; Let me lay_o the possIble
combination§ on the board. My lev:fess compels me to':Use-.-t .-. abbreviations S, G, T, d .1V.4 flrihe:-
factor%: -`, ., ., /17.:.

,

,.'' .a
'-t.' ;

primary concern first achievement results.
along. As you remember/2,We have a design

_40 .
.Effects. Significance4

Pre-teat,
SG
T
M

.kprzi6xG

$5tiVi
' GxT `'

Gx1V1

1-TxM
SxGxT

M
SxTxltl. ...
GxTXM
xGxTiklki-

'1.-".1'.:7;*. -,,a, .

u'd AtAk .i M., e . eas _ r ., allNligsaw cIL
o r f`indings .06 ... portent it s to look II the- other.factors. IV 0 la-a-statistical)
difference.-inthejcbres the t o methods (a ter controlli 'far the pr .using AN.., 0
you'll ipok at:.itre;'":TXM inte ctio you'll see th this is also. ifit044.' s,_gaysr i Z rms,
that the effeet Of the method differs etWeen a totacks, vt ,.,j1 : tht lap ; there as an int= action
Of ct. Even tlitoigli the ligsaW'c ses as a whole dif ed significantly fro trots, _most the

, .

di ference is due to the improvernen f t 143'w-track saw classes.
,-. .iiiirci... --7

.t . ,.
N'o w u can see t4 neceNsity for to All combinatiols of factors; So you can go, to `;t rd .and
say;

.n.s.
n.e.
n.s.

5 --
SIVith all Control Class .tait

1 cant
but, if

rd f school-oic of gra qa,leg Classes in the low track-:`scOrfot er,than their
ontrot 'classes; High-tinse. Jig w had scores:-whicll didn't differ sIgnAkcantly Atom their

Controls."

-1
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.Strait: So °Jigsaw improved academic achievement for the low-track class0 anddidn't affect it for the hightrack.
t

Compass: Exactly. The results for self-esteem are more straightforward.- The only significantfor method. That is, the Jigsaw classes had, overall, higher scores than ?he,Controls.

-Strait: Regardless of the other things- Wier, iactors?

effect, was

Yes, both the other .factors And all the interactions were not significant. SO on this; you can simply
_ tell the board, "JigsaW iifi[iroved self-esteem."

Raven: Then we should he able to satisfy the board: ven though not all students improved. academ ically asa result'f 44saw, I'm stire,,therlj see the importance of the change in the leW-track _classes; That'sreally exciting! But- I ddflot think that the board will be impressed with improved self-esteem, eventifenith we see it as being associated with behavioral change.

Compass: Well, we did find one difference in actual behaviors; When we went back to the school recordsand checked attendance, tardiness; and disciplinary actions for the last 4 years, sfidi found that theJigdaw classes had signifietuitly fewer difciplinary actions this year than'the Controls.
Strait: Alit what about .attendance and tardiness?

Sizer There were no differences in either direction for either of those variables. So en this*

Raven: Neotin tell the board, "Jigsaw,refauced disciplinary actions."
Sizet: prong! I said that they had fewer-than the ControlS=-I didn't say that they decreased from previeuSyears. In tact, they increased! But they didn't increase as' much as the control classes.
Strait: That's understandable; Asstudentsget older, they tend to have more disciplinary actions. Whatyou're saying is that Jigsaw reduced this expected increase. .

LSiter: Right! And that's what you can say. to theard.

Compass: There's another important element to this. Remember that we have to dOnsider as many lausiblealternative hypotheses as we can. Let's_su ppose that Jigsaw teachers-didn't make referrals for. he samedisciplinary problems, but instead handled them in the classroom. To eonsider this possibility, we alsoanalyzed only nonclassroom related disciplinary actions; We got the same results. And our observationssupport this;

.Raven: Tell us more about the observations. We certainly got a lot of help froth the immediate feedbackthe observers provided on the implementation of Jigsaw. Some of the teachers improved tremendouSlyin their ability to use it;

Corripass: As my partner said; the observaiional data supported the significant quantitative findings. Butmore than that, they've _provided us with a wealth of information in three general areas; as they relateto the Jigsaw-process. They are training, teacher, and student eharadteriSties. The details are coveredin our report to you; but I should comment on the highlights; The training would probably be enhancedby increasing role-playing and focusing on teacher versus student control in_the classroom: This *tie.;.seemed to underlie some of the implementation problems; In fact, leVetelOUthe teachers said exactlythat to the observers; re
Sizer: That ties in with teacher characteristics. might be that better training and teacher selection couldbe achieved by taking something like authoritarianism into account; But that's a hypothesis for futuretesting. i
Compass: And another one that really interests me is similar, to the question of tracks. We know that low-, _ track classes improved with Jigsaw compered to high=track classes. But other student characteristics_may cause effects. What about girls compared to boys? Or, what abbut differences in motivation?
Sizer: It interests me tee, but they would need a sizable grant to get to that level of detail, and right nowthey just want to survive. But it is important to note that the obSetvets saw significant differencesbetween Jigsaw groups even within the same classroom, and that one of the major comments was thatgroups that had more girls seemed to function better.

1
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0.7 ,? .

",
;

"
.4_ '4. ;

;

''',SrcfitA: OK; We-Wate 'the repo-rts and'our elailificationd. 'They staourd rgnid
presentationW,to boord. We're:ready ter. tMtiern.. . , '. ,,

Fourth "DiscUssitan. TWo-mOdiksla"tpri Sizer and :pornpasa
wondecirig what happened'irt' the Erclifid of Editsaiion meOing:. The ph- one rings._ . . . -.,. .. " .. ',i, - ._ . ,. - _.Sizer: Hello? %- - Vo- ;). *A*- - ..`' ',..3,Az.. '4 , - , " IA. . If 4 .1.

. ., / ;.... . . 4 ; qr-'.....,
Raven: "'Conrad? ,..- ,.; . '..

..,,, , , . - c-. -`.3 V . / e 4 '

- ) _p. ..11.

US- ift133Xeisitililig the ea'''
<

.
office distrussitig Ji6ew an

*.* -

I
140 e,.

,1 . ;

Sizer: Yes ? 7,--dh,11iPiim, we've,beiti hoping'Vted.calk, in tact, Alleii4lagptes to be here right now him' --c`
. _. , ,..., IV - -," get on the Othejine. , ;.".',.., - ,-,%._ , -,i,

, . 4,11. 1 . < ii- ' ,, .... e .4., . . ': .4k..6 . , .
! 9 ''''4;.'.4..; ; *" .-.t.,. A . ... 1411A0p.", tif.,! , 4 .jidlg . ., ,_ ' , .' : %

a.,-,,Raven: 17K;714ieey's-ori an extension...Here. , , .,
..4-,..., -,4- -,

,, .:- ' 4 '''':4 ..' ' `,t,.;-t
, : 4 111:11P'" - . i ", ,--"!;' ; 2. tSizer: Great--so how did it got . 'fib, ., ,

-..-' r

iRaven: Teylble, we.didn't eveVget a chtdetodpresent it t ..,-.- ,... . .
.4t_' , ,, . .,.4,,k..A.*

y ..t., 2 - , -,- -
,, I. * " le

Sizer What! What happened? . ; 1-..' ..,..-t .. ^: s'
-...,

' '''- .f. tc.: :i'V::;:°," i. :

, .,
Strait: Well, basically the board said they'd' sirnpti run oube-,I.fri- f&f. fundl

regardless of how" good the
-4 °

Compass: 'Oh, ! 45
'7

,

,

-

:tW
Sizer: I don't believe it. -'13uf;,lertnidwotirlhear--Why didn't you go to the hesattlitiieetirir

--i -.. At

Strait: The board president_phoned day betor'i,, " yes' ten d-i.i i.laying their midget dommitte e ha
the latest fiscal year..:fligUres, andticere vias.no,W0iithe,y.,could `4*ttiripg" ,cigiside,teacifer trtif
Jigsaw oi. anything else ; . .: .. -. . . - ,. 4 `I , 4:. i. r.:/, 4:4; e ..r._" -_, -s.,

.

. .. . .:, .--5.* "4 :Z ttqi- JA:'. .

_ Raven: I'm so. depressed. I spent the `Whole day. yteterday letting the `Jigsaw teachers know about t
board's tecision. , ,

i

Sizer: 'Hank on a minute*, Pam. I 'w -ah1' to hear-about that also, butilrlike to know the whole story qn the
board first..

,

Raven: Right. ,I'm just still angry
t.

Strait: 'So the president -said she ,wks sorry, but didn't think there was any point in making a board-
presentation if the decision was already,made and took us off the agenda. 0

.
Compass: And thei was it?

Raven: 'Well, maybe one or two glimmers in the gloom;
.

Sizer: Like what?

Strait: The president said both she and another board memberwhat's his name, Pam?

Raven: Lengenfeld.

Strait: Right.' I can never remember.him for some reason. Anyway, she and Lengenfeld had both read the
full evaluation report we gave, them to review kefore the 'meeting and were quite interested in the
results and might try to help us find some outside support, foundation or whatever;

Raven: tut hbw real can that be?

Strait: Well, I'm not sure. It may just be a bone to soften the blo*, but I had a feeling there may be sorqe
real interest there-'-at least she talked as if she- had actually read the thing and it seemed to have
gotten her more interested; She was asking all kinds of questions
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:,Compass: Hn

;., put intb,i

Sizer How di
,-a

- "Artu

disappoint
Doug- fro

.C:13':
Bight

.

Say.en:- J'hps
1 'and- mayb
trajnizg n

mm, tit's something to consider; I'm still, reacting.ihyself ...k. When I think of the hours lav i
,to say nothing of your time, and the teachersirs just disappeared down a tube . .-. ; .

..- .. -4, " .

the teachers reactir Pam? , : -

.,. . .11y, tcl Wayswto* I think about ifntaybe.that's the other glimmer; Everybody was
d, of course; butthe thing I found interesting is-that two of themyou remember NancY and. .the 13 school sixth grade?

-- -,
he tWo Who were always asking righteotis,4uestionnhout our evaluation

woanyWay, they came to nie_at the- eyd of fe day and said they had
there was, e. way the'cUrrent" Jigsaw teacher grbup coujd get together

.;-. ,. jr,--t year. .' i,' ,

_t ... ',- -,- .

-.CoMpass: That is interesting.

:Strait: What's so -disappOinting to ple4is'Onietiow just as the
!'. increase in rest, theyug gets,,Pulled out,

- _
-I-krioW. w,as.-thinking the same thing, but maybe it's not

thinkingabout.how to MHO Dirt what-the. presidefit and teach i .

evaluation

dpsign.

been talking about it
and do some in-house

v

seemed_ to be actually/helping-.

lete loss. The two of yoli 'Mould be

Elven: Believe.; me, ram Pm getting tall the Jigsaw tqachers together next week to talk about it after I've
ti. , hadand they've had--s little more time to think about jt. . . 4.1

. ?,/. .- 5. L._ 4,, -:LVW.; t -.4
,,_

1_,',- ,,,S aert Ve0, I want,-,t0 think &pet it, too. Look, I'd like to talk some more with you in a da*or so; but Allen"
- - end I hive meet.. 4 ing this `afternoon we have to prepare tor. Could we get back to you?..-

1 ..
b Strait: Sure. Ah, there was one other thing. When the president called, he mentioned that she didn't quite

understand One of the analyses in the reportAt the ttine, I was too hot to even focus much on what she
was saying, but suggested the could give one of 1ou a calLabogt it..

r

,,i,--- 'As'Compass: Oh, maybe she was really interestedmaybeewe could interest her in our coming in for another
Tvaluation.

.
__ , .

Sizer: Allen! One step at a time. We arid they've both got a lot to consider. trahe calls, she calla; butlet's
sort of let it sit for a few days; 7tt

Strait: Right at the moment, if you mention the word "evaluation"tp me, tosee red;

Raven: 'Evaluation?! Nevermore

Strait: Pam', pleaseI thought we agreed you'd stay off that pun
Raven: Oh, sorry. It seemed just right. yway, we'll talk to you again in a few days;

-Sizer: Right, say Thursday.

Strait: OK, we'll call in the morningt

Compass: See you thenbye.

.>

21.
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ONE SUSPENSEFUL MELODEAMA

Critical Moments in a Media OaMpaign Evaluation
.. .

This vign,ette illustrates a number of prob ms that program decisionmakerS and evaluators encounter in. -
theAISUR1 process of program development am! evaluation. Every problem that a isei-in the unfolding of 'this
drarna is snared, although both primary actors see each problem as their o Even more, many of the

"problems are seep by each as being caused by the other; ", -

As the dram 'starts,: t
prevertt ion me etim

of conflicting and goals;

z
ediate problem is a tirrie constraint; caused by a change in the theme of

ut time is the fundamental resource; and its limits increase the awareness
; t

.

Characters:
, .

b Beverly LeBeau. -The young founc*r, of LeBeau ASseciates,"a media production company specializing
in public setvice mass media_ camitaigr, and project on the State-funded media .campaign
for Project Straightalk; a new, .three=year alcoholiabuse preVerition demeriitriatioh project;
Walter Sia ack; ,A program evalu tion specialiSt end project-director on the separate State
contract to onduct 6-"third7ptirOP o ome and impact.,evaluation of Project Straightalk.
Alice S W terls wife; \

Beverly LeBeau walked_,-into the staff lounge and 'flopped into the ar hair, saying to two of her key
people, "He didn't loOk too (appy, but (I'm goingIo meet With hiM again tomer W."

everly Is, director of Project Straightelk, the new, highly,publieized mass media campaign' to prevent
aleot el abuse by teenagers: Beverly has already produced four:public seryice media Campaigns; two of them
on d abus.e preVention. She knows how to deal 'th the many_ peopW who min help or hurt a project like

Stra ghtalk; She knobs; how to manage tight_produ tion schedules and budgets. And she deSigtiS effective
,me_ products--eteatiVe, hard--hittingspotethat gr thazaudience and deftly deliver the message; Beverly
stri to -meet the commercial advertise on their own ground, with high-quality production values and
Messages thatspeak to people.

Beverly -4311 es herself on bet a realiit. She is resigned to the fa that public service moneye
comes with many strings anid that a 'big art of her job is keeping her projec _from becoming entaligled.
Straightalk is State funded through co tact between the \State Alcohol and rug AbUSe Agency and her

"media- prodiiertien Stiep." 7*.ra contract r uires that deal every day with bureaucrats, advisory groups,
eValUaters,. and other pains-in-the-neck.' But know g th are no "free lunches" in the public sector,
Beverly is usually-able" to sttiy phileSOPhical. Sbme imps o a particularly frustrating day; she fantasizes
about Michael Anthony Appearing at her door with a scve igure check_and saying, "Beverly; just go db it
tee way you know' t should be -done." Howeiref, . Beverly knows that the work and the 'shackles are

inseparable.

Today prom ised to be one of' those bat days. Beverly Atts not looking forward to- her first major
Meeting with' the ''outside evaluator, Walter Stauback, since she and her staff had decided to change the
campaign theiiie, Like S_ everly; Staubask had ,written'a Proposal :in response to a State request for proposal
aid had Won tite evaluation -- contract.-That contract. was huge,_alMOSt half the .'size of the 3-year, $950,000,
media contract. Because of its size, Beverly' new :Oat the State was serious about the evaliiation.

Five -months have pass d since both ,contracts were Awarded, and for different reasons both Lebeau and
-' Stkiback have been under tress during-those monthS. Beverly has felt the pressure to firm up the campaign

theme so thatscriptWriii and production, can proceed on schedule. This means constant coordination of
the grealive process with market research and the project's advisory board; The original theme, the one
-that had been'presented in the proposal and had won Beverly the contract, bombed in the early research.

--,-Srriall"-groups of carefully selected teenage volunteers had been brought together to discuss the theme
"Alcohol IS a :drug!" ant to see rough storyboards of television spots based on the theme; Beverly had
.developed the theme after reading surveys showing that many young people regard alcohol, and beer in
particular, as. enatUrid,_ indeed61.1S, and harmless way to get high. "What's the probletii? It's only a beer,"
was the attitudesuggeSted by the survey data. In the proposal, Beverly had written; "Beer is regarded as the

-psychoactive equivalentota soft drink( by a sizable proportion of American youth."

The .yitling Volunteers in the discussion groups; 'called focus groups, yawnedteit both the,theme and the
Storybeards. 'Instead\-of responding- "I didn't realize that!", the teenagers reacted with "Of course," or "So

, -
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what?" The beer drinkers in the groups*even those least experienced, just didn't believe that they were
taking any serious risks. Their own ,experienee had convinced them that they could drink without
encountering trouble. And the nondrinkerS, what few there were, eady regarded alcohol as a drug; "I don't
need a crutch to have a good time" was their most typical respon

lr
None -of the kids seemed to,think that

Beverly's theme would °hedge anything or anyone.

The State's reviewers, and later, t prOject's advisory panel has:endorsed the campaign idea. But the
kids had not, and it was the kids who unted. Beverly had not.been too upset because the theme had
subsequerIM proved barren for developing a 'good campaign; So Beverly and her staff had closeted
themselves for 2 days and emerged with:a new idea. There was no time or money to test the new theme as
the old one had betiktested, but Beverly had learned a lot atiout kids from thp earlier focus groups and She
was absolutely convinced that the new theme would work. Besides, she and the staff bad hit upon a
tremendously exciting format for the TV spots. one that would deliver the message with great visual power;

..

Beverly's pro et-officer at the State Alcohol-and Drug Abitse Agency. Molly Sorehsen, hadn't been
enthusiastic about the revAions; she wasn't sure that all of the projeettsgoals would be directly addressed by
the new theme. Beverly persuaded her to approve the changed by pointing but that theproject's timetable
would hate to be revised if_fizirther delays were encountered.: Since the beginning,, Molly had .emphasized
that the project Inust produce -ell the deliverables on schedule.' leverly tiias even, able to persuade Molly
that another meeting of the 'advisory panel would be an unnecessary delayhe advisor's reactions to the
revisions could be more ,quickly and efficiently gathered via the mail.

Only when she had,gotten Molly's approval in writing'did Beverly call Walter Stauback to tell 'him that
the campaign's theme had been revised. Walter reacted with understandable angerhe had ent many hours
with Beverly clarifying project objectivts, monitoring the development of scripts,. and discussint the
evaluation plans to make -sure they would berespoasive. Walter was also under the gun; _He wanted the
pretest questionnaire to focus upon the campaign strategy, so a good deal of His-work thus far might need
redoing; But questionnaires had to be delivered to the survey firm'within 10 days. The pretest survey was
scheduled to begin in -6 weeks in both the nearby experimental city airid the highly similar comparison city on
the other side of the State. ;

As a gesture of good will. Beverly had offered to drive the LO miles to"Walter's office to explain the
changes and to hell-) determine their implications `for the evaluation.

A few minutes into their meeting. Beverly realized that Stauback was threatening her stereotype of
evaluators. Even under the strained circumstances, Stauback laughed occasionally. He spoke English and
not just "Research." He was trying his best-to understand-Beverly's new ideas aticiut the campaign. To her
surprise. Bevprly found herielf enjoying the conversation;

.

StaubaCk: Let me see if I've got this straight. You're saying that now you want to put across the message
that "Alcohol is for losers; The only way to be a winner'is by working for it."

47.
LeBeau: That's the basic idea. It's time to stop dancing around the critical point.' In the long run the only

Way to really feel good about yourself and to succeed is to work hard at the things that are important to
you. Maybe some people will say it's puritanical. but it's true; One of the hidden-dangers of regular
drinking is that it causes kids to waste time they could be spending stretching themselves in some way.
It also undermines their ability to push themselves. And too many kids rationalize that beer is OK,
thinking it only has a "little" alcohol.

Stauback: So you're primarily looking to.change kids' attitudes toward beer, especially their perceptions of
the costs of using itcosts to their character and competence; not physiological dr legal costs; At the
same time, you want them to get the idea that personal success and satisfaction come only through hard
work;

i;
LeBeau: That's right. The message has two components. If possible, we won't just be telling them, well

also be_showiqg them. There's not much variation in the way kids get loaded, but hard work comes in
many foritia: Athletics, ts, scholarships, buifinessthere'are plenty of paths for-kids to take. Showing
how:a kid can work hard one of these directions will be the positive side of each script. Contrasting
hard working kids with k ds drinking beercutting back and forth between the twopits the positive

. ainst the negative; In each spot, hard-working kids grow,-Sweat, hit and miss, progress, achieve
something and feel goibd,°while the drinkera continue to cruise, listening to music or playing the
arcades, complacent, stagnant, falling behind: ..

Stauback: You can show that in a 30-second spot? -.
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LeBeau: I think so. It'll be tricky and tight, but I think so. We can do it with the TV spots, not the radio
*iota. Radio requires a different approachsame message, but we will Gave to tell it rather than show
it.

Stauback: What about the other objectives? What about knowledge gains? And which behavior changes are
you looking for nowreductions in first-time use, in experimental use, or in regular use?

LeBeau: I guess we'll have the biggest effect on abstainers or kids who have just started drinking. We've
read the research articles you gave us showing that kids who alread'ytdrink regularly aren't influenced by
mass media.

AdtUally, Walter's questions about other project objectives' had surprised Beverly a bit, So She Was
pleased that she'remembered the research studies and appeared to take the question in *ride; The. truth
was that for several days: Beverly had not been thinking at all about Pchanging behavior," or Increasing
"kneWledge," or about anything except the new campaign idea and: how to effectively translate it into TV
spots; Walter's questions about objectives had reminded-Beverly of the term -s_of her contract with the State,.
which specified that the media campaign was to "increaSe specific knowledge- of the pernicious effects of
alcohol use, promote greater understanding of the-risks and thereby reduce thd abuse of alcohol by young
people ages 12 to 18."

Beverly Wondered for a moment whether she could be critibized for ignoring the contractual ObjeotiVeSt.
Legally she was covered she- had Molly Sorensen's formal signeff and had_effectively neutraliz the

;advisory panel yel she still felt a twingeof anxiety that perhaps she had neglected or overlooked somet ing
truly iniportaiit. But there simply wasn't time for indecisiveness or backtracking, and the new spots w
going to be the best she had ever done.

A half=hoUr later, Walter Stauback decided to cut the meeting short and schedule another one with
LeBeau for the next day. Walter was upset and he needed time to think. With great enthusiasni, LeBeau had
described in detail the scripts for four different SpotS. LeBeau was a gifted storyteller and Walter had
appreciate the visual and_dramatic impact of each script. However, LeBeau's impressive 'presentation did
not alleviate Walter's increasing concern;' rather, it added to his worries: Walter could See that Beverly had
invested. much time and energy in the scripts and was firmly committed -to the new concept. He could
understand how the new theme might be a major improvement on the old, but from his own perspective the
new therne did nothing to solve the complex, intertwined Problems that plagued not only the evaluatiop but
the entire project; . -

,That night Walter asked his wife's advice; as he usually did when he was conSidering major decisions.
Alice was a wonderful listener. Often she simpbr asked a queStjon here or there and let Walter find his own
solution.

Walter: The biggest, parts of the_ problem are the wirealistFc expectations and the lack of time; Firs the
State's goals for the campaign are pie-in7theJsky. Mass media campaigns do not prqduce major
attitudinal Changes, let alone behavioral changeti The State people think that changing kids'_ deditionS
about alcohol use islike changing decisions about which soap Or toothpaste to buy. The media people
do, too. Show the kids the spots few times and they'll straighten right up. But decisions about
whether to use alcohol are a lot more complex and hard to influence than choosing a brand of tissue.
These are not superficial choices like Kleenex' or Seottieg; theSe are behaviors that depend on dozens of
Considerations. In the last few weekS-tve reviewed nearly a dozen evaluations of public service mass
media campaigns and not one found a major shift in behavior.

Alice: Have you explained this to them?

Walter: Not really. I didn't retlizelit until I'd read the evaluationS, and I'm positive they don't want to heir
the bad news. And who am I to tell them about the media or alcohol use? The media people half
believ in the _theory that information changes attitudes and attitudes change behavior. They also
believ "Link it to se lc or success and it will sell." I'm not sure what reaultt they expect, but they
certai y aren't worrieM whether the campaign will be successful.

As or the State people, they want to show the legislature 'and everyone else that they're doing their
job, hiCh means changing behavior, I guess. They seem most concerned that all the "deliverables" the
prOdUctsget produced and get produced on time.

Alice: You don't think they'have any chance of succeeding?
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Walter: It all depends on how you define success. The media people can get their message across. They can
get kids to remember and understand their campaign idea if they do a good job. Maybemaybe--they

,can get some attitude shifts, espe9tally if they can keep the message in front of the kids for a long_time
rand if they can focus it on a specific attitude. And they may be doing that with their new idfia. But I

wouldn't bet on any behavioral change, even if they have a huge-budget for buying air time; which they
don't have a hundredth of. They're spending most of their money on TV, producing.30-second spots and

i i.buying ar tme, tbut TV is a very inefficiefi and expensive way to. reach tetnagers. enagers watch.
less TV than anybody else. think they would get a lot more for their money if the -concentrated an
radio; billboards, and bustards: Even school newspapers.

Alice: TV's a lot more exciting to them, I'll bet. There's one thing I don't understand. You think they are
makingbig,afistakes, but really, none of this makes your job harder, does'it? .

Walter: It makes my job easier. Imy primary revonsibilityls messuring changes in general behavior and
attitudes regarding alcohol, I can just go ahead and ftnish the pretest qttestionnairefnd run thepretest
survey without worrying too much about what_their theme is or what trii particular_spots will be like.
Measnring_ the gner al. or ultima,t,e effects, if there are' going' to be any, is easy. I've already gotten
most of the general questionnaire items I need by pulling them from previoua surveys.and evaluation
studies. Measuring the specific or imrfiesliatek.effeets of the particular theme. requires that I know
exactly what they're going to be saying or doing, so I can include questionnaire items that show changes
from pretest to posttest in kids' recall or recognition of "the theme, in specific kinds-of knowledge or
concerns, and so on. Thode items I have to write-myself and try out to make sure they work.

Alice: How can you do that? You're out of time: I thought you had already'finished the questionnaire.

Walter: I thought it was finished7-until they changed the theme. Time is thercal tinier here. The media
people are being forced to rush into production before they should, and being forced to run the
pretest prematurely. The State thinks it's protecting its investment by holding us to the timelines,ut
it's ensuring that the money will be squandered.

Alice: Didn't you know that the time frame'would be tightbefore you bit on the project?
4

Walter: I knew it and I didn't know it. When you're writing a proposal,'you tend to go along with what's
demanded and to adopt thebrequester's perspective. Yoy're hungry and you want to pliRse; .It's
different afterwards when ybu have to live with the 'day-to----day pressure. In actuality, it's never tra
simple or smooth as you hope it will be beforehand;

Alice: So witatar6 your options? .

Walter: Obviously the smart choice is to' stay on the sidelines and do . the genetpal,outcome evaluation;
That's certainly the easy thing to do. The alternative is to make trouble for evthyone including in,*elfo:
to tell the media people where I. think we're all making mistakes and see how they r9spond. If they
react positively, I'll do my best to focus the evaluation on their final product; But they can't afford to
listen to meand I can't afford to do anything eitherUnless the State backs off on the time schedules

'
Alice: I have a punch you've made up your mind aheady;

Stauback: Yes. Maybe I'll open till of this up with,Leau tomorrow.

The next afternoon, Beverly had two reactions to Walter's concerns. One was irr tion. She just didn't
have time to deal with this, even with the .part that made some sense. Hut she t7as also, suiprised and
itnpressed that Walter cared enough about the project to have wrestled with these issues soseriously.
7 1

LeBeau: Look. I'll be straight. I think you've got some good points, tact-that you're way offbate on some
others; But really that's irrelevant; We just don't, have time' to redesign anything. And you don't,
either. 4.

4

.Stauba0: You're right, unless we can renegotiate the schedule and thevieliverables. We can go toeMolly
together if we want to. What have we got to lose?. ,

. , - r.. ._ .

LeBeau: A lot. For one thin& the time you and I take discussing all of this, and for anotlierithe time we
spend talking to.Molly. Not to mention the dues we'll pay one way or the other over the next two and a
half years for scaring her and helping her' to see that thinp are more screwed up than she realized.

Stayback: Maybe so. Maybe so. At least fell me your reactions to what I've said. / .
c,
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Le Beau; OK.. I'll make it short and sweet, and we can go from there.

One. You're obviously right about the time crunch. I need the extra tint* litSt as badly as you do.
:You're absolutely right. .

TWO.) I guess I don't really believe that this project will produce behavioral change by itself,_ but I
_ /do think it Will change attitudes and awAreness. And that'S a significant result in my book; Even if the

campaign affects_ only one or two of dozens of factors;_maybe that's worthwhile. If kids clearly or more
deeply understand the risks of drinkingthat's important. It may not pay off behaVierally_in the short
run; but maybe in the long run it wily Kids don't really understand the type of risk we're focusing on;

Three. don't think .we ar too h,eavily on TV, althqugh admit that "TV's Where the
professional payoff is greate for us media types._ Remember, jTve datiaini the spots at who we want by
putting them into the rig shows and time 4lotS. We're air time; not aski the stations to give
us public service time. You know; the 6:0Nra.m. and 2:00a.m. time slots. e'll buy time on the
programs tiktit give us gr test "reach and frequency," which means the greater ber of exposures to
the spots by the greatest number of kids for eadh.dollar We lend;

There's another point that you've got to uhderstano about TV: I4A want peop other than the kids
"themselves to see the spots. We want parents, older brothers and sisal's; teacher , you name it; to see
the spots. We want the -message talked about in the home; in schdol; wherever; and we,rant it
titiderStOOd by everyoneso that it W.I7Fir-;e supported from alisides. =TV _is the way to get people talking
about something like this; because it is the mass riteditiM.. If we're lUcky; and if we handle this right,

the TV exposure will stimulate some_ tie 1paper and magazine coverage; rnaybe"even_some TV news
cpveragepublicity that will be priceless for spreading and supporting trneSSage. SO don't sell-us .
short; 'TV is the way to make a lot of thing en.

Foul.- _I do-Want you to do the specific evaluation. We need that leVel tiLprediSion to know what
really happens; It makes me a little nervous, ititit4in deeply curious to knock -h-ow much we really get
across to kids.. I sure don't want to put all our eggs in the behavioral-change basket.

Statipitek: I heed more, time if I'm going to do a_Specific evaluation. I'll need to know precisely what youtre
going-tio be doing all along. _You'll have me loeking over your shoulder for 2 more years.

LeBeau: I understand; at's OK with me. And I know that I'll haVe to delay the start of the campaign so
that 37ou can finish the pretesting firSt.

Stauback: Let's go see molly; 1

LeBeatu-Let'S go see Molly.

Working as a team; Beverly and Walter were able jo renegotiate the time frame for the project Their
success came not so much from the_asttiteness of their reasoning as from convincing the State staff that 'a

specific evaluation would be in , their interest as. well,. After all, their agency's _reputation would not be
enhanced by a general evaluatidn that showed no effects.__ With measures of specific outcomes added, the
evtluation was much more likely to supply some sort of evidence that could be used to justify the State's
;investment. Of course Beverly and Walter's cause was also aided by the fadt that they were notasking for
more money or a reduced workload, just for a revised schedule.

Beverly and Welter came to understand and trust each other more as they continued to work closely and
talk hohegtly about their ideas and concerns. PreblemS arose often; but most pould be handled to their
satisfaction. And their growing respect for each other helped them accept the aceasionar sacrifide§ each
had to make for the other;

iii
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CHAPTER 7: POLITICS AND SCIANCE-IN PREVENTKON PRQORAMING

(What Really.oes On . . . Outside)

!
Evaluation of social programing; like the progremin'litself, does not exist in a political vacuum. 'lb the

other elements defining the context of social programingthe source of funds; the organizational
foundations of the pi:ogram, the constituency created by the program, and its social settingevaluations
introduce their own political necessities. 4..

- - .

if

Evaluatiort has always been part of the lefarning process by, which' social organizations profit from
lessons of the past and evolve into stronger, more effective institutions. Anthropologically, the strongest
motivation of all social organizations has been self-preservation, ansi those that have survived overlong
periods of time have learned their lessons well.

Today, it is difficult to think of evaluation simply as a natural learning process; Beginning with
Suchman's classic text (1962) and building on a historical foundation of educational-evaluation, evaluation,
eseareh as we know it today has emerged as a- new disciP1- e, blending knowledge. of economics, operations
research, and almost every aspect of the social and psycholo cal sciences. Concomitantwith this evolution
have' been the wide-ranging social prbgrtms latinched by the rest Society legislation of the middle 1960's;
which called for evaluation at every level of planning an rograming., This-recent history has cast
evaluation into a spepial light, sensitizing_evaluators andprogra rsonnel to the political implications of
evaluation; It has become such %specialized dimension of social pr ming, that one can lose sight of its
role as the basic learning which accomp_anies all healthy programing, whether special evaluation research
studies are funded or not (see Sittner 1972, for further discussion of this point). x .

. . - Ivolume, as well as this chapter, focuses on the interpretation of e}yali.ation, as 'a torlial study,
rathe t as a naturally occurring tool for learhing, Of courseithe formal evaluation study shpuld also
help those managing a prevention program to learn and tp make that program more effective;

The strongest political aspect of an evaluation study is its potential threat to the survival of the .

evaluated program; In times when funds for even dasic social serviceseducation, health care, and public.
safety are in short supply, the thrpat to_ for recently conceived social services such as pug abuse
prevention is even greater. In a political climate when every, competing progtam is being_ carefully
scrutinized, negative fin,dilys in an evaluationreport can endagger a program's very Stirvival. 1

But even though prog*ms and the funding agencies must continye to cely on evaluations to learn how
-. .

well the prevention prbgeli-MS are perforating, neither the evaluators nor the _prograrnsthemse/ves need. be
helpless victims of circumstances: The central question addressed by this' chapter, iherefore; is how; in an 1
increasingly_ changing polittal and economic" context, `one can haVe sound .evaluation that supports the
grow of alcohol and drug buse prevention programs and that helps them survive and improve rather than
provi ammunition for their opponents. . I ) i/ .

. .

e approach to this issued tri harmony with the messages. of preceding Chapteri3 is.piesented below.
e i .It et

FirStir it is important to understand in,..advartae the poliiical problems associated. with the
evaluation of alcohol and drug abuse prevention programs.

Second, it 'is important for the program manager and the evaluator to arrive at an openi shared
understanding of their personal and professional gOals for the evaluation so that if can .be
accomplished in an atmosphere of mutual trust;
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o Third,' it is important to develop a comprehensive Plan before the evaluation starts. A critical
element of that plan concerns how the political implications of the evaluation research are to be
addreSsedspelling out the complementary roles,,Mhis regard, of the evaluator and the program
manager;

o Fourth, throughout the evaluation the evaluator and the manager maintain a close working
relationship, so that they can solve,, to their mutual satisfaction, the political issues which are
likely 'to arise at each stage of the evaluation:.

o Finally; to the extent possible, all-otheil significant decitionmakers outside the program should
also be included in this process; Advanbed planningis-essential, but it can only go so far in
anticipating the manner in which these political forces _actually develop around, an evaluation;
Real effectiveness in jealing wit these isles must ariseirom Continual interaction with external
powers, which initial understand and planning can do much to assure.

r.

Another_purpose of this c rioter is to show how to present evaluation data, results of which are almost
always a biguous; That is; d to seldom point to a prevention program either as &resounding success or as
an &Wee failureUsually; they point up s engths and vqeaknes:ses in a complex fabric of findings and .

interpretationS--- The limitations) seen in p per light, provide opportunities for improvement; and the
strength highlight the achievenients that the program has.already accomplished.

The mana ger and staff of a program can be 'expected to examine findings which point in aNagiety of
directions and discdver the lesions that can be learned. But persons outside of a program are les 1]k to
ponder a complex pattern. The neWs media especially lIke to have their stories etched in black AN White.
Therefore, this chapter suggests ways. in which managers and evaluators can present complex, ambiguous
evaluation results simply, in a manner that benefits the- program and satisfies the need of more remote;
audiences. .

It is assumed that the evaluator has undertaken to assess program 'effective within a framework
that the program itself definesthat is; in terms of the program's goals; Ideally; the evaluator is detached,
and willing to give the program a fair test di its effectiveness._ But 'the tacit )sometimes explicit)

;understanding is that, the evaluation will accept, the goals as the program defines them and in terms of the
underlying itbeory of lcohol and drug abase prevention, will ;relate those goals, to the problems of the
participants. As Ca Weiss has stated in generic terms (1975, p. 19): .

First, eve ation research asks the quest' n: How effective is the program in meeting its
goals?, Th it accepts': the desirability of achieving those goals. By testing the
effectivene of the program against the goal criteria, it not only accepts the rightness of ,

the goals, it also tends to accept the premises underlying the Progrim: There is an implicit
assumption that this type of 'program strategy is a reasonable way to doal with the problem, "
that there is justification for the social diagnosis and prescription that the program
represents; further; it assumes- that the _program' has 14k realistic chance of reaching the
goals, or- else the study would .be a frittering away of time, energy. and; talent: These are
political statements with ,status quocast.
.

This initial willingness to seethe world as the program sees it, at least provisionally. is Srpajor political
stance that moat evalnatod taRe when ithey do an' evaluation. This stance must go even a step further;
name y, evaluators afpuld be Committedto seeing the results of their work used to strengthen the program
when ere possible. This commitment is t undation of the mutual trust and understandings that are
essential if evaluator and manager are to ork together .with.external forces, to deal widths many issues
surrounding an evaluation. , . 0 .

The remainder of this4hapter is otanized into f e sections:

o .Fotir Case Studies ,)

o _g Issues Relating to Values
o 4 Itsties Relating to'EvagaTion Design

'o Issues Relating to-the Presentation of Findinga..
o ConCluding GuidelineS.

For several reasons, the. chapter focuses on outcome evaluation, with_owily occasional references to
pp rocess and impact evaluation. Most external political issues arise froh) outcorne evaluation. primarily

because it is the type with which nonl-'ev&uators are most familiar and or which they 'lave the clearest
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expectationS,. Process evaltiatiOn results are typically used w thin the program context, and impact
evaluation results have the sarne4xternal political ramifications as income results;

FOUR CASE STUDIES

4 :

The issues raised later are illustrated here; with examples drawn from the evaluations of four prevention
prograrni-lionducted b-y the author or his associate& Obviously; these case studiea do not reflect the full
scope of prevention programing. A41 involved programs were designed to prevent drug ease. in youth,
adolescentS, and young adult&-A great deal of 'contemporary drug and alcohol abuse prevention programing
'focuses on other special populations. .

°

iecause cif the sensitive nature of the issues being discussed, the four case studies are anonymou& All
._..t_ -identifierg have been changed, and some fictional illustrations have been added.

Project Commune ti

Project. Commune was an early intervention project, providing indiVidual counseling, a limited amount
of group counseling, and referrals to other proitiams for specialized heliit. It served high school students and
young adults who Were experimenting with drugs and -were self-motivated or were encouraged by their
families, teachers, or friends to seek help before more serious drug use caused real harm. The setting was a
suburban univerlity Los Verdes, Arikeina,_providing Pie program with a white, middle-class clientele.

/ The most interesting feature of the program was that it was, based on Maoist philosophy and was run by a
collective of sevenfemale managers, the "Committee", no one of whom was officially more in charge that)
any of the others. The principal evaluator was a male, and both outcome and process were evaluated.

The Chinese youth Club (CYC)

The Chinese YoUth .was _a storefront program .located in the Chinatown area of 14_ Cityi
California. It served a_pop_lation of secondary school _students whe had recently immigrated tol3ig City
froM *Hong Kong,_ Southeast Asia; and mainland China; The:program' used the facilities of neighboring
schools and provided tutoring; Chinese arts; sports orogramsi and individual -arid- group counseling to the ;
students and their families. The students lived in an inner -City community- characterized by a considerbble
amount of at* use, drug dealing', and gang membership on die part of Chinese youth and others.:, The
program's clientele did not have a history of any drug use on entering the program. The peograti): WAS ;
evaluated from both process and outcome perspectives. The program manager was Sue and the evaluator
Was Elliot.

The Mexican- American Youth Alliance (MAYA)

MAYA was a prevention outgrowth of a co_mmunityR3ased heroin treatment_ program. After a number
.of years of,proViOing efetive treaftittit of addictS in this Mexican-American eOltiMIMay; the members of
the Community sought to prevent the development of heroin addiction by working with secondary_ -School
youth; They prbvided a Chicano prevention.counselor in the three junioil high schOcilt and the Orie aenthr Nth.
school that served this inner-city Chicano community -in Central City; Texas: The prevention Workers
edrithieted values clarification -sessions in social studies classes; provided individual counseling'_ during the--
day, and conducted a cultural ,club for Chicane youth atter schocil which included igicirta, tirta'arld CraftS,
outings, and group counseling.- Maria was the program manager and Thomas was the evaluator; process' and
outcome evaluations were undertaken; .

The New Li-f-e-Sch001

The New Lite School served Saddle Cb,eek, New Jeheyt a large tiedroom community of a major eastern
city. Livie'Peojt.dt Commune, it* was an early intervention program, helping secondaFy schdol youth who had
begun to experiment- with drug use It provided an- alternative schoOl setting, which was strictly enfoteed as
drug keei and in which students could reestablish their commitment tti doing well in rehab]; It also provided
counseling groups for parents. The clientele rere black and white middlelatis students. They spent a year

= away 'from honle in this specialized setiVol to' prevent limited everimeritition with drugs and alcohol fltini



blossoming into a full -blown drug-oriented lifestyle. The school was evaluated with both_ process and
outcome evaluations. The program manager wps Sharon; and the evaluator was fllichael.ts

ISSUES RELATING TO VALUES

. -
The Evaluator Has Values

i. ; .
Although most evaldators strive to be objective, they inevitably bring their own values into the

evaluation. Beware of evaluators who deny this, for they are unlikely to know their own valUes itrid,
therefore, cannot take them into account in efforts to be objective.

.
Managers must know the ,evaluators' values and be able to discuss them openly. and frankly. Often

evaluators. feel some cultural distance between .themselves,..the program, and its setting, even if they are
from the same_ culture. For example,'The New: Life Schdol serves a _middle class suburban community on _the
east coast, And Michaelthe evaltrator..-7-grew up in a suburban middle class corhmunity irf the midwest. Not
only are the two communities_geographically different, but also youth culture has undergone a dramatic
transformation in 20 years. In.additiOn; because the program manager arid staff averaged about 10 years.'
younger than Michael, he felt out-of-tune to some degree with the staff, and even more so'with,the
students. - r)

The cultural distance becomes much greater when the manager, the staff* and the clients come from a
cultural, background distinctly different from that of the evaluation team. Consider the Chinese ittiuth Club
in which all staff and clients were recent immigrants to the United Statesall within the past 12 years; '
many having been in the United States less than a year.: The evaluator, Elliott, on the other hand, grew up in
a small, rural university, town in Northern California. His family background was white and middle class, as '-
was most of his hometown., .. i.

. ,

Most of the CYC staff and about one-third of the students came from Hong Kong." Until the
normalization .of relations with Chihli. anal the lifting of inwigration restrictions; the majority of'' thetChinese irnmigrants to Big City came from Hong Koh But since_the political shift* nearly three- quarters
of the immigration to Big City is from the mainland. The Hong Kong Chinese speak English: well and are
comfortable dealing with occidentals. In contrast; ainland immigrants usually have to knowledge of

_English and are more timid with occidentals, at least until they become familiar with the 'language and the
culture. f

Through his upbringing and his own tastes` Elliot had developed an affinity for" Chinese culture and;
therefore, felt comfortable working with Sue-and her staff. He probably would not have felt as comfortable
had the prkrilir been staffed by Cqinese from the mainland. As a result, he was inclined to be favorable 4,
towards the program, a bias that was nonthreatening to Sue and the CYC.

On the other hapd, Elliot's research .assistant Robert was an immigrant Chinest working on his
doctorate at Bit City Urtitersity.N.He was inclined to be critical of the way. the CY,C operated, and would
have liked a' more professional staff, with ltdvanced..degrees in cOunseling or edircation. Although Elliot

cognized these feelings in Robert, he did not feel that he knew him WW1 enough to discuss them. Sue and
e CYC staff seemed confident that the tone of the final report would be in Elliot's-hands; and that he

ld filter out eiccessive negativism on Robert's part.

A program wit strong political orientation cannot ordinarily find an evaluator with a shared outlook;
it-can, therefore,-expect- to feel some discomfort with almost any evaluator.

. .4 .
i

Mutual openness is important with respect to this first issue; to instances where the nianager selects or
participates inAhe selectiot of the evaluator; the manager should reque at the -evaluator identify thosesgttt
values relevant to the evaluation, especially any that relate to the p ram's goals; methods* and cultural
background; If a candidate evaluatOr seems unwilling to be frank, seems uncommunicative; or expresses
values that make the Manager, uncornfortable; rejecting the candidate. Might be wise.

.

i ,
.

Time and resources probably do not permit an exploration of the values of all in-embers of4ln evaluation
team. Normally, however, because the principal evaluatOr will -have the greatest impact on the evaluation
and orrthe manner in which results are presented, understandine that person's-Values is normally sufficient.

1
One actual instance iUtistrates how disastrous the consequences can be of 'Tailing to recognize a bias.

,Two principal investigators were awarded a grant to evaluate a national* muHi-Site programjor juvenile
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delinquents. These investigators held strong personal theories of delinquency and privately expressed their
hOpe that these programs would turn out to be failures._ They therefore undertook this evaluation to "prove"
the programs ineffective. The results confirmed ttleir expectations; the published outcome was exactly

-what they had wanted. '1
_

The Phenomenon of researchers' finding whairrAk3r are looking for is not always so blatant. Even when
evaluators have only a latent belief about how thing'S should turn out; the results will quite likely support the
validity of that belief. Citing excellent psychological research demonstrating the frequency Of this
phenomenon; Martin Orne has labeled it the "demand variable" (Orne 1,962;_ Orne and Evans 1965). To. the
extent that managers can control the situation, they must ensure that no':"demancl variable" exists to cloud
the evaluation results.

And the Program Has-ValUes-Too

Of course, an effective collabbrative relationship requires openness on the part of the manager as'well
as the evaluator, althoUgh_the two parties need not share the same or similar values. What is necessary is
that they understand each other's values and that the values of neither party work against a reasonable
evaluation. 01;:on the evaluator and the manager have strikingly different values; but both parties have
dgreed to respect their differences as best they tan;

Project Commune provides a striking illustration. In this rare instance a drug abuse prevention program
founded on a Maoist feminiit philosophy was funded,by a State criminal justice planning agency. The grant
required that the program secure an objective outside evaluation. The seven managers approached a friend
at a local university, who helped them find an evaluator, George, who then hired a small staff and designed a
process and outcome evaluation study for Project Commune;

It is inherently problematic to deal with more than one manager. In this case there were seven; all
nominally equal to each Othera structure which George had to respect. However, the situation was made
somewhat easier because the managers' deeply, held extreme political views were remarkably similar;
obviating inuch of the internal value conflicts which might ordinarily haVe been expected;

George was at the time a rather liberal Democrat, but from the perspvtive of a Maoist, his position
was not much different from an extreme right-wing Republican. SO from The start; all accepted the gulf
separating their outloOks and values. To work together, they .negotiated a compromise around the
diatinetion between process and outcome evaluation. The process evaluator would, of necessity, have to get
close to the program; whereas the persons- collecting the outcome data needed AO maintain their objectivity
and did not need to "infiltrate" the program. George, in conjunction with the Committee; selected a woman
graduate atkident_in abeiolt*y at the local university to work half-time as the process evaluator since only
another woman could probably heve secured' the trust of the Committee and the staff; Although, not a
radical, the woman had strong liberal views, and was regarded by the ,Committee as co-optable. In.fact, to
some extent, she was co-opted as the study progressed, casting some doubt on her objectivity. However,
given-the political nature of this program; the selection of a woman may have been a necessary condition for
process evaluation data to have been collected at all;

This illustration provides a clear example of how an evaluator and a group_ df, managers solved a
difficult situation of dissimilar value orientations and were able to carry out an effectiVe evaluation:
Mutual respect for each other's values;'formed during an initial collaboration, made it possible for the two
parties to work together throughout the evaluation. In general, the degree to WhiCh the `evaluator and
manager can understand and respect each other's values, the more likely they are to sustain mutual trust
throughout the eValuation. MutUal trust is essential- for working through thorny political problems that
typically beset the presentation of evaluation findings for a program in the public eye._ Thus; establishing
reciprocal understanding and trust is a critical first step in dealing with the politics of evaluation;

The Community and the Political Leadership-Iilay be Latching

Prevention ,programs operate in a context of community vainef3; of significant bUreilucrats, and of
political leaders. This larger, external context is usually foremost in people's minds when they think. abobt
the politics of eVilluatiOn. The values internal to the program and to the evaluatidn, interact with these
external values in the resolution of the evaluation's Political issues.

The evaluation of the MAYA prevention program illustrates issues associated with a concerned
community. In this instance, the Chicano community, with serious heroin, addictiOn problems; had been
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neglected by city agencies. A politically aware and creative group of young men and women conceived the
idea of_getting a grant to set up a heroin treatment program. They were successful, and the MAYA program
came into being. The founders, however, were not good administrators, and the requirements of the State
funding agency forced them to hire a professional administtator, Maria, who came from a Chicano drug
abuse treatment program in Big Cit,g, California. Soon after her arrival at MAYA, Maria applied for a
prevention grant.

The community was uneasy. It did not want to relinquish control of program administration to a
professional and an outsider. The second grant, the prevention grant, aleo affected the operation of the
agency; including the requirement to let a sttbstantial contract for an evaluation; In time; -community
members on the board_of directors were replaced -by members from some of the agencies that MAYA' dealt
with, including a licputy superintendent of schools, a probation officer, and a member of the sheriff's
department; all oMpem Anglos. Gradually; Maria felconStrained to at as a bridge between two cultures
with little mutual understandingthe local Chicano community and the Anglo, middle-class bureauc c
that vided the funding. hi many instances, it seemed aS though actions that pleased one constit
only and confused the other.

ht
ThoMas, the evaluator, felt at once beset by t e strain and mistrust when he arrived to evaluate the

MAYA prevention project. To make matters worse, because of its distrust of Maria's commitment to
evaluation, the State funding agency had specifically selected Thomas as an evaluator. But Thomas and his
staff were Anglos, only one of whom had experience dealing with Chicanos and could speak a little of the

'--loterSpatlish dialect.
1: 1

On the positive Aide, Thomas and Maria soon realized that his presence and Anglo background could help
give the prevenAion component of MAYA credibility with the Anglo funding source. The cotthmunity,
however, was anxious that the Anglo influence and the professional character of Maria, her staff, and half of
the board of director& not undermine MAYA's focus on Chicano concerns, values, and culture. These were
the shared concerns of Maria and Thomas as they mapped out the evaluation.

- Whereas the MAYA program_ needed to work within the concerns-of the local community, the New Life
School foCused on the politics of the school system and the board of education. The New Life School had
been foundedover the superintendent's objection that the echool system was cloin all that was required
because of the personal commitment of two board members.' Once established it also had strong support,
from the Assistant Superintendent for Alternative Schools, under whose authority the program fell.

The evaluation was planned and undertakey the Division for Program Assessment, who hired Michael,
an outsider evahlator, to evaluate the prevention school. Michael and his staff were hired by a competitive
procurement conducted by the division. The New Life School had been underway for a year when the
superintendent's office decided to have it evaluated,_ with the expectation that the findings would be
available to the board of education in time to consider the school's refunding.

Michael first encountered Sh onothe mannered the principal -of the New- Life School at a_meeting in
the office of the Assistant Superintendent for Alternative Schools (Sharon's boss and mentor). The meeting
also included the director of the Division for Program Assessment, thus creating the potential for conflict
between program administration and evaluation. At the time of this first meeting; Michael was fairly new
to the scene and only slightly aware of the political history of the school. He did feel that the meeting was
strained; but could not immediately understand the source of the conflict.,

After a little investigation, and development of a closer collaboration with. Sharon, Michael began to
sort out the nature of the political Rressures. It seemed clear that the 'fro- school party" consisting of
several board members and the assistant superintendent, were looking for a favorable evaluation.. The staff
of the Division of Program Assessment were neutral, and wanted only to see the evaluation carried out
professionally. Although the superintendent and a few asssociates were probably slightly hostile to the
program because of the manner in which the board had pushed it on them, their negative feelings did not
seem very strong, and they were willing to support the program if the board continued to want it.

The case of tfie New Life School is typical of many instances in which a prevention program has drawn
considerable attention to itself at the time of its founding, resulting in some polarization of key political
forces. At the same time, most_political situations are complex. It is often most clear who the committed
supporters are. Other key actors, often neither for nor against the program, may be somewhat threatening
because they cannot be relied on to support the program if findings are not favorable. Usually there is also
a third camp, Which continues to bear agrudge against the program. These individuals do not necessarily
lean on the evaluation for negative conclusions, but they would probably be pleased at such an outcome.
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Such forces _n ed to be understood andsorted out before an evaluation can be undertaken since they4will
come intt pla when a report is released.

The World of Macro-Politics
-Macro-politics may affeCt any social field, but at times change§ at this 10101 are especially radical.

The budget cuts for social programing now in effect could alter the very structure of prevention programing.
Major support responsibility- has now devolved upon the States, a few of which are enjoying exceptional
wealth because of fuel severance to es while st are facing serious fiscal probleMS. The resulting picture;
especially' in the poorer States, is ne in whi drug abuse prevention programs must_compete for limited
Federal, State, and local tax del with a wide range of health program's, most Of which have strtmg
medical and consumer. constituencies. In such a climate, prevention programs need extraordinary suppor tto
maintain and expand their funding ba istory_haajhown over the past two decades that favorable
eValdatibri reaultS are Seldom, if ever, a deciding factor in such debates. 'But favorable evaluation results
can be added to other kinds of supporting information to build a more compelling case for the continued
support of prevention programing. In this context, sensitivity to the larger political picture takes on an
unusual degree of importance for evaluations.

ISSUES RELATING TO EVALUATION DESIGN

Specific versus Generic Prevention
_ _

Anydne in the prevention field comes to realize at the categorial boundaries by which Government
agencies addreSS theworld of educations health, and Yfuman services often make jt difficult to ,encompass
leal world problems; Prevention of alcohol and drug abuse provides an especially poignant example of how

-'the "official" versions of the world differ dramatically fro the experience of programs dealing with
prevention "on the street."

Preventing behaviors destructive to the individual's health and well-being, and potentially destructive to.
others, of which drug abuse prevention is _just one aspect; is by its nature a unified generic probibm.
EVidenCe from a number of research studies suggests that among adolescents, alcohol and other drug abuse
ate associated with each other_and _with_ delinquency, teenage pregnancy, problems of family life; and poor
school performance (Jessor 1979). Problems demanding prevention initiatives are found-among young adults,
the middle -aged, and senior citizens, each with their own peculiar generic mix. A look at the Federal
bureaucracy reveals that intrinsically related_ prevention activities haVe been funded by the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and MentaL Health Administration (ADAMHA); by other agencies of the Department af;,Health and
Human SerViCeS (DHHS) concerned with aging; by the ,Department of Justice; and by the Department of
.Education; Several other Federal and State offices, agencies, and institutions have funded research and
demonstration projects relating to one aspect of prevention or another;

In this context, local programs ha4 at times shifted their emphasis from one dimension of prevention
to another, shifting, for example, from drug abuse to delinquency prevention and doing a credible job of
both. Some progress has been made linking prevention efforts involving drug and alcohol abuse at the
Federal, State and local levels.

PrOgraM managers generally recognize that their prevention efforts, in most instances, have generic
impacts broader than alcohol and drug abuse- prevention alone. Program effeett across the range of
destructive behavior depend on the nature of the prevention modality and the risks associated with a
particular population being served. In addition to drug abuse in our four case studies, the risks of
destructive behavior include alcohol abuse, delinquency, and failure in sChoal.

The model of drug_abuse onset and ether destructive behaviors proposed by the Jessors {see, for
example; Xiisor 1975; Jessor and 'lessor_ 197*-a-m0r arId-JW1-9.4orT5b)uggests-that changes in destructive
behavior form a predictable pattern. Thus, a genuine change in an adolescent's lifestyle away from drug
abuse would _probably be accompanied by changes in other aspects of life such as school attendance,
academic performance; and the tendency to commit delinquent acts and status offenses and other disruptive
behavior, This model, therefore; jUstifies a program's efforts to correct behavior more generically, rather
than to focus simply on drug and alcohol abuse. For certain preventive strategies, therefore, it may be
important to collect clusters of appropriate prevention outcome data to understand the degree that

.prevention efforts result in broadly based life changes.
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In three of our four cases, additional data were collected on delinquent and acting out behavior (CYC;
MAYA, and the New Life School). In two of these cases -(CYC and New Life), information was collected on
aspirations toward the future (another dimension of the Jessor model); and for the New Life School, detailed
information was also collected on school attendance and academic performance; In all, instances the kinds
of clustering of outcomes that one would expect from the Jessor's model were noted.

For a program with high public visibility; thetcollection of a wide range of outcomes may be advisable;
The ability to demonstrate outcome number of areas of public concern may be helpful in dev-e-Wing a
broad-based constituency and in selling- the. program for future funding. The selection of outcome measures
may have significant political' overtones and should be a collaborative effort of the evalueor, the program
manager, and other decisionmakers.

Control Dver the Evaluation Report

Evaluators, in 'general, are rewarded, in part, by having_their work read, used, and, appreciated. A
spectre that hangs over the evaluation field is that the commissioning agency might suppress the report and
prevent the evaluator from making the findings public. Such suppression may be reinforced by highly
restrictive language in the evaluation study contract which gives the contracting agency complete control
over the findings and any reports produced. However, once word gets out that an agency has exercised such
authoritarian control over a report, it may be difficult for them to contract with reputable evaluators in The
future.

Understandably, of course: managers are concerned that an evalkation report will contain material that
in their view is totally misleading or erroneous, and that they will not have an opportunity to detec such
problems before the final version of the report is published Or, even if managers do see a draft, th worly
that evaluators will cling stubbornly to erroneous views, and that needlessly damaging or misleading reports
will see the light of day, without any opportunity for the manager to express a dissenting opinion.

This problem can be avoided if, at the design stage; the evaluator and manager work out a mutually
-acceptable set of guidelines to govern the preparation and issuing of publications. Following ia an example
of the way such guidelines might be drawn up.

The evaluator agrees to show the manager a final draft of any reports or articles which are to be
published concerning the study to-Alow the manager to review and comment.

The program manager agrees to review and comment on any draft materials in a timely manner
and to comment frankly on the draft.

o The evaluator agrees to consider carefully the manager's comments and criticisms, to make
appropriate changes in the text of the draft, and to,Show these changes to the manager.

o If the manager continues to have serious reservations about the contents of the draft, even after
all the chang_es which the evaluator is willing to make have been made, these dissenting opinions
may appear as an addendum to the report. If the material is to be published in a journal or book
form, where there-is a serious concern that misrepresentations may damage the program, the
manager-should-have the right to insist-on-anonymity -of-Weprogram.

Guidelines like these assure the evalu for of a right to present findings in all appropriate channels and
assure the manager of means to protect t e program's interests. Even when the program and the evaluator
are on harmonious terms, as was the case with the CYC evaluation, such guidelines are best expressed
formally.

The Selection of Goals to be Measured

Another major concern is whether the stated goals of the program 'are the goals actually pursued. The
author once participated in an evaluation of a drug abuse treatment program fn which the published goal was
to help adolescents and young adults stop using drugs. Soon after beginning the evalbation; he was amazed
to find himself sitting in on an employment interview in which a candidate for a staff position was being
rejected in part because she did not take enough drugs. 'The pkual goal of this program turned out to be to
legitimize what the program regarded as appropriate drug use behavior in that community. Any evaluation
which had judged the program in terms of its stated treatment goal would have been completely out of tune
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with reality. The program Wou ld-halie appeared 'a failure to external powersi and the manager and statf
would have foUndithe evaluation.f6tally irrelevant.

This issue also arose with respect to both the outcome and the process evaluations in the case of the
NeW Life Scho Ol. In the outcome evaluation, the program's stated goal was to help secondary school
students stop using the drugs with which they were experimenting. .In her review of the draft evaluation
report; Sharon, the manager, stressed that the program goal was to ensure that students spend the school
day in a drUgfree environment, rather than to try to stop their drug use in nonschool hours. This change in
the prOgram goal had apparently occurred sometime between-the proposal to the sehool board and inception
of the evaluation study. The outcome evaluation had measured a goal that no longer applied to the program;
Much eifort could have been saved had ,the evaluator and the manager fully discussed the program's goals
and objectives during the design of the evaluation;

Michael, the evaluator, partly at the request of the Director of Program Assessment; had focused a
major Share of the process evaluation data collectionon assessment of the counseling comp-Orient at New
Life Setibtl. He later discovered that Sharon and her staff were not professional counselors and 'did not
regard counseling as a primary component of the program._ They were teachers and had concentrated on
thoSe elements they could best dearwth, such as discipline; attendance; and academic performance.

.

Obvious, Michael could-have been more efficient had he carefully reviewed his plans with the funding
agency and Sharoh before going ahead with the evaluation; Instead; his priorities were set by the funding
agency representative; who wanted the New _Life School evaluated in terms of its PubliShed ObjeCtiVe8._ The
situation would also have been helped had Sharon reissued: the statement of objectives, so that the school
adminiStratorS responsible for the evaluatibn could understand the intent of the program.

Are the Tools of the EValuation-Appropristel

Another technical concern with _important political implications is the relationship between the
el.;aluation meth6dology and the Objectites of the pr ram; In the evaluation field, certain focal areas have
received most attention in terms of measurement, instrumentation, and analysiS, Three factors combine
to create a dilemma in the measurement of program goals and, therefore, in the ability of the program to-be
evaluated:'

o Some existing instrumentation does not cover all variables of interest;

1/4)

Some existing instrumentation may have debatable validity or reliability;
o Rarely are evaluation resources sufficient to develop and refine new-instruments based on unique

program goals.

The evaluator may have -to select an instrnment that does not correspond exactly to program goals. ThiS
prailem arose in every one of the four case studiei examined in this chapter, and in two instances it had
serious political ramifieetiont.

In the CYC; a-focal objective of the program was to work with the immigrant parents to help them
understand their neighborhood street conditions. The Chinese parents lived in an insular world; they knew
almost no English; could communicate only with other Chinese adults, and spent most of their waking hdurS
working in factories and restaurants.

The evaluator could t'locate an instrument that would assess changes the progra/m tried to produce in ,

parent knowledge; attitu s, and behaviors regarding child-rearing practices. The manager pressed this
point because it was such a central goal of the CYC program. The failure of the evaluation study to
document achievements with the parents undermined -the ,credibility of the program with the head the
State funding agency.

In the ease of New Life School, the main goal was to maintain a drug-free environment during Setick3
hours.' Unfortunately; the evaluator was unaware of any instrument which measured the prevalence of drug
use during:a\ pecified portion of the day, so that no attempt was made to evaluate this pdrticular objective.
OVerall prev lence of drug use was assessed using a standard instrument. But the inability of the evaluation
study to focus specifically on the central goal of the New Life School had a consequeneethe manager felt
acute political repercussions when the evaluation could not "prove" attainment of a major objective;

The manager must understand that only rarely will an outcome evaluation provide existing instrumenta-
tion tailored to the program. Therefore, managers and evaluators must assess in advance which goals and
objectives the available instruments will measure accurately and which they will measure poorly or not at
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all. Anticipating tpiSlitinbala-ricei':they should design the overall_ evaluation to minimize negative political
implicationS bysconimunicating evaluation' constraints to.-external;decisionmakers and negotiating mutually
acceptable evtilu'atiOn'objeative& '' , : "-- . v. -

4. .;Similar problems ,
art& :with respect).0 process and impact evaluations._ A problem for proCess

eVafuatIciriS--isithat 'adikruate methods are seldom available for recording the 'substance of the prevention
:inodality as it is lictirally'iMplemented. .The political iiiplications of instrumentation problems are usually

not 'as far-reaching rtir _process'ind impact evaluations beCause public .administrators and the community
have much lesseiperiende with these.:

.: ISSUES RELATING TO THE PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

Through .the .prboecting discussion on politics -and evaluation, .tece_ption of the final report has
received _emphasis; even though the :issues concerned mostly predesign and design phases of the evaluation
Ftudy. Usuallythe politically sensitive issues of prevention- programing .do - not come into_ play until the

Aavaluation findings are reported outside program confines. In smaller studies, such as our four cases, this
sually occurs \after _the study is completed and the final report is prepared. Larger; longer term studies
ay report findings frotktime to- time, throughout the course of the evaluation...

If the recom ended planning,ocaurS; and if the evaluator and ,manager have developed a collaborative
relationship, then; strong' foundation is laid for dealing with any political issues thiit arise when findings are
presented to the co MARY and to concerned public administrators.

The Need for a Positiv Approach

Evaluation results a e alrribst always ambiguous. (See Weiss 1975 for a fuller discussion of this point
from the perspective of evaluation of social programs in general.) In fact, evaluation results were
somewhat ambiguous for our four case studies; as .evidenced by one aspect from each:

o Project Commune revealed a sharp decrease in drug use among participants who stuck with -the
program; however;ortany of those who entered the program left long before they had completed it.
Those who left early shoyed no change in'drug use.

o CYC gave a similar picture; Re,cently arrived immigrant Youth; especially boys; tended to begin
experimenting with drugs find other fornis of acting-out behavior. If they were regular CYC
attendees, this experimentation was short-lived, and they continued to be essentially drug free.
If; however; they left the program at or before this point; they.sometimes adopted a destructive
lifestyle,_based on association with Chinese greet gangs who both used and sold drugs-a pattern
common for both boys and girls.

o The MAYA program definitely helped boys reduce acting-out behaVior. However; Chicano
teenaged girl§ in Central City were "over controlled." The impact of such experiences as values
clarification was to encourage the girls to act out more; including more experimentation with
drugs--although their overall level of experimenting and of acting out was less than that of the
boys, bOth before and after the program. Comparison group girls acted out less and took fewer
drugs- than did program girls; whereas comparison group boys acted out considerably more and
were considerably more likely to use drugs than were program boys.

f

o The New Lie School finding was that program youth-based on a number of sources of evidence
but not strietly on outcome data-did experience a drugfree school day. The atteddance record
and the quality of the school work for the program students was considerhbly tter than those for
the comparison group students. But the quantity of overall experimentat n with drugs was-
unchanged throughout the program year for both program and comparison group students;

In all four instances, the program could.be judged to make an important lontribfiti n to drug abuse
prevention. However, these findings could also be presented to emphasize the aspect and to make each of
the programs appear a failure. Note that in each case we are considering only one central ambiguity; other
findings showed similar patterns, making a more complex tapestry than we can deal with here.

hi each study, the evaluator was committed to a positive approach, trying to help the program build on
its accomplishments and improve its programing. In two of the four cases, CYC and New Life School, the
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program was able and willing to _take adVintage of the negative findings and Make important course
corrections in prograin strategy. Howe Ver; Project Commune and MAYA became entangled in problems
with their communities sufficiently serious to produce the demise of both programs. They never had the
opportunity to try to correct deficiencies in their program strategies. 4

In both instances; the process evaluation tried toplace the problems with the community in perspective
to help the program understand and deal with them. Projett'Commune's managers did not take the written
observations of the evaluation Serioila WI perhaps because of the lack of trust between the evaluator and the
seven radical managers; growing out or their ideological gulf. MAYA's community problems were, so far
advanced by the time the evaluation was underWity that a solution to the problem was probably no longer
possible.. /

If possible; managers, should select evaluators__ ith commitment to constructive use of evaluation
finding& Evaluators who approach their work prirtiari as "judges" and who classify programs into only two
categories - successes and failuresare out of tune with the ambiguous character of most evaluation resultS.
When such evaluators bring with them a generally negative outlook, they can be quite destructive and should
be avoided.

The Presentation of Findings

Even if the evaluator and the manager are prepared to deal with am- biguous findings internal:lip-and to
make them a point of departure for cpstatriletiVe Change, pgesentation of ambiguous results to the 'funding
souice, to concerned publie adrninittrators, and to the community is still difficulty In all four ca:ses, some
community groups were interested in-the findings; and in two of these the interest even attracted media
attention; In three of the four cases a State=leVel funding agency was interested in the effectiveness of -the
program. In the fourth case, NOW Life School; there was.an interested local funding source. in all -tour
cases the evaluation results could affect the currant funding agency'§ decision to 'continue program support;
Finally; with respecX to all four cases, other important- public administrators were potentially, interested in
obtaining the evaluation findings.

' One approach was tr in each case study to help clarify evaluation findings and enhance their
potential for_use by ectecriial force§. Summaries and presentations were prepared that minimized the
complexity of the findings and presented them constructively. The case summaries were proactive, while
the two kinds of presentatiOnstO funding agencies and to public bddies were reactive. it is always
desirable for the manager and evaluater to chart a more proactive campaign todisseminate findings.

ti

Responding To AudienceirCreatiVelY
r.

The evaluator and the manager must be:-sensitive to 'the breadth an character of the issues of-concern
to a potential audience and to stress these _Issues in their presentations, even if those issues were less
critical when the evaluation was originally designed. For example, a prevention evaluation started several
years ago and only now about to present findings may not have paid much attention-to cost-benefit issues.
But recent dramatic reductions in Federal support to health and human services have made cost-benefit
argument§ eruciaL 'Changing circumstances may require organizing even data collected or other purposes
to make as compelling a case as possible. Managers and eValtiators need to haire Considerable flexibility;

Some other ways to present evaluation findings in their broader conteict are to

o

.

discuss the community's prevention service needs and the program's overall ,Oenfributions to
meeting them

o present the findings to illustrate the human Whoa of the program context
o capture the enthusiasm that participants, their farriilies, and interested community members may.

spontaneously expreSs toward the program.=

Written reports, even concise general surnmartes;,may. nothe,an effective way to communicate program
accomplishments to members of the general corrimiinity while 'creative use of other media can help reach a
broad audience;

CYC provides an illustration of the innovative use of media tor reaching the community._ Theagency
rented the elementary school auditorium across the_street for a Sunday afternoon meeting. The choice of
time was critical; because a. large percentage of adult men in the community, worked in restaurants
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evenings, and many Women worked in garment factories on Saturdays; Sundays were the only days during
which both men and women were available for such a meeting..

The immigrant Chinese adults were too Uric] from working 60, 70, and more hours a week, to want to
attend a meeting about CYC; but it was important; given the politics of Chinatowb in Big City; tO obtain the
interest and support of the community. The _manager hit on the-idea of _showing a_ popular Chinese movie
free to _the persons who attended the Sunday afternoon program. The resulting meeting was a total success.
About 300 adults froth the community attended. They. -saw the first half of the. movie. Then duting a break
the manager and her staff presented some of the evaluation highlights_ in a manner interesting. to the'
community; The evaluator was introduced to the audience; although he did not make a presentation because
he did not:speak Cantonese. After the half-hour of CYC presentations; the remaindr-4 the film was
shown. Afterward, refreShments were ftrved in the school cafeteria. During the refreshment period the
manager and 'staff mingled with the audiehee and diSCUSSed the prbgram with them. AS a final attraction,
participants' paintings; calligraph; and other arts crafts were exhibited in the foyer;

Subsequent feedback indicated that the afterfition' affair had made a strong positive impression. The
resulting support filterecrishrough the active ChinatOwn grapevine and was helpful in suppressing opposition
from competing PrograMslhati_regarded CYC as a threat to their _sources of runding; CYC illustrates how
the presentation of evaluation "findings can involve Creative, sensitive approaches.

In some instances, the program is the focus of media attention whether it wants it or not.T.- New Life
School; lVtRAYA, and Project'Commune were all sought out by the newspapers and radio and television news--
reporters. The CYC program; however; wished to obtain favorable CoVerage for itself, and sought out ne
coverage in the loeal Chinatown newspaper and the Chinese radio station in Big City.

Whether contacts with news media are- reactive or proactive; keep in mind the following two
considerations and deal with the media appropriately.

Fitt of all; remember that the news media sieze upon drug abuse da . Newspaper editors like to build
their h adlines around such materiaL Almost irAriably some informs ion regarding the prevalence and
incidence of drug use (and possibly' of.delinquency or other kinds of destr ctive behaviors) will appear in the
report of an outcome evaluation; The media tends to blow this infect-heti out of proportion, distorting the
real meaning of the findings. 41,

_ To counter this tendency; the evaluator must developlipproaches that play down such statistics or their
uniqueness. He might _mention; for example; that such levels of drug use are typical for adolescents in the
area; The important thing is to anticipate a focus on drug use data and to prepare responses designed to
refocus attention by helping news people place the matter in perspective.

second concern when dealing with. the press; radio; and TV is the media's tendency to prefer simple;
either -or findings; They often base a story on answers to a few questions asked in the course of a five-to-
ten minute telephone - conversation. This almost always results in serious oversimplification of the finding%
often to the dettiMent*Of the program.

The manager and the evaluator should not allow themselves_to be trapped in this no -win situation. --If
reporters seek information about the evaluation and/or about the program; they should insist on a face-to-
face meeting in which the reporters are willing to commit at least 30 minutes of their time to talking about
the program. If they have serious professional intentions; the reporters will probably-agree. If not; it is safe
to assume that the potential story would not haVe been very helpful in presenting the program to the public;

Assume that the media will be intereSted; Even if such interest seems unlikely at the time the
evaluation is being developed,.unfore-seen-eirettmstancesca can arise that draw the attention of the-media; and
putthe manager and the evaluator on the spot For eXatil_ple, MAYA did nod_ expect meedia coverage,
Central City had no Chicano-oriented news media; and Chicano programs seldom attracted the attention of
the .Anglo-doiliinated news__ media. Near the 'end_ of the evaluation, however; a murder occurred in the .4;
Chicano cOmmunity-an organized crime assassinationand the manager was inadvertently connected with
the event. Suddenly MAYA was briefly in the news; The manager, and evaluator were both sensitive to the
program problems that such coverage entailed._ Although they had not planned how they would deal with
news reporters; they heldsa meeting and mapped out a Strategy. Their coordinated approach was effective;
and they received in -depth favorable coverage from Central Cityfa two newspapers; from a major television
station, and from an important radio station.
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CONCLUDING GUMELINES

_

Four conclusions summarize the major points in this chapter and organize them into broad guidelines to
help the evaluator and manager deal with evaluation politics:

o
_

Pci laical issues dill subject the evaluation team and_the program to considerable pressure;
espe-cially when the evaluation findings become public. To counter these pressures; the evaluator
and the manager must develop a strong collaborative relationship based on trust, respect, and
understanding. Sueh a relationship arises from an open sharing of relevant values, and a joint
exploration of the'larger context of values in.which the evaluation program is embedded;

11,

o EvaluationO tend to focte.on the stated objectives of a program, using tools which are available to
the evaluator. An effective evaluation, which will both strengthen the program and sustain it
through political storms, is based on a sound ;design developed collaboratively by the evaluator and
the manager; both parties mutOt also understand the implications of the methods selected and their

, relationship to the program's teals and objectives.

EffeetiVe evaldation requires appropriat communication of findings to all interested parties,
including the program; the funding .soure concerned public administrators, and the cortiftitinity.
The evaluator and the manager must p their joint effort into Libliciping and carrying out
creative and appropriate means to communicate the findings; Evaluations presented in a positive
light can do much to help a program gain support and evolve into a more effect-We resource for
the prevention of drug abuse.

o Altheugh the politics which surround evaltiations can be a set of thorny problems, they can ate be
a source of opportunities; If the manager and evaluator work together to face these issues with
appropriate planning and ftill awareness of the political context, the program, if actually
effective, ShOuld be able to maximize public and funding support.

The author WiOheO to share his appreciation to his colleague; Robert Emrich, of the General Electric
Company, for his wise observations on the topics discussed in this chapter.
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